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FOREWORD
Science and Technology are the engines that drive the development and progress of a
country. Science is culture of a society and mostly curiosity driven. Technology, especially
science driven technology, is the one which produces wealth for a country. In the present
interconnected world and globalized economy, country which can educate its younger
population to invent and innovate has a greater chance of success in capturing the
market by providing services and products that others are willing to pay to acquire the
same.
Dr. Michael Mumford, a distinguished professor of Psychology at the University of
Oklahoma, says “Over the course of last couple of decades we seem to have reached a
general agreement that creativity involves the production of novel, useful products”. The
question, therefore, is how to create creativity. Clearly education is an essential
ingredient. Arousing curiosity and building self- confidence to think unconventionally are
other necessary attributes.
Over the last couple decades Agastya International Foundation has experimented
successfully in science education, kindling curiosity, and in building self-confidence
among primary and secondary school children. Among the many innovative ideas
implemented by Agastya, Anveshana is a novel one in which the school children are
coupled with science and engineering undergraduates to design and demonstrate simple
S&T projects. This innovative experiment has led to bidirectional learning of the children
and the undergraduates. The themes selected – ecology, environment, energy, water
resources, robotics etc. – besides being topical have generated many creative ideas
some of which are even implement table as products.
Over the last few years the initial success of Anveshana held in Bangalore has led to its
implementation in a few other cities across India. I feel that the spread of this idea is
going to challenge the spread of wild forest fire.
I wish Anveshana 2015-16 all the success. I would soon like to see it all the cities in India.

Dr. V.K. Aatre
Scientist and Former Head of DRDO
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ABOUT AGASTYA
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ABOUT SYNOPSYS
Corporate Background
Synopsys, Inc. (Nasdaq:SNPS) provides products and services that accelerate
innovation in the global electronics market. As a leader in electronic design
automation (EDA) and semiconductor intellectual property (IP), Synopsys'
comprehensive integrated portfolio of system-level, IP, implementation,
verification, manufacturing, optical and field-programmable gate array (FPGA)
solutions help address the key challenges designers face such as power and yield
management, system-to-silicon verification and time-to-results. These technologyleading solutions help give Synopsys customers a competitive edge in quickly
bringing the best products to market while reducing costs and schedule risk. For
more than 25 years, Synopsys has been at the heart of accelerating electronics
innovation with engineers around the world having used Synopsys technology to
successfully design and create billions of chips and systems. The company is
headquartered in Mountain View, California, and has approximately 90 offices
located throughout North America, Europe, Japan, Asia and India.

- See more at:
http://www.synopsys.com/Company/AboutSynopsys/Pages/About.aspx#sthash.GSEbLS7b.dp
uf
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ABOUT ANVESHANA
Anveshana Program is structured around the concept of mentoring, “catch them young” and
“facilitate the inquisitive minds”.
“Mentoring is a process for the informal transmission of knowledge, social capital, and the
psychosocial support perceived by the recipient as relevant to work, career, or professional
development; mentoring entails informal communication, usually face-to-face and during a
sustained period of time, between a person who is perceived to have greater relevant
knowledge, wisdom, or experience (the mentor) and a person who is perceived to have less (the
protégé)" (source: http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Mentorship).
The program looks at Involving school students to provide an opportunity to work with
engineering students to find solutions for the encountered social problems.
The program envisaged to bring together students from various underprivileged schools and
Engineering colleges in respective locations in and around Delhi NCR – in a collaborative
platform (Anveshana).
Engineering colleges will participate as teams with 2 members. The teams will select 2 students
from nearby underprivileged schools (Govt. and Govt. aided schools) to mentor them to design
and build models or projects around an identified social problem. In the process school children
would directly get the opportunity to work together with more qualified under-graduates, and a
chance to ‘learn’ the basic principles (along with hands-on skills on diverse products and
interesting processes). The interaction with Juries and dignitaries would be a life-time
experience for them to cherish. The school students thus will be exposed to entire planning,
designing and building process of the models and in turn will get educated in the scientific and
engineering concepts behind the models in Anveshana-2016. (www.anveshana.org)
Process of Anveshana (Engineering Fair & Competition):






Initial Screening of Engineering College Teams: Concept synopsis based on social problems
and related Engineering solutions are invited from engineering college teams for prescreening by the jury.
Screening, selection of Synopsis and identifying mentees: Once selected the teams are asked
to contact local schools with underprivileged status and to form school student teams to
plan, design and make the models, while collaborating and mentoring the high school
students.
Model Creation and Quality Check by Agastya team: Students will create knowledge
networks between them, their peers and with external resource persons to create
conceptual and methodological framework to create the models. Here, Agastya teams along
with assigned senior resource persons (senior educators, engineers etc.) will visit the
colleges to assist the teams conceptually and in the making of the models while providing
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inputs including scientific and technological inputs. One of the main reasons for these visits
is to assure the quality of the collaboration and teaching-mentoring-learning outcomes.


Conceptual- Technological advice from Agastya: Agastya will also help the teams to establish
links between prominent institutions like Indian Institute of Science, Institution of Engineers,
Indian Institute Technology etc. –in case they need any technological or conceptual inputs.



Anveshana Fair begins: The models thus made will be exhibited in Anveshana Engineering
fair where the teams would be presenting the same in front of an expert Jury for Judgment.
During the fair, students display their research projects, working models and present their
findings orally and through written journals to the Jury (mostly a team of scientists and
educators). The judging process involves series of interactions on the concepts, methodology
and objectives of the projects done by the students.



Delegates attending the fair: After the judging process students from various schools and
delegates representing various institutions are also expected to attend the fair. Delegates
attending the event will include scientists and educators from large number of institutions
across Hyderabad.



Valedictory: Prizes will be awarded at a valedictory function –towards the end of the fair.

ANVESHANA MILESTONES
2011 - 12

Anveshana launched in Bangalore

2012 - 13

Anveshana 2nd Edition in Bangalore

2013 - 14

Anveshana 3rd Edition in Bangalore
Anveshana Launched in Hyderabad

2014 - 15

Anveshana 4th Edition in Bangalore
Anveshana 2nd Edition in Hyderabad

2015 - 16

Anveshana 5th Edition in Bangalore
Anveshana 3rd Edition in Hyderabad
Anveshana Launched in NCR-Delhi
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PROJECT SCREENING COMMITTEE
MG Subramanian
MG Subramanian is an Advisor to Agastya International Foundation. He enjoys
going around project sites-namely colleges where Anveshana’s projects are in
progress interacting with young mentors and younger mentees pointing out the
immense opportunities to teach and learn, to wonder and innovate.
He is an engineer from IIT Madras and an PGDM from IIM Calcutta with a long
experience in manufacturing, product, business development and Human
resources development. He acknowledges the value of a mentorship and
attributes all his successes in life to his mentors .He says Anveshana’s success is
inevitable!
Dr. H. G. Nagendra
Dr. H. G. Nagendra is Professor and Head at the Department of Biotechnology, Sir
MVIT, Bangalore. He holds a doctorate degree in Biophysics from IISc, Bangalore,
and was a recipient of the BOYSCAST Post-doctoral Fellowship (DST) from
Cambridge University, UK. He has 16 years of teaching and 20 years of research
experience, and has authored 26 international publications in various journals. His
research interests include protein bioinformatics and structural biology of
neurodegenerative peptides. He has made more than 54 presentations at various
conferences / seminars as an invited speaker, and has conducted more than 32
conferences / seminars / workshops.
Dr. M Govindappa
Name:
Qualification
Research
Publications
PhD guidance
Guided for
Membership
Reviewers
Editor for

Dr M Govindappa
MSc, MPhil, PhD, PDF (USA)
06 National
52 International
03 students awarded (6 students pursuing)
BE, M.Tech and MSc students for their academic project work
For various biotechnology bodies
For various journals
International Journal of Multidisciplinary Research
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INVITATION
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PROGRAM CHART
24th February 2016
3 pm to 4 pm
4 pm to 5 pm

Student Registration (full team
should be present)
Briefing about Anveshana

5:00 PM

Tea/snacks & break

will be served in the venue

7.30 pm

Dinner for participants

will be served in the venue

8 am to 8.45 am

Breakfast for participants

will be served in the venue

10 am to 11 am

Inaugural Function

11 am to 1 pm

Model Judging Process Begins

25th February 2016

1 pm to 1.30 pm
1.30 pm to 4.30 pm
4:30 pm
6.30 pm to 7. 30 pm
8 pm

Lunch for participants

will be served in the venue

Models Judging continues
Tea/Snack Break
CULTURAL ACTIVITY
Dinner for participants

will be served in the venue

Breakfast

will be served in the venue

Anveshana Fair

Open to School Students &
Visitors
will be served in the venue

26th February 2016
8 am to 8.45 am
10 am to 1 pm
1 pm to 1.30 pm
1.30 pm to 3.45 pm
4 pm to 5 pm
5 PM

Lunch for participants
Anveshana Fair

Open to School Students &
Visitors

Valedictory Function
Tea/Snack Break

will be served in the venue
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PROJECTS EXHIBITED IN THE FAIR
S.N

DISTRICT

PROJECT TITLE

1

BAGALKOT

CULTIVATION METHODS OF
SPIRULINA IN KITCHEN GARDEN
FOR BOOSTING UP OF REGULAR
FOOD

2

SHIVAMOGGA

3

5

6

7

8

9

10

11

FOOD/AGRICULTURE/SOIL EROSION

4

DAKSHINA
KANNADA
BANGALORE

BANGALORE

BANGALORE

BELGAUM

TUMKUR

DODDABALLAPUR

UTTARA
KANNADA
BELLARY

COLLEGE

PAGE
N0.

BASAVESHWAR
ENGINEERING COLLEGE

PALM AMICUS (PALMAE
FRIEND)

JAWAHARLALA NEHRU
INSTITUTE OF TECHNOLOGY
SHIVMOGGA

SUPER DRIP BOT

MANGALORE INSTITUTE OF
TECHNOLOGY MANGALORE

DESIGN AND DEVELOPMENT OF
DE-HUSKER FOR FLAT BEANS
(AVARAKAI)

M.S RAMAIAH UNIVERSITY
OF APPLIED SCIENCES
BANGALORE

UTILIZATION OF SERICIN LIQUID
ON INDUSTRIAL EFFLUENT OF
SILK REELING INDUSTRIES AS
COST EFFCECTIVE SOURCE OF
PROTEIN FOR CULTURING
ECONOMICALLY IMPORTANT
MICROBES

SIR MVIT,BANGALORE

FOOD QUALITATIVE ANALYSER AN EYE ON MY FOOD
MODERATE PRESERVATOR FOR
KITCHEN
PLASTIC AND METAL PARTICLE
DETECTION IN PROCESSED
FOOD
DESIGN AND DEVELOPMENT OF
CLAY REFRIGERATOR SYSTEM

FRUIT HARVESTING FLYING BOT

FABRICATION SOLAR SEED
SPRAYER FOR AGRICULTURE

17

20

25

30

44

VIVEKANANDA INSTITUTE
OF TECHNOLOGY

48

HIRASUGAR INSTITUTE OF
TECHNOLOGY

51

HMS IT,TUMKUR

53
R.L. JALAPPA INSTITUTE OF
TECHNOLOGY

55

GIRIJABAI SAIL INSTITUTE OF
TECHNOLOGY KARWAR

57

GOVT.ENGINEERING
COLLEGE
HOOVINAHADAGALI
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12

HASSAN

13

BAGALKOT

14

BANGALORE

15

17

WATER

16

TUMKUR

18

TUMKUR

20

VETERNARY COLLEGE
HASSAN

63

BASAVESHWAR
ENGINEERING COLLEGE

65

SPONTANEOUS WATER
PURIFICATION SYSTEM USING
HIGH VOLTAGE AND OTHER
CHEMICAL TREATMENTS

EAST WEST INSTITUTE OF
TECHNOLOGY

67

DESIGN AND TECHNOLOGY OF
INTEGRATED SOLAR POWER
AND EVAPORATIVE SHIELDING
OF WATER RESERVOIR

HMS INSTITUTE OF
TECHNOLOGY

70

ADVANCED SOLAR WATER
HEATER
IMPROVED MODEL OF BIOSAND WATER FILTER
WATER DEFLOURIDATION BY
NANOPARTICLES SYNTHESIZED
BY EXTRACT OF SIMAROUBA
GLAUCA

(SWACCH BHARAT)

WASTE MANAGEMENT

BIJAPUR

HASSAN

JAWAHARLAL NEHRU
NATIONAL COLLEGE OF
ENGINEERING
PES COLLEGE OF
ENGINEERING

73

76

SHRIDEVI INSTITUTE OF
ENGINEERING AND
TECHNOLOGY

80

DETECTING OF INTERFACING
POLLUTANTS

SHRIDEVI INSTITUTE OF
ENGINEERING AND
TECHNOLOGY

82

PEnt WATER PURIFIER

SAPTHAGIRI COLLEGE OF
ENGINEERING

HUMANURE - WEALTH OUT OF
HUMAN WASTE

BLDEA'S VP DR P G
HALAKATTI COLLEGE OF
ENGG &TECH VIJAYAPUR

BANGALORE

21

23

MANDYA

TUMKUR

19

22

SHIVAMOGGA

ARTIFICIAL STOMACH AND
INTESTINE TO EVALUATE
DIGESTABILITY OF ORGANIC
MATTER IN DIFFERENT FOOD
INGREDIENTS
DEGRADATION OF CHROMIUM
IN WASTE WATER USING
BIOFILM FORMING MICRO
ORGANISMS

USE OF COCONUT SHELL OIL AS
AN ECO FRIENDLEY AND
ECONOMICALLY WOOND
HEALING MEDICINE IN ANIMALS

VETERNARY COLLEGE
HASSAN

84

87

91

JAIN UNIVERSITY

RAMANAGARA

98

TRASH ENERGY
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24

BANGALORE
AUTOBIN

25

BANGALORE
SMART LITTER BASKET

26

BANGALORE

27

DAKSHINA
KANNADA

28

30

BANGALORE

31

TUMKUR

32

FUTURE DIESEL FROM WASTE
RUBBER TYRES

34

35

36

LOW COST PORTABLE SOLAR
WATER DISINFECTION SYSTEM
AND ULTRA FILTERATION
ECO FRIENDLY ELECTRIC
PROPULSION BOAT
SOLAR OPERATED ENERGY
EFFICIENT FLOATING AREATOR

103

107
DR. M V SHETTY INSTITUTE
OF TECHNOLOGY
VIDYAVIKAS INSTITUTE OF
ENGINEERING &
TECHNOLOGY

MYSORE

DAKSHINA
KANNADA
DAVANGERE

114

AMBEDKAR INSTITUTE OF
TECHNOLOGY

116

EAST WEST INSTITUTE OF
TECHNOLOGY

119

HMS INSTITUTE OF
TECHNILOGY, TUMKUR

130

132

SMART FARMING

DAKSHINA
KANNADA

110

NMAMIT, NITTE

UDUPI

ENERGY

33

RNS INSTITUTE OF
TECHNOLOGY
R V C E, BANGALORE

E-WASTE RECYCLING

BANGALORE

100

CONVERSION OF WOOD WASTE
INTO FUEL

MYSORE

29

NITTE MEENAKSHI
INSTITUTE OF TECHNOLOGY

CARBON DIOXIDE
DECOMPOSITION &
DECOMPOSED CARBON IN
NANO TECHNOLOGY

SDM, UJIRE

136

GRID CONNECTED SOLAR ROOF
USING BIDIRECTIONAL ENERGY
METER

VIDYAVIKAS IT, MYSORE

FABRICATION & PERFORMANCE
STUDY OF FRESNEL BASED
SOLAR DISTILATION

VIVEKANANDA IT, PUTTUR

DEMONSTRATION OF HYBRID
WIND TURBINES FOR POWER
GENERATION AT HIGHWAY
MEDIANS AND ON ROOF TOPS

139

141
BAPUJI INSTITUTE OF
ENGINEERING &
TECHNOLOGY
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15

37

AIR

38

BELGAUM

DUST PURIFICATION OF
INDUSTRIAL CHIMNEY USING
ELECTRO-STAT

DAKSHINA
KANNADA
AIR POLLUTION CONTROLLER

39

41

GENERAL

40

MYSORE

DESIGN AND DEVELOPMENT
FABRICATION OF PICK AND
PLACE ROBOTIC ARM

BANGALORE
HYBRID VEHICLE

BANGALORE

VSM INSTITUTE OF
TECHNOLOGY, NIPPANI
ALVA INSTITUTE OF
ENGINEERING AND
TECHNOLOGY,
SHOBHAVANA
CAMPUS,MIJAR,MOODBIDRI

146

148

VIDYA VARDHAKA COLLEGE
OF ENGINEERING

150

ACHARYA INSTITUTE OF
TECHNOLOGY

156

SIR M V IT BANGALORE
BASS (BLIND ASSISTING SMART
SHOE)
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1. CULTIVATION OF SPIRULINA IN KITCHEN GARDEN FOR BOOSTING UP
OF REGULAR FOOD
COLLEGE
GUIDE
COLLEGE STUDENTS
SCHOOL STUDENTS

BASAVESHWAR ENGINEERING COLLEGE (AUTONOMOUS), BAGALKOT
BHARATI S METI, HOD, DEPARTMENT OF BIOTECHNOLOGY
PAVITRA S PATIL (8TH SEM), PANCHAXARI A CHITTI (6TH SEM)
PRASANNA H SULIBHAVI CLASS 9, VISHWA I B GOUDAR CLASS 8, ST.
ANNE’S ICSE CONVENT SCHOOL

ABSTRACT
Spirulina is a microalgae that has been consumed for centuries due to its high nutritional value
and supposed health benefits. Spirulina sounds so much better than “pond scum”, but that’s
what the popular supplement really is – a type of blue green algae that grows naturally in
oceans and salty lakes in subtropical climates. Spirulina has many health benefits which are
equivalent to the nutrients that are present in daily or meat. So, in this project an effort is being
done so as to grow Spirulina in open pond system in kitchen garden. At the same time, the
harvested Spirulina from the pond system of kitchen garden is used as additive to various
regular foods so as to increase the nutritional value of the regular foods. And the comparison of
Spirulina added food is made with that of other foods and the protein profiling of Spirulina
added food is done followed by sensory analyses of the value – added food. Therefore, finally
the results reveal that the value added foods / Spirulina added food is rich with more essential
nutrients than that of other food. Thus, the Spirulina added food can be a solution to overcome
malnutrition in developing countries like India.
METHOD
1) SEEDING
The Spirulina strain containing a high proportion of coiled filaments is easy to harvest. So such
strains are taken and cultured and maintained in ponds. The culture should be maintained at a
fairly a high concentration, such that the colour of the culture should stay clearly green. As
growth is proportional to the area of culture exposed to light, it is recommended to maximize
this area at all times.
2) PONDS
Spirulina grows in alkaline, brackish water. Any water tight, open containers can be used to grow
to Spirulina, provided it is corrosion resistance and non-toxic. Its shape is immaterial, but the
sharp angles are avoided to facilitate agitation and cleaning. In this present study the Spirulina is
cultured and grown in transparent durable plastic in different types of pond like open pond,
raceway pond and also an attempt is made to grow it in the form of curtains which can be used
as an ornamental in home as well as which is easy to harvest the Spirulina with the help of
taps/valves fixed at the one end of the curtain.
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3) HARVESTING
When Spirulina is in good condition, separating it from water is an easy operation, but if it gets
too old, it becomes “sticky” and harvesting may become difficult. The best time for harvesting is
early morning, since the cooler temperature makes work easier and the % of proteins in the
Spirulina is the highest in the morning. First filtration is done to obtain biomass containing about
10% dry matter and 50 % residual culture medium. After that the removal of residual culture
medium to obtain fresh Spirulina biomass makes it ready to be consumed or dried containing
about 20% dry matter and no residual culture medium. Filtration is simply accomplished by
passing the culture through a fine weave cloth using gravity as a driving force. Synthetic fiber
cloth with mesh size 30-50microns can be preferred. The filter can be installed above the fond to
directly to recycle the filtrate. The final dewatering can be accomplished by pressing the biomass
enclosed in a piece of filtration cloth either by hand or any kind of press. The simplest is to apply
pressure by putting a heavy stone on the bag containing the biomass.
4) FEEDING THE CULTURE
The nutrients extracted from the culture medium by harvested biomass should be replaced to
maintain the fertility of the culture medium. Biocarbonates are used as a additives to medium to
reduce the pH to neutrality. The main neutrient is carbon, which has to be introduced in the
form of sugar to increase the productivity. Sugar may cause degradation of culture medium. So
it is recomnded to feed less than 0.3 kg and as regularly as possible. Apart from carbon, Spirulina
requires usual major biological nutrients like N, P, K, S, Mg, Ca, Fe etc.
5) STRORING THE PRODUCT
Spirulina can be stored by adding 10% salt so as to extend the shelf life to several months, but
appearance and taste of the product changes i.e. the blue pigment is liberated, the product
becomes fluid and tastes somewhat anchovy’s paste. It can be even stored in refrigerator for
long time.
6) VALUE – ADDITION
The stored or fresh Spirulina can be used as additive in regular foods to enhance its nutritive
value. Then, the nutritive value of the Spirulina added food is analyzed and sensory evaluations
also carried .Out
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EXPERIMENT
The present project work mainly focuses on the optimization of conditions to grow Spirulina in
kitchen garden. Various parameters like temperature, pH and concentration of biomass are
studied and optimized. And further the biomass is used to produce increased nutritive value
foods like Spirulina chapatti, Spirulina dosa, Spirulina curry…..etc.
SUMMARY
Spirulina is known as food of future, since it contains all of the amino-acids and complete
protein. Nowadays, there are many super food options in the market, and most of them contain
wide range of minerals, vitamins, enzymes and various disease fighting components. But the
only most promising nutritive rich food can be prepared by using Spirulina in regular foods which
can be consumed only every single day to ensure health benefits. Thus, various food products
like chapatti, dosa, curry can be prepared using Spirulina, which can increase its nutritive
contents. Thus, helps in overcoming malnutrition and also gain immune power.
COST
The project involves very simple technique of construction of different bioreactor model (open
pond system, raceway pond and algal curtain). The ponds can be constructed using durable
plastic or even glass like aquarium which involves a onetime expenditure of about Rs.5000,
which is needed only for bioreactor designing where Spirulina can be harvested for a number of
times.

TEAM MEMBERS ALONG WITH SCHOOL STUDENTS
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2. PALM AMICUS
COLLEGE
GUIDE
COLLEGE STUDENTS
SCHOOL STUDENTS

JNNCE SHIMOGA
H K HARISH ASST.PROF & HOD ECE DEPT
YUVARAJ C A, VIVEK KUMAR H V, RAKESH P V, TIMMESHA T R
VIJETH CLASS 8, RITHIK CLASS 9, DVS SCHOOL VINOBHANAGARA
SHIMOGA

ABSTRACT
As India is the developing and agriculture based country, we are facing lot of problems in
agriculture sector regarding to man power and technology which leads us to low yield and
production. Being Arecanut production is the major part in agriculture, we consider this as a
reference to overcome the difficulties and lack of knowledge which stands as obstacle to achieve
optimum result in yield. Major problems that we are facing in arecanut production are that we
need to wait for nearly four to five years for a tree to attain its complete growth after that we
need to spray the medicines for each tree a multiple time .The farmers facing labour problem
which may cause overgrowth of arecanut bunch in the tree itself it leads to low productions and
less earnings. In some cases the labour who climbs the tree may face fatal physical problems and
even death if he falls from the tree .Our project simplifies all the above problems mentioned to a
certain extent which would be an economical as well as social advancement.
GRAPHICAL REPRESENTATION OF ARECANUT PRODUCTION ACROSS THE WORLD

INTRODUCTION
Palm amicus is a Latin name for our project based model. Palm amicus is agriculture based smart
equipment with sustainable and automatic functioning provisions. Palm amicus is a drone i.e. a
quad copter with multifunctioning facility installed in that such as cutting and spraying works
Anveshana 2015-16 – Abstract Book- KANNATAKA
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can be obtained from that. As its very difficult to handle the agricultural yields in the trees such
as coconut and arecanuts which belong to the family of palmae and are very tall. In such
conditions our model will be of efficient use which will automatically raise upwards to the peak
of trees where it will be used to cut the stalks of the yields and make it fall which is the work of
labourers even today. Such fatal works can be replaced by this quad copter and also this quad
copter will be of very much use during the medicine spray process, during the disease. Our
project will be a very much new innovation that will encourage many minds up to today these
type of drones and quad copters are used only in important works such as security, geographical
overview and all, but through this project functionality young minds get to see this type of works
eventually in agricultural fields so that the newer ideas may get ignited by such projects and also
further more advanced development can be expected.

BLOCK DIAGRAM
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HARDWARE SPECIFICATION:
1. DC MOTOR -1000KV brushless by REES52

2. PROPELLER-1045/1045R 10*4.5 quad –rotor multi rotor helicopter

3. SERVO MOTOR-SG 90 micro servo motor (torque -1.8kg-cm ,weight-9g)

4. IR SENSOR –IR sensor for line follower and obstacle avoiding robots interface With MSP430
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5. SPRAY PUMP- MICRO DC 3-6v submersible pump mini water pump for fountain garden mini
water pump for fountain garden mini water circulation system.

6. REMOTE CONTROL-4 channel transmitter and receiver

7. BATTERY-Lipo battery turnigy 11.1v 2200mAh 20c

8. QUADCOPTER FRAME -4-axis strong frame smooth KK/MK/MWC quadcopter kit by REES52
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SOFTWARE SPECIFICATION
Energia
Energia is an open-source electronics prototyping platform Energia based on Wiring and Arduino
framework to the TI’s MSP430 Launch Pad. The Energia IDE is cross platform and supported on
Mac OS, Windows, and Linux. Here it is used to program MSP430 which controls whole activity.
WORKING PRINCIPLE
Using image processing fundamentals we are planning to install the sensor to detect the trees
when turned the drone on, in the palm plantations once after detecting the tree the drone must
go on fly upward towards shoot. After attaining certain height the areca bunches acts as the
obstacles hence with the reference image processing results the sensor will identify the position
of stalk and the motor powered cutter opens from latch and cuts that. Similarly a small pump of
suitable size is kept inside with an ejector to spray the medicine. And it is powered by the
servomotor.
ADVANTAGES





This method reduces the dependency of farmers on labours.
The method is economical compared to the traditional methods that are normally using
since now.
Human injuries can be avoided which may cause while climbing the tree.
With multifunctionality it has an advantage of spraying the medicines over the tree.

CONCLUSION
Our idea is to show the young generations about the today’s technology and scientific
development about the project. We consider this as an opportunity to teach the young minds to
our best ability and try to improve their knowledge towards the science and technology.
COST
1.
2.
3.
4.

DC MOTOR -1000KV brushless by REES52: Rs 2880/PROPELLER-1045/1045R 10*4.5 quad –rotor multi rotor helicopter: Rs 328/SERVO MOTOR-SG 90 micro servo motor (torque -1.8kg-cm, weight-9g): Rs 420/SPRAY PUMP- MICRO DC 3-6v submersible pump mini water pump for fountain garden
mini water pump for fountain garden mini water circulation system: Rs 250/5. REMOTE CONTROL-4 channel transmitter and receiver: Rs 800/6. BATTERY-Lipo battery turnigy 11.1v 2200mAh 20c: Rs 2000/7. QUADCOPTER FRAME -4-axis strong frame smooth KK/MK/MWC quadcopter kit by
REES52: Rs 300/-

Total: Rs 7000/-
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ABSTRACT
Our system is designed based on the microcontroller. With increasing freshwater demand, it is
important to make optimal use of water resources with improved agricultural productivity this
can be done only with DRIP irrigation. There will be specific pH level and moisture level for
different crops. The soil moisture and soil pH information is collected and data is transmitted to
the microcontroller computer network. In this project we have described an application of a
moisture sensor network and pH sensor network for low-cost microcontroller based irrigation
solution and real time monitoring of moisture and pH content of soil for the purpose of control
of valves for irrigation. The system gets many inputs from the field and there are set of electric
solenoid valve which are controlled by the system. And the water level in the field and proper
pH level can be maintained by this set of arrangements. Specific irrigation management that
allows producers to maximize their productivity while saving water. One more add-on of our
system is the water level detector for an overhead tank. The daily updates about field
parameters are sent to farmers through the GSM module. The whole system is powered by solar
module hence it is eco-friendly.
Today the farming underwent many difficulties like depending on rain, the restless manual work
and other efforts which can be overcome using this system.
INTRODUCTION
The continuous increasing demand of the food requires the rapid improvement in food
production technology. In a country like India, where the economy is mainly based on
agriculture and the climatic conditions are isotropic, still we are not able to make full use of
agricultural resources. The main reason is the lack of rains & scarcity of land reservoir water. The
continuous extraction of water from earth is reducing the water level due to which lot of land is
coming slowly in the zones of un-irrigated land. Another very important reason of this is due to
unplanned use of water due to which a significant amount of water goes waste. In the modern
drip irrigation systems, the most significant advantage is that water is supplied near the root
zone of the plants drip by drip due to which a large quantity of water is saved.
At the present era, the farmers have been using irrigation technique in India through the manual
control in which the farmers irrigate the land at the regular intervals. This process sometimes
consumes more water or sometimes the water reaches late due to which the crops gets dried.
Water deficiency can be detrimental to plants before visible wilting occurs. Slowed growth rate,
lighter weight fruit follows slight water deficiency. This problem can be perfectly rectified if we
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use automatic microcontroller based drip irrigation system in which the irrigation will take place
only when there will be intense requirement of water.
For proper growth of the crop, it is necessary supply adequate amount of fertilizers at the
proper time. The basic thing is to maintain proper pH level required by the plant. The pH level
can be maintained by supplying gypsum (acidic) and lime (basic). This can be automated by use
of pH sensor. Thus the crop will yield more.
Irrigation system uses valves to turn irrigation ON and OFF. These valves may be easily
automated by using controllers and solenoid valves. Automating farm or nursery irrigation
allows farmers to apply the right amount of water at the right time, regardless of the availability
of labour to turn valves on and off. In addition, farmers using automation equipment are able to
reduce runoff from over watering saturated soils, avoid irrigating at the wrong time of day,
which will improve crop performance by ensuring adequate water and nutrients when needed.
Automatic Drip Irrigation is a valuable tool for accurate soil moisture control in highly specialized
greenhouse vegetable production and it is a simple, precise method for irrigation. It also helps in
time saving, removal of human error in adjusting available soil moisture levels and to maximize
their net profits.
Pump controlling is automated by use of water level sensors. The water level sensors detect the
water level in the tank and sends information to BOT which intern controls the switching of
pump. This will completely reduce the wastage of water and power.
Sunlight is a perpetual resource. Solar panels produce zero emission in their generation of
electricity. The BOT is completely driven by solar power. Hence the system is eco-friendly.
WORKING PRINCIPLE
A set of sensors are used to examine the condition of soil which intern sends the information to
BOT. BOT will decide the amount of water and fertilizers, accordingly the electrical valve opens
and plant is drip irrigated. The former is updated with the activities done by the BOT. The system
is powered by solar power module.
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Flow Charts
Entire working of our system can be understood with the help of flow charts as shown below.
Soil Moisture Sensor
First the microcontroller is programmed for the particular crop. Thereafter the soil moisture
content from the field is compared with the pre-defined value set and the water is irrigated
accordingly. In case the moisture content in the soil is less, then the water has to be irrigated to
the field. In case moisture content exceeds the threshold then water supply has to be turned off.
This action takes place by means of solenoid valve.

start
moisture
sensor

assign a threshold
compare threshold and
i/p frommoisture sensor

moisture high
switch off electric valve

moisture low
switch on electric valve

Figure 1: flow chart for soil moisture sensing.
Soil pH Sensor
First the microcontroller is programmed to pre-determined value of pH for a particular crop. The
real time value of pH read by pH sensor is compared with the threshold value. If the pH level is
more than the pre-determined value then the soil is considered as less acidic (more basic). To
bring down the pH value acidic elements like gypsum is fed. If the pH level is less than the predetermined value then the soil is considered as more acidic (less basic). To bring up the pH level
basic element like lime is fed. Required quantitative feeding of these elements can be controlled
by solenoid valves.
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start
pHsensor

assign a threshold
compare threshold and
i/p frompHsensor

pHhigh
switch on 'acidic element' valve

pHlow
switch on 'basic element' valve

Figure2: flow chart for soil pH sensing.
Water Level Detector
One more add-on of our system is the water level detector for an overhead tank. The flow
diagram shows the flow of the program for this feature. There will be liquid sensors placed at
the top and bottom of the tank which will be monitoring the top and bottom levels of water in
the overhead tank. And if the system finds that the level of water is under the lower threshold,
then the system switches water pump ON. If the water level is above the higher threshold then
the system switches pump OFF. Using this technique the dry run condition and wastage of water
can be avoided.

Figure3: flow chart for water level detection.
BENEFITS
1. Saves water and electricity since only root areas are irrigated for pre-set time.
2. Moisture level are kept at an optimum range hence increase in plant productivity
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3. Managing soil pH for best crop performance
4. Usage of renewable source of solar energy
5. Reduced labour and maintenance hence cost efficient
Future scope
This system can be implemented for multiple farms in a field and a fertilizer control
arrangement can be added to the current system which can inject the fertilizers along a separate
pipeline to the various parts of the field.
Addition of a GSM module to the system will allow the farmer to control the system throughout
the world through a mobile phone in case of any emergency occurs. Along with this the data
generated can be used by the Data Analytics for various analysis, such as the water consumed
per sprinkler, total power consumption per day, pH level of soil etc. The analyzed data can be
stored in an EEPROM. Farmer can get all those information whenever he wishes to. In other
words, the information about entire field is at the fingertips of the farmer. Kisan Help Center
provides necessary information by analyzing the data which is generated.
APPLICATIONS
1. The primary applications for this project are for farmers and gardeners who do not have
enough time to water their crops/plants.
2. It also covers those farmers who are wasteful of water during irrigation.
3. The project can be extended to greenhouses where manual supervision is far and few in
between.
4. The principle can be extended to create fully automated gardens and farmlands.
5. Combined with the principle of rain water harvesting, it could lead to huge water savings if
applied in the right manner.
6. In agricultural lands with severe shortage of rainfall, this model can be successfully applied
to achieve great results with most types of soil.
ESTIMATED COST - Approx. Rs 5000/-
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ABSTRACT
Flat bean or Avarekkai is one of the most ancient crops and source of protein in southern states
of India. Varieties of dishes are prepared using these seeds. Usually these dishes are made by
de-husking avarekkai seeds popularly known as ‘Hitikbele’. Currently there are no machines or
products to de-husk avarekkai seeds and it is carried out manually.
This paper is an attempt to develop a solution to the above mentioned manual de-husking.. The
work started with primary research and secondary research study. Understanding the need of
some alternate product that compensates direct manual invasion in de-husking process, an
attempt was made to develop a machine. PDS was derived converting Customer Voice to
Technical Voice. De-husking of the seed was a challenge since a machine had to substitute
human senses. Identifying the basic principles and adapting the same in design were the major
tasks. Successful trials were conducted to prove the principles before finalisation of the design.
Concepts were designed accordingly, each concept was analysed. A full scale 1:1 prototype was
fabricated of the final selected design. Trials of de-husking of seeds were conducted on the final
prototype model. Validation of the machine with consumers was carried out. Consumers were
involved in using the de-husker machine. Feedback was collected from consumers. The
consumer’s feedback was positive and satisfying with some suggestions for improvement
Index Terms— Avarekkai seeds, De-husk, Hitikbele, Soak, Prototype.
INTRODUCTION
Flat bean, Indian bean, Hyacinth bean or Avarekkai seeds are one of the most ancient seasonal
crops. It is cultivated either as a crop or mixed with other crops such as finger millet, groundnut,
corn, castor. The seeds of avarekkai are one of the major sources of protein in the diets in
southern states of India such as Karnataka, Tamil Nadu, Andhra Pradesh and some parts of
Maharashtra. The consumer preference varies with pod size, shape, colour and aroma. Fig.1
shows avarekkai pod and seeds.
1.1 Structure and Description:
An avarekkai pod is a curved shaped thick layered bean. A size of a pod is approximately 27 to
125 mm length and 10 to 30 mm in width. A pod carries seeds ranging from 1 to 6 numbers.
Seeds shall be separated from the pod before it is used for preparation of any dish. Avarekkai
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seeds develop in different size and shapes. It ranges from 10 – 20 mm in length, 6 to 15 mm in
width and 3 to 10 mm in thickness. The weight of a seed is approximately 0.2 to 0.5 grams.
Users prepare varieties of dishes by de-husking the outer thin layer from the seeds. De-husking
process popularly known as “Hitikbele” in Karnataka. Some of the popular hitikbele dishes are
hitikbele-sambar, hitikbele-pongal, hitikbele-masala-rice, hitikbele-dosa. Consumption of dehusked avarekkai seeds are more in Karnataka compared with other states. De-husking of seeds
is performed by soaking the seeds in water for 6-8 hours. De-husking of avarekkai seeds is a wet
process.

Fig 1 Avarekkai Pod with seeds

1.2 Survey on de-husking process
Patent study on similar process reveals the principle function and procedure of de-husking.
Bermard Granger [1] and his team worked and developed apparatus for de-husking small fruits.
The method of removal of outer layer in the apparatus is by water jetting. Laszlo Vadnay [2]
developed an apparatus for de-husking grains. The inventive apparatus makes it feasible to free
grain of its outer covering irrespective of whether the grain is wet or dry. This apparatus
thoroughly cleans each individual grain so that it leaves the apparatus completely de-husked and
dust –free.
An article published in a newspaper [3-5] reveals that “Avarekkai Parishe” a unique week
celebrated in Bangalore, Karnataka every year in the month of January. Varieties of dishes made
by hitikbele (de-husked avarekkai seed) and sold, also “Avarekkai Mela” annual event is held
every year at Visveshwarapuram, Bangalore, Karnataka, where farmers from rural districts
around Bangalore bring their produce, avarekkai, for purchase by household’s consumers,
wholesalers and retailers in the city. Literature survey reveals demand and importance given to
the de-husked seeds in most southern parts of India. Even though avarekkai is a seasonal crop it
has a wide range of market. De-husking of some wet seeds could be achieved by pressurized
water jetting. Passing seeds between two rollers would also assist in de-husking. Pre-treatment
is a must before avarekkai seeds are de-husked
Users were interviewed and inputs gathered the inputs regarding the avarekkai de-husking. Fig.
2 shows the manual de-husking process.
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Fig. 2 Manual de-husking process

 Users say that the dishes prepared using de-husked avarekkai bean taste different compared
to the dish without de-husked seeds.
 Users need to plan the dish well in advance since the de-husking process calls for pretreatment for more than 5 – 6 hours before it is de-husked.
 De-husking the avarekkai seeds is a skilled job.
 Consumers feel uncomfortable to de-husk and rely on readily available de-husked seeds in
market.
 The consumer also needs to dedicate their time and energy for de-husking process.
 Manual de-husking consumes 45-90 minutes for one kilogram of avarekkai.
 Users express fear of quality for the items available in the market.
 Users cannot make dishes with de-husked seeds instantly.
 Users feel stress on fingers caused by de-husking and makes them uncomfortable.
Few users require avarekkai seeds de-husked in whole and appeal that seeds should not be split
while de-husking. Hence a simple, economic and efficient machine has to be developed which
can be used for de-husking of avarekkai seeds. This highlights the aim of the project which is to
design and develop a machine that can de-husk avarekkai seeds.

Fig. 3 Manual de-husking process

1.3 Manual de-husking Technique
Techniques used in manual de-husking of avarekkai seeds. Fig.3 shows the finger movements performed
during de-husking.

 Picking the soaked seeds between thumb and index finger, supported with mid finger.
 Pressing the gripped seed firmly towards index finger by thumb finger.
 Rolling the seed onto index finger.
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 Simultaneous Rotary and linear motion simultaneous cause the de-husking of seed
2. Aim of the Work
As per the existing process, de-husking of avarekkai seeds is achieved manually. It is a skillful job
performed by few family members. De-husking of avarekkai seeds has its own way of processing
and also has some constraints. Identifying the core issues and giving a solution for the same
would be a challenge. Aim is to design and develop a compact machine that can perform dehusking of pretreated avarekkai seeds. The machine substitutes manual de-husking process by
understanding manual techniques at micro-level
3. Data collection, Analysis and PDS
Product study, User study, de-husking process study has been conducted for data collection.
Data collections through these primary research methods have been analyzed and derive QFD
and PDS
3.1 Product Study
Since there are no de-husking machines available for de-husking of avarekkai, similar de-husking
principles were used for de-husking of seeds.
3.2 Users Study
 About 8% of surveyed people either don’t know avarekkai seeds or haven’t used avarekkai
seeds
 43% of surveyed people like to self-de-husk at home, 29% of people due to some constraints
are forced to purchase de-husked seeds in the market. Because they cannot afford sufficient
time to de-husk the seeds. Most of the reasons being, they are working men and women.
De-husking Time Study
Manual de-husking data recorded for 10 consumers found that average lead time of 1.108 hours
(66.5 minutes) has been consumed for de-husking 1.0 Kilogram of avarekkai seeds. A minimum
of 40 minutes to maximum 90 minutes was the range in which manual de-husking process was
carried out.

Fig. 4 Anthropometric data – 1 [6]
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3.4 Ergonomic Study
Ergonomic study has been conducted so as to know more about the measurements that needs
to be taken for the machine design. Important factors considered are mid position Height, Grip
inside diameter maximum and some of the factors indirectly affecting the device ergonomics so
as to facilitate comfort in human - device interaction.
 Mid position height – 49 : as shown in Fig.4, Standing in erect position, forward comfortable
arm height from floor [6] Selected 5th percentile of females
Grip inside diameter, maximum, as show in Fig 5, Maximum inside grip diameter, measured by
sliding the hand down a graduated cone until the tips of the thumb and middle finger remains
touched to each other [6]. Selected 5th percentile of females for the present work

Fig. 5 Anthropometric data – 2 [6]

Fig. 6 QFD Chart

3.5 Quality Functional Deployment (QFD)
Quality Functional Deployment has been derived by converting Customer Voice into Technical
Voice. Attributes are priorities and ratings are given. Highest priority elements are listed in QFD
analysis chart. The relationship between technical voices parameters are also rated at the top of
the matrix in QFD. Fig 6 shows the QFD chart with rating and rankings
A pie chart has been prepared from QFD data so as to know the priority of each attribute and
shown in fig7

Fig. 7 QFD Analysis
The QFD analysis helps in comparing the value of importance and prioritizing the technical voice
attributes
3.6 Product Design Specification (PDS)
Product Design Specification PDS follows various requirements that have to be included in the
product
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Table 1 Product Design Specification
Sl. No.
1
2
3
4
5

6
7
8
9
10
11
12
13
14
15
16
17
18
19
20
21

PDS for Avarekkai De-husking Machine
Factors
Specifications
Product Name
Avarekkai De-husking Machine
Area of use
House hold, Vegetable shops, Condiment shop, Hotels
Target Customers
Working women, and house wife
Color
Light brown , Grey
Material
Non corrosive
Body – Aluminum,
Parts – Aluminum, Nylon, Stainless steel, Plastic
Mounting
Table top
Size
L*B*H 150*100*150
Shape
Rectangular , Oval
Operating
Manual Driven
Aesthetics
Elegant and simple
Product Life Span
Approx 10 years
Performance
De-husking of 1kilogram of seeds in 15 mins
Texture
Matt finish
Quality and reliability
Durable, requiring minimum maintenance
Process
Fabrication, machining
Safety
All mechanism areas covered with safety guards
Ergonomics
Mid position height, Grip inside diameter
Maintenance
Easy Cleaning, Detachable parts
Market
For South India
Patent
No existing products.
Cost
5,000 – 8,000 Indian Rupees

4.1 CONCEPT GENERATION
As there are no existing machines to de-husk avarekkai seeds, it was a real challenge to
synchronize human sensitivity with a machine. Few concepts were generated accordingly.
Principal functions identified for synchronizing were rotary motion and linear motion.
4.1 Rotary Motion
Roller prototype fixture was designed and manufactured. Fig 8 shows the fixture model. Since
the seeds were soaked before de-husking, the seeds were soft. Trials were conducted only to
prove the specification for the rollers. Apart from roller specification other parts were defined.
Rollers were detachable and fixed according to trial requirement. These trials gave confidence to
the de-husking process. Analyzing the results of different trials by hypothesis tests and finalizing
the best roller material specifications.
Trials with Prototype roller fixture
As the avarekkai seeds are soaked and soft before it is de-husked. Trials were taken to select
best material for de-husking avarekkai seeds through rotary method. Rollers of rubber and
aluminum material were fixed to the roller fixture as separate sets.
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Part
No.
1
1A
2
3
4
5
6
7
8

Description

Material

Roller
Roller
Angle Plate
Handle
Support Plate
Gear
CSK screw
Grub screw
Comp. Spring

As per trial specification
As per trial specification
Mild steel
Mild steel
Mild steel
Mild steel (30 tooth)
Standard (Hardened)
Standard (Hardened)
Spring Steel

Size in mm
(l x b x h)
Ø 38 x 110
Ø 38 x 110
90 x 80 x 60
60 x 50 x 20
80 x 60 x 10
Ø 50 x 20
M6 x 20
M8 x 16
OD 6, WD 0.8, Coils 6

Quantity
1
1
1
1
1
2
2
2
2

Fig. 8 Roller prototype fixture

The intention of rough surface using natural rubber was to grip the seed between the rollers
Fixing the rubber roller to the prototype fixture, trials were conducted. Avarekkai seeds were
dropped on to the fixture. As the handle is rotated clockwise direction, the seeds tend to get
inside the gap between the two rollers. Output results were captured.
Part

Size in mm

Description

Material

1

Roller

Aluminium

Ø 38 x 110

1

2

Back Plate

Aluminium

5 x 80 x 110

1

3

Angle Plate

Mild steel

90 x 80 x 60

1

4

Support plate

Mild steel

80 x 60 x 10

1

5

Handle

Mild steel

60 x 50 x 20

1

6

CSK screw

Standard (Hrdn)

M6 x 20

2

7

Grub screw

Standard (Hrdn)

M8 x 16

2

8

Comp. Spring Spring Steel

OD 6, WD 0.8, Coils 6

2

No.

(l x b x h)

Quantity

Fig. 9 Roller plate prototype fixture

Further both rollers were replaced with aluminum. The surface finish of aluminum outer
diameter is Ra 1.6 - 3.2 (Preferred surface roughness number series as per JIS B 0031-1994) [10].
The intention of rough surface finish is to grip the seed between the rollers. Avarekkai seeds
were dropped between the rollers and constant rotations of rollers were maintained by rotating
the handle in clockwise direction.
Results
Aluminum rollers were better compared to rubber rollers since traces of de-husking were found
on rubber rollers avarekkai seeds were either slipping or rolling above the rollers. Roller fixture
was modified by replacing a roller with a plate. Refer fig 9 for the roller plate fixture.
In reference to fig 9, parts were assembled and trials were taken with roller Aluminum material
and back plate (2). The surface finishes of Ra 1.6 - 3.2 (Preferred surface roughness number
series as per JIS B 0031-1994) [10], was maintained on surface of aluminum plate and roller. The
intention of rough surface finish is to grip the seed between the roller and plate. Avarekkai
seeds were dropped on to the fixture. The seeds are forced inside the gap.
The back plate oscillates while the seeds get between the plate and roller. The back plate apart
from oscillating forward and backward it also moves horizontally due to the support of the
compression spring. On rotation of the handle clockwise the seed tries to strip the husk.
Additional trials were taken by replacing aluminum roller with Nylon roller. Both trials were
concluded to find the best rotary method to de-husk avarekkai bean
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Results: Nylon or aluminum material rollers would have same result. It is concluded that either
Nylon or Aluminum could be used for further process.
4.2 Linear Motion
Linear prototype fixture was designed and manufactured. Refer Fig. 10 for fixture model.
Providing rotary motion mechanism would help the de-husking for certain extent. For a good
process of de-husking rotary motion has to be combined with linear motion. Principle was
applied using cam mechanism attached to the rotary fixture. The designed cam will give an
effective linear motion.
Linear motion was controlled altering the amplitude of cam and number of cycles. Trials were
conducted to prove effective linear motion for de-husking of avarekkai seeds.

Fig. 10 Linear prototype fixture
With reference to fig 10, aluminum rollers (1) and aluminum back plate (2) are fixed to the angle
plate (3). Roller (1) is fixed, it can only be rotated on its own axis and back plate (2) has an option
of moving in one direction. Back plate is fixed to the support pin (7). Support pin (7) helps back
plate (2) for horizontally movement (left and right direction). The roller (1) is assembled with
cam (4) helping it for horizontal movement. Roller guide (6) fixed to support pin (7) and back
plate (2) guides and control the movement. Handle (5) is fastened and fixed to roller (1). Trials
were taken with 3 different cams were designed and manufactured
Each cam was manufactured with different amplitude and cycle. Fig11 denotes amplitude and
cycle. Single amplitude consists of a left to right motion. Number of cycles control number of left
to right motion for one rotation of roller

Fig. 11 Specification chart
Trials were taken with the different cam attached to the fixture. Refer table 2 for trial number
and cam used. De-husking of seeds was monitored for each and every trial. These trials
conducted to know optimum travel distance for a proper de-husking process.
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Table 2 Cam Specification chart

4.3 Conclusion of material & mechanism Trials
 On basis of trials conducted, the following action points were considered for the concept
selection
 Roller material to be Nylon or Aluminum
 Roller with back plate mechanism would give better result for de-husking of avarekkai seeds.
 Cam of Amplitude 3 and cycle 3 results in optimum linear motion for de-husking of avarekkai
seeds.
4.4 Concept Design
Few Concept sketches were developed keeping the principle of motion as trigger.
4.5 Concept 1 – Ovaler
Ovaler has been design like an ovoid. Hopper has sufficient loading area for avarekkai seeds.
There is an opening in hopper for the seeds to flow towards the rollers for de-husking. The base
is supported with 3 cylindrical legs. Provision to keep a tray in-between the legs has been
provided. This tray placed at the bottom of rollers for the collection of de-husked seeds and
husk. A handle is provided at the side for easy accessibility. For effective de-husking of seeds,
handle to be rotated clockwise. Refer fig 12 for pictorial view.
Advantages
1. Ovaler has a sufficient inlet hopper with capacity of holding around 1 kilogram of avarekkai
seeds.
2. Ovaler has a robust body
3. Simple design and easy detachable parts (hopper, handle and tray)
4. Ovaler designed with detachable container tray for easy retrieval of de husk of seeds

Fig 12 Concept 1 - Ovaler
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DISADVANTAGES
 Inlet flow not uniform due to its construction
 More seeds remain in hopper without entering the inlet slot
 Non fixing of tray leading to misalignment
4.6 Concept 2 – Boxer
Boxer was designed like a cuboid. Hopper has sufficient loading area for avarekkai seed. There is
an opening in hopper for the seeds to flow towards the rollers for de-husking. Space is provided
in the body base to keep collection tray. This tray placed at the bottom of roller for the
collection of de-husked seeds and husk. A handle is provided at the side for easy accessibility.
For effective de-husking of seeds, handle to be rotated clockwise. Refer fig 13 for pictorial view

Fig 13 Concept 2 – Boxer
Advantages
 Unit has a sufficient inlet hopper with holding capacity of around 1 kilogram of avarekkai
seeds.
 Parts are designed for easy detachability like hopper, handle and tray
 Unit has been designed for a fixed container tray type
 Hopper is designed like inverted prism in order to ensure uniform flow of avarekkai seeds
into the roller.
Disadvantages
 The outer body of the boxer machine appears large
 Due to tapered shape Hopper, there is no control for seeds entering to rollers.
 Unit contains detachable parts
4.7 Concept 3 – Whistler
Concept 3 was designed like a whistle. Hopper has sufficient loading area for avarekkai seeds.
There is an opening in hopper for the seeds to flow towards the rollers for de-husking. Space is
provided in the body base to keep collection tray. The tray placed at the bottom of roller for the
collection of de-husked seeds and husk. A handle is provided at the side for easy accessibility.
For effective de-husking of seeds, handle to be rotated clockwise. Refer fig 14 for pictorial view.

Fig 14 Concept 3 - Whistler
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Advantages
 Whistler is designed as a compact unit
 Elimination of container tray, body design in such a way that it also acts as a container
 Whistler has a small hopper, seeds capacity in hopper is about 0.5 kilograms
Disadvantages
 Can be used for less capacity for de-husking of seeds.
 Refilling of seeds every time may be uncomfortable to the users
 Maintenance and Cleaning may be difficult because of the construction of the body.
 Whistler may be difficult for collection of de-husked seeds. It is the user needs to invert the
machine to collect the de-husked seeds.
4.8 Concept Selection
The above designed concepts were studied and analyzed for advantages and disadvantages.
Final concept selection was carried out based on weighted ranking method considering few
factors identified at primary research study.
4.9 Weighted Ranking method
According to the usability, aesthetics and mechanism the concepts were rated. Cost was the
least seat. Users didn’t give much value to the cost of machine. Most of the users were intend
on usability aspects. Mechanism was one the factors considered for concept selection. Table 3
shows the weighted ranking method used for final concept selection. Criteria have been
evaluated with respect to each concept for ranking. Unit (Concept – 2) was short listed from
weighted ranking method for further development

Table 3 Weighted Ranking method

4.10 Conclusion of concept generation
It was concluded as a basic structure Concept 2 – BOXER (Unit) was selected and according to
the principle function trials, Trial D was selected from rotary motion and Trial F was selected
from linear motion. Final combination of trial D and trial E was adopted. Final design was made
accordingly for manufacturing of machine. It was planned to use two types of rollers for final
trials.
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 Nylon rollers with profile pits: The profile of avarekkai seed was machined on the surface of
nylon rollers.
 Aluminium serrated roller: Aluminium roller with diamond shaped serration on the surface of
the roller
5 Detailing and Prototype
Final concept selected considering manufacturability aspects and dimensional details. All the sub
parts and sub-assemblies in final concept were analysed to understand its manufacturing
process, its function and assembly sequence.
The final model design was constructed using 3D software. Pro engineering software was used
for development. All sub parts of assembly were 3D rendered. Parts were assembled and
checked for constraints in assembly. Mechanism of each sub-assembly was simulated using Pro
Mechanica software. Final mechanism was frozen and validated. On freezing of mechanism part
detailing was carried out. All parts were individually detailed. Bill of material considering
material specification, size and quantity were prepared.
5.1 Detail Design
Concept design was revised considering some of aspects encountered during final design.
Assembled parts were also modified with reference to the mechanism constraints.
Functionality, fitment, manufacturability and mechanism were main focus for final design. Detail
design was verified in all accepts before released for manufacture. Refer Appendix C for the
detail part design. Fig 15 shows the detailed assembled design with parts identification.
5.2 Parts and their functions
Ball bearing case
 Bearing case assembly consists of ball bearing and bearing holder.
 Bearing holder is fixed to the machine body and holds the ball bearing firmly at the
situated position.
 The holder in is made of mild steel material and zinc plating
Handle
 Handle is made of plastic material
 Handle is used to rotate the shaft
 Handle is fixed to the main roller shaft
Cam
 Cam is made of aluminum material
 Cam is used to give linear motion for the machine.
 The specifications of cam limits the linear motions
5.3 Final proto creation
Proto model has been made for the final concept in 1:1 scale. Various materials used for model
creation as per bill of material such as Aluminum plates, Nylon rods, Stainless sheet, standard
screw fasteners, dowels, standard bearing assemblies.
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Conventional and NC machines used are
 Milling machine, drilling machine and lathe machine
 Power-saw machine
 Shearing machine
 NC milling machine
 Fly press, welding machine
Software’s used are
 Auto CAD used for initial sketching of models
 Master cam used as the feeder for NC machine
 Pro Engineer used 3D models rendering and drafting
 Pro Mechanica used for mechanism stimulations
 Minitab used for Analysis software

Fig. 15 Detailed design of Prototype Model

Fig 16 Final rendered Model

Final Model was built in different stages.
 Pre-machine stage,
 Secondary machine stage,
 Pre-assembly stage,
 Pre-trials,
 Modification stage,
 Final finishing stage and Final assembly stage
 Final Trials.
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Figure 17 User Validation
6 VALIDATIONS
Validation of the final concept has been done with a 1:1 proto model developed to ensure the
potential of the final design. Validation of the proto model was carried out in order to identify
and understand whether the design really helped the user and also to learn good the device can
solve the current problems of manual de-husking. The validation of the device has been carried
out with different people as shown in Fig17
7 CONCLUSIONS
The complete process of design and developing of de-husker machine has been aimed to solve
the manual invasion in de-husking of seeds. As there were no machine in market that can dehusk avarekkai seeds the development of this machine has been a great innovation to develop a
de-husker for users. It has also reduced manual de-husking time by 70%. The quality output of
de-husked seeds ranges from 50% to 60%.
De-husking of seeds mainly depend upon the size of the seed. Good matured avarekkai seeds
used in de-husking machine give 75% de-husked satisfactory output. Design feasibilities on
concepts, trials were reviewed. The output result derived from the de-husker – BOXER has been
validated for better usability and less time for de-husking. Thus the user requirements identified
through primary research were considered in final design concept.
Project has enriched knowledge on product design processes right from origin, creation and
realization which would help in developing successful products. Various objectives imposed
upon design such as visual factors, cost, sales appeal, manufacturing feasibility are discussed and
analyzed as a part of the project. Methodology followed in design with sequence of steps in
developing successful products in this project work. It has been a wonderful experience to work
as an individual and realize that the end result is satisfying.
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5. UTILIZATION OF SERICIN LIQUID, AN INDUSTRIAL EFFLUENT OF SILK
REELING INDUSTRIES AS A COST EFFECTIVE SOURCE OF PROTEIN FOR
CULTURING ECONOMICALLY IMPORTANT MICROBES
COLLEGE
GUIDE
COLLEGE STUDENTS
SCHOOL STUDENTS

SIR M VISVESVARAYA INSTITUTE OF TECHNOLOGY
Mrs. SMRITA PRADHAN
PANNAGA N, ARUNIMA RAJ, AMULYA K SHETTY
DHANUSH.S, ARUN BABU.A, CLASS 10, SHRI JAGADGURU
ANDITARADHYA HIGH SCHOOL,BANGALORE

AIM
The aim of this project is collection of silk protein sericin liquid as industrial effluent of silk reeling
industries and further evaluation of its application as protein source required for
culturing(growth) of economically important microbes such as Pleurotus sp. (Oyster mushroom
fungi) etc..
INTRODUCTION
In life cycle of Bombyx mori, silk cocoon with pupa are produced by silkworm. Silk cocoon consist
of two kinds of protein, 70% fibroin and 30% -25 % of sericin. Silk fibroins are water insoluble
protein glued together by water soluble glue like protein called sericin. In silk reeling industries
the cocoon are dipped in boiling alkaline water where the silk fibroin are separated from silk
sericin by the process called degumming where the silk fibroin are reeled into thread which is
commercially used as silk fabrics, and water soluble silk sericin remains in water. The alkaline
sericin waste water as industrial effluent are discarded as it is which can create foul smell and
create environmental pollution.
Silk reeling industries is a booming industries where India is a second largest producer of
mulberry silk after China and Karnataka is largest producer of raw silk with Mysore and
Chikkaballapura district being the major hub for silk reeling industries. According to the total
annual report (2014) of Central Silk board, production of mulberry raw silk in India was 19,476
MT. There are around 3500 Silk reeling industry in Chikkaballapura district itself. Silk sericin is rich
in essential and non-essential amino acids and it meets WHO requirement for proteins. It also has
various properties like gelling properties, heat stability and water solubility which make it an ideal
source of protein for culturing microbes. Hence, it can be recovered and utilized as a cost
effective source of protein for cultivation of economically important microbes such as Pleurotus
sp.
Economically important microbes require protein for its growth which normally comes from
commercially available peptone from animal source which is expensive. Sericin as an alternative
source of protein for microbes is cost effective as it comes from waste.
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Fig 1: Silk cocoon made up of sericin and fibroin protein and its separation by degumming
process
Social Relevance:
“To Generate Wealth out of Waste”
Every day 1000 liters of sericin effluent is generated as waste effluent liquid from silk reeling
industries which is simply discarded as it is, which can create foul smell and attract flies and
cause environmental hazard and also effect the aquatic life when left untreated. Hence, if it can
be collected and used for a novel application like source of protein for beneficial microbes, it can
have some application as well as prevent environmental hazard.

Fig 2: Pictorial representation of the overview of project
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Table 1: Amino acid content of Silk protein sericin
Amino acids

Sericin

Serine

30.1

Aspartic acid

16.8

Glutamic acid

10.1

Glycine

8.8

Lysine

5.5

Arginine

4.2

Alanine

4

Leucine

0.9

Isoleucine

0.6

Valine

3.1

Histidine

1.4

Phenylalanine

0.6

Proline

1.51

cysteine

0.04

Methionine

0.05

OBJECTIVE:
1. Recovery of sericin effluent from silk reeling industries and standardization.
2. Utilization of sericin liquid as protein source for culturing/sub culturing economically
important microbes.
METHODOLOGY
Methodology of Objective 1:

1.Recovery of sericin effluent from silk reeling industries and standardization:





Identification of silk reeling industries nearby in Chikkaballapura district and batch wise
collection of alkaline sericin effluent.
Lab scale experiment and standardization :
i. pH measurement and neutralization of alkaline sericin waste water,
ii.
Salt formation by the total dissolved solids (TDS) method.
iii. Desalting for removal of salt.
iv. Estimation of protein content by Lowry’s et al method.
Comparison studies of protein content from effluent with silk protein extracted from Silk
cocoon.
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Methodology of Objective 2:
2. Formulation of solid agar media containing sericin as protein source for culturing/sub
culturing economically important microbes:



Identification of economically important microbial culture and procurement.
Preparation of solid agar media by adding sericin liquid as protein source instead of peptone and
comparative studies with solid media containing peptone as protein source.

Fig 3: Process flow of Methodology
POSSIBLE OUTCOMES



Prevention of environmental pollution
Effective utilization of high valued sericin effluent as protein source required for culturing of
economically important microbes.

CONCLUSION
Currently, hydrolyzed peptone is being utilized as protein source required by microbes which are
obtained from animal source by enzymatic digestion, but its processing takes longer time, hence
it is expensive and tedious method. It is also obtain from soya bean as soy protein which can
have better use. Since sericin has a high nitrogen/protein content it can easily replace peptone
as a nitrogen source. Hence Sericin industrial effluent waste can be utilized as a cost effective
source of protein for culturing economically important microbes and which also can in turn
reduce environmental pollution.
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6. FOOD QUALITATIVE ANALYSER – AN EYE ON MY FOOD
COLLEGE
GUIDE
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IISC,BANGALORE

ABSTRACT
Sensors are the physical devices whose function is to detect/sense the environment, process the
data and send the data or display the data in output device. There are different types of sensors
available with their unique properties which can be used in discrete applications example: A bio
receptor determines the target analytic and bio transducer converts it to readable form. In
between there exists a processing system. Here the bio receptors that detects the analytic is
sent to a processing unit, the microcontroller in turn converts the analytic into chemical signals
and from chemical signal to electrical signal. During the conversion from analytic form to signals
the microcontroller in turn uses memory for storage and references. Once the signal is
converted, it is then send to bio transducer for detecting them into measurable signal. Once the
signal gets detected, then it is sent to the transmitter section to send the data to smart phones
in the form of output.

This is a project with “WORKING MODEL” which represents an idea of cost effective Device of
measuring food contents. The contents of the testing food are compared with that of perfect
food contents, then the output levels are displayed through the smart phones.
NEED FOR THE PROJECT
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Only Qualitative analysis is available to detect the contents of food (Carbohydrates, Proteins,
and Vitamins) but today’s need is to know it QUANTITATIVELY!!!
SUMMARY:
A biosensor device must be made, such that it should be with the size of a paper pin, with
traditional components like bio receptor, bio transducer component and an electronic system
which include signal amplifier processor and display. A bio receptor is a component that
determines the target analyst. Usually a component includes enzymes, antibodies, nucleic acids
etc. A bio transducer is a physiochemical detector component that changes the detection event
into a measurable signal. In order to convert an event into a measurable signal, we require an
electronic system
Biosensors: The device which senses or detects the biological component processes its data and
displays the output. A biosensor is used in variety of applications like detection of sugar contents
in human body; trace the gas detection in water treatment facilities, and other
medical/chemical related targets. This is an idea of creating a cost-effective application for
detection of nutrient/chemical contents in day to day foods like vegetables and fruits. The
biosensor must be able to detect the nutrient/chemical contents of fruits and vegetables and
display the output appropriately. As these devices are available in market, but our idea is to
make it cost effective, portable and easily used by public or people.
In developed countries, people have the knowledge about the food that must contain enough
calories of energy which is required to keep the body healthy.
But, where as in developing countries like INDIA, people are not aware of their food nutrient
levels
Our innovative ideas are:
“KNOWING THE QUANTITIES OF THE FOOD NUTRIENTS BY COST EFFECTIVE DEVICE,
MANUFACTURED USING EASILY AVAILABLE COMPONENTS SUCH AS TRANSDUCER, AMPLIFIER
AND BIO RECEPTOR”.
“THE NUTRIENT LEVELS WILL BE COMPARED WITH THE STANDARD FOOD NUTRIENT LEVELS
AND THE OUTPUT WILL BE DISPLAYED THROUGH YOUR SMART PHONES”
Result Viewer:
The output of the device contains the food nutrient level such as sugar, protein, minerals, and
chemicals etc. These all levels are compared with the standard normal human body needed
nutrient levels.
EX: consider a diabetic patient. Doctor has suggested him not to eat sugar rich food items. But
up to certain extent, he can have sugary items. So ,while having his food ,he have to check
whether the food contains the sugar contents less than the healthy sugar level extent or not.so,
he can check it using a bio sensor.
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The result notification of your food status is get by a message/mail system to your Smartphone.
Benefits of Project:




A person can easily get the quality of his food.
It can be used for choosing the food for patients.
Children can get nutrient food.

Children



Children can get nutrient food.
They can get good growth.

Normal persons



Easily get the quality of their food.
Fake food products can be easily identified

Old people



Diet dependent diseases can be controlled
Diabetic and Blood pressure can be controlled.
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7. MODERATE PRESERVATOR FOR KITCHEN
COLLEGE
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ABSTRACT
In this project we are putting our effort, in preserving valuable nutrients at the lowest cost and
affordable to everyone.
HYPOTHESIS
Vegetables & Fruits are the valuable nutrients which need to be maintained at suitable
temperature range, so that majority of the nutrients get unaffected from decay.
METHOD
Actual temperature need of vegetables and fruits for preserving is around 15⁰C- 20⁰C, to achieve
this range at minimum electrical energy, so that we can protect nutrients round the clock, we
are using following technique. Please refer the diagram to understand the key concept. A breeze
passing through the perforated jacket reaches the nutrients and cools, evolved hot gases pushed
away, through the exhaust. For reducing the temperature of the breeze with respect to ambient
temperature, a mud pot filled with water is pumped through the perforated jacket containing
cooling pads.
EXPERIMENT
The working mechanism consists of Fans, mud pot with water and a perforated jacket with filler
material (like Aspen pads/ Evaporative Cooler Pads and Rolls). To understand the cooling due to
fan we need to consider two things:







Kinetic energy in fan accelerates the air molecules that increase evaporation rate, reduces
the temperature. Thus cooling is achieved.
Due to the presence moisture, heat carried away by the water vapors increases and hence
the decrease in the temperature is faster than that of dry case.
Water stored in a mud pot is always cool even if we place the mud pot in hot sun. Mud pots
have minute pores and when we store water in these pots tiny portion oozes out. This tiny
portion gets evaporated absorbing heat from water stored inside mud pot. This process is
happening continuously and end result is cool water inside the mud pot.
Therefore in our proposed preservator the mud pot continuously or intermittently provides
cool water to the perforated jackets.
The fans blow air over this perforated jacket so; heat present inside the sub preservation
chambers is drawn out, due to natural convection process.
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The exhaust fan takes away this heat from the preservator. Hence the temperature inside is
maintained at lower temperature.

Block Diagram

SUMMARY
In this project we have designed a Moderate Preservator for the Kitchen, which is affordable to
everyone. The purpose of this model is to preserve fruits and vegetables at moderate
temperature without losing their nutrients and keep them as fresh as possible.
COST

: Rs.10,000/-
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8. PLASTIC AND METAL PARTICLE DETECTION IN PROCESSED FOOD
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ABSTRACT
A variety of unwanted items - such as metal, plastic, and other impurities - can find their way
into the manufacturing process in a host of industries or restaurants including plastics. Some
contaminants occur as a result of processing, while others are simply inherent to the product
itself. Although the source of tramp metals must be found and eliminated, the most important
job of production personnel is to implement safeguards that capture and remove contaminants
before they pollute final products or damage other equipment. Various types of equipment are
used to capture tramp metals, including magnetic separators and metal detectors.
HYPOTHESIS
Metal detector circuit consists of LC circuit. This circuit activates the proximity sensor which in
return senses any metal close to it. This sensor glow the LED and makes the buzzer sound. When
the LC circuit detects any resonating frequency from any metal close to it, the electric field is
generated, that will lead to induce current and changes the native signal of the device and in the
flow of the signal through the coil. A Variable resistor is used to change the value of the sensor.
When the metal is detected, the circuit will have changed signal. This changed signal will be
given to the proximity detector, which will detect the change in the signal and react accordingly.
Plastic detector circuit uses a plastic detection unit, which uses the dielectric properties of
material to detect the plastic particles and converts its feedback to an electrical signal. Based on
the feedback from the detector, detection unit will send the analog signal to ADC of
microcontroller resulting in generation of digital data. Based on the value of digital data, the
microcontroller will display the presence of plastic particles on the LCD display. If plastic or any
other impurities are detected, buzzer will alert the user.
METHOD
Method can be known by observing the circuit diagrams given below
Metal Detector Circuit Diagram
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Plastic Detector Block Diagram:

We will combine the above circuits to make a single device to accomplish both the task for metal
as well as plastic detection in sample food to check whether it can be consumed or not.
EXPERIMENT









It can detect metals including aluminium and wires.
It can work even in extreme environmental conditions.
The goal is to find problems early in the process to reduce the loss and ensures that the
product is safe to consume.
Capable of inspecting large number of cases within a short time period.
For food quality professionals, process engineers and corporate food safety executives who
decide which technology will best protect them from contaminants, choosing a detection
system is typically based on three things: the optimum detection point, overall application
capability and total cost/benefit.
Capable of detecting any type of plastic like Teflon and nylon.
The discovery is used in the most demanding applications for the detection of very fine
metallic particles from products in food processing, pharmaceutical and other similar
applications.

SUMMARY
We are making this project to encourage the food safety and with the help of above diagrams
we are going to conduct the experiment and the aim of our experiment has been mentioned
above.
COST: Approx. 2000 rupees.
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DESCRIPTION
Clay refrigerators are used to maintain low temperature than atmosphere.
INTRODUCTION
Clay refrigerators are an evaporative cooling device which does not use electricity. The device
can be used to cool substance. This uses a simple technology of vaporization and a source of
water.
BASIC PRINCIPLE
Principle involved is based on evaporating cooling system. Absorbing the heat from the system
and rejecting to the atmosphere and maintains the temperature less than room temperature.

CONSTRUCTION AND WORKING





Two pots of different sizes are selected such that they leave gap when they are kept one
inside the other.
The space between the two pots is filled with fly ash it creates an insulating layer around the
inner pot. The fly ash is then kept damp by adding water at regular intervals — generally
twice a day — reducing the temperature within the inner pot.
As the water evaporates from the fly ash it pulls the heat out with it, cooling the inner pot.
In order to sustain evaporation, there must be a draw of internal energy in the liquid, which
would result in a temperature reduction. This cooling effect is known as evaporative cooling
and is most effective in dry climates due to the lack of humidity in the air. Evaporative
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coolers tend to perform poorly or not at all in climate with high ambient humidity, since the
water is not able to evaporate well under these conditions.
EFFECTIVENESS


The effectiveness of evaporative cooling varies with temperature, humidity and water
source.

IMPACT



Clay refrigerators as multiple positive impacts on the population that uses them beyond the
simple ability to keep food fresh for longer periods of time and decreasing instances of foodrelated disease.
Rural employment opportunities- Farmers are able to support themselves with their
increased profits at market, slowing the move into cities. Also the creation of pots
themselves generates job opportunities. Increased diet variety because food is stored for
longer.
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ABSTRACT:
This project discusses the development of a flying robot for fruit harvesting from heights. This
robot comprises of mainly two mechanism i.e. flying mechanism and harvesting (or cutting)
mechanism. The flying mechanism will consist of a quad copter with a camera placed on it. The
harvesting mechanism consists of a robotic arm and rotary blade for cutting down the fruit from
the palm tree. The copter will be controlled by a controller for flying purpose and to travel the
robot to the required location. The fruit detection is done by means of visual image displayed on
the display of the controller. It gives user, the ability to select the fully developed fruit which can
be cut down using the cutting blade attached to the robotic arm.
Quad copter-a kind of small helicopter which has four numbers of propellers which are placed
on the edge of the X shaped chassis.
HYPOTHESIS:
We live in a country of 1.2 billion people where 40%of people depend directly on agriculture for
their living. Today agriculture has become more of science than art, so we as engineers thought
of doing our little part in this cause .We see that robotics has evolved to a great extent and
making things possible which once upon a time were considered impossible
Thus to meet the application of people living in state of Maharashtra, Goa, Karnataka, Tamil
Nadu, Kerala and Andhra Pradesh where the coconut trees are quite common and commercial
crops, to pluck the fruits so we are developing a prototype fruit picking flying robot is a genuine
effort to help out individuals to harvest the fruits with help of this robot.
We make use of two mechanismsa) Flying Mechanism - Flying mechanism consist of a quad copter with a vision camera placed
on it with controls and display placed on a remote control unit which is controlled from ground
level by individual.
b) Harvesting Mechanism - Harvesting Mechanism consist of robotic arm and 3 degree freedom
rotary blades for cutting fruit.
METHOD:
Basic Principle:
The development of flying robot for fruit harvesting basically consist of two mechanism, i.e. a)
Flying mechanism which makes use of quad copter to fly the device at heights and b) Harvesting
Mechanism which consist of a robotic arm and rotary blades for cutting of fruits.The block
diagram of the project is as follows :
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There are two parts base station and other is flying unit.
1) Base station consists of display and flying control. It will be operated by the user. Base station
generates an appropriate signal for communication with the flying unit. It receives the signals
and interprets the required operation and sends the data signals back to the transmitter in form
of videos and this is displayed on the screen provided, which helps user to see the clear view of
targeted fruit which is required to be plucked.
2) Flying unit consists of motor propeller set used to get the required thrust to reach a required
location. It receives signals from the base unit and follows the instructions as provided. It has a
rotary blade cutter which is attached to a moving arm. Along with a camera which captures the
required image/ video of the object. The image is processed and converted in a digital signal
which is then send to the base unit where it will be displayed.
EXPERIMENT:
The 2d design of Fruit Plucking flying robot is as follows:
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Quad copter - it basically consist of four arms placed in the x formation. On each arm there is a
motor placed at the edge .The main circuitry is placed in the centre of the frame. Each motor has
a two blade propeller which gives the lifting thrust to the copter. The power is supplied to
motors & the circuit by li-on battery. Gyro sensor is placed beneath the centre to balance the
copter when flying in air.
Robotic arm –it consist of folding arm. A motor will be placed at one of the tip of the arm. A
rotating circular blade will be fitted to the shaft of the motor which will be used to cut down the
stem of the fruit. The arm will be folded during the flying mode of the quad copter .After the
copter reaches to a required place, folded arm will be unfolded to reach to the targeted fruit.
After that the cutter will start for the cutting action.
Operation
The working is similar to any other remotely operated device. We use the controller to move the
quad copter to the location which is identified by the camera positioned on the copter, once the
copter reaches the location with the help of the controller we move the robotic arm as required
and the fruit is plucked with the help of a cutter located on the robotic arm.
SUMMARY
Flying mechanism and Harvesting mechanism are all together a different field in electronics.
Here it is an innovative effort to bridge the gap between flying and harvesting mechanism and
further use application of both sciences for fulfillment of the project. The robot itself will be a
user friendly one as its all controls lie in the hand of individual.
COST : Total cost of the project is Rs 22,220/-
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ABSTRACT
It is often said food, clothing & shelter are the 3 basic needs of mankind. All the above 3 are
based on agriculture. Agriculture is known to our people for thousands of years. But still our
farmers in the villages are using only age-old technology. The population in our country has
increased at least 3 times since our independence. The agricultural land has diminished in size
as some agricultural lands have been diverted for industrial and domestic purposes. For
improving the productivity of our agricultural lands it is stressed that they must employ high
technology in every activity. This involves the use of tractors, electrical pumps and motors etc.
While this can be used in positive way in many plants, it cannot be used in remote places for
either want of electricity or oil. Even where oil is available it requires precise foreign exchange.
Hence it will be in the fitness of things to design a device which can be operated manually.
Agriculture starts with sowing of seeds and fertilizers hence to be applied several times. Hence
if a manually operated sprayer be designed it will prove to be a small step but with a very high
potential of growth. The use of this sprayer will result in uniform broadcasting which cannot be
obtained, in other devices at such a low cost. Since the electricity is not required, this can be
used anywhere. Since oil is not used this is pollution free. An attempt has been made to design
and fabricate such a Solar Seed Sprayer, which can be used even by an unskilled operator.
HYPOTHESIS:
The solar energy is converted into electrical energy with the help of solar cells. The converted
electrical energy is completely stored in the battery. A D.C. Motor is run by utilizing this
electrical energy that running of DC Motor can be utilized for seep spraying purpose.
METHOD:
The blower fan is made to rotate by using a 12 V DC motor. The supply of the current is been
given from the 12 V battery provided. The chemical liquid provided in the Hooper may reach the
nose for spray by the gravitational force. The panel board is fixed by providing the M.S. plates.
During the sunshine the panel board absorbs the heat energy from the sun and it converts it to
the electrical energy and sends the current to the battery for the storage provision. The stored
energy from battery is supplied to the motor for operating the blower fan. The discharge of the
electrical energy from the battery will be equal to the charging of the battery by the solar photo
voltaic cell.
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EXPERIMENT: BLOCK DIAGRAM

ADVANTAGES











Since the efficiency of the Sprayer is very high, it can be used by the farmers.
The material spreads uniformly.
This device is portable.
It is light in weight.
Unskilled workers can also operate it.
Low Cost.
Maintenance is easy.
This is non-conventional energy source.
Since oil is not used, it is pollution free.
This device is very useful to small farmers.

APPLICATION
The solar seed sprayer is mainly used for spraying different type of seeds and with some
arrangements we can spray the powered (dust) pesticides and fertilizers.
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SUMMARY
This project deals with design and fabrication of a “Solar Seed Sprayer”. This non-conventional
device basically consists of a plastic bucket which serves as a hopper. The bottom of the hopper
has opening through which the material falls on a hose. The machine, Solar seed Sprayer, we
introduce through our project is mainly useful for Agricultural purpose. This machine works
under non-conventional energy which is the ultimate source for all living beings. The solar
energy is converted into electrical energy with the help of solar cells. The converted electrical
energy is completely stored in the battery. A D.C. Motor is run by utilizing this electrical energy.
A different type of seed is splited with the help of sprayer unit. This machine is also used to
spray not only the solid substance and also powder particles. The device can be operated by a
single person and an unskilled labour can operate it. Using this, a single person can sow seeds
and cover an area of 6 hectares of land on a single day.
COST

: Rs.3000/-
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12. ARTIFICIAL STOMACH AND INTESTINE TO EVALUATE THE
DIGESTIBILITY OF ORGANIC MATTER IN DIFFERENT FOOD INGREDIENTS
COLLEGE
GUIDE
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Dr. H.S.MADHUSUDHAN, Dr. HEMANTH GOWDA K

COLLEGE STUDENTS
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BHARATH KUMAR, K. RAKSHITH
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ABSTRACT
The present study was taken up with the objective of assessing the possibility of using artificial
stomach and intestine to evaluate the digestibility of organic matter of common food
ingredients used to prepare vegetarian and non-vegetarian diet consumed by the people.
Different food ingredients such as rice, milk, egg, chicken, pulses, chapatti, and commercially
available food materials are selected. Food samples were pre-digested with pepsin and
pancreatin to simulate digestion in the stomach and small intestine by following the procedures
of Cone et al. (2005) i.e., food samples (10 g DM) were incubated in 250 mL 0.1 M HCl with 5 g/L
pepsin. After 1.5 h, pH was neutralised with 50 mL of 0.5 M NaHCO 3, followed by 1.5 h
incubation with 250 mL 0.165 M phosphate buffer (pH=6.8) containing 2 g/L pancreatin and 2
mL/L amylase. After incubation, fluid was filtered through nylon gauze with pores of 40 µm. The
residue on the filter was dried at 700 C and analysed for organic matter as per AOAC (1990). The
organic matter digestibility (%) of rice, chapatti, green gram, Bengal gram, green pea, field bean,
potato, carrot, milk, chicken and egg were 88.1, 90.6, 68.7, 60.7, 45.5, 44.4, 68.4, 53, 95.4, 76.8
and 71.6 respectively. However, estimation of digestibility of several other food ingredients
needs to be accomplished.
HYPOTHESIS
In nutrition studies, evaluation of diets based on digestibility and fermentation are conducted
conventionally by in-vivo trials. These experiments often meet with technical difficulties and
ethical questions. Therefore in vitro models which can mimic gastrointestinal digestion and
fermentation processes are attempted as an alternative to the in- vivo studies. In vitro
techniques not only offer advantages of being relatively simple, time saving, economical,
producing repeatable estimates but they are less laborious compared to animal experiments
besides being ethically superior. One such in vitro fermentation method is in vitro gas
production technique, which exploits the relationship between degradation and fermentative
gas production to evaluate the nutritional parameters of foodstuffs.
EXPERIMENTAL METHOD
Diet: Different common food ingredients will be selected.
In vitro pre digestion with enzymes: Food samples will be pre-digested with pepsin and
pancreatin to simulate digestion in the stomach and small intestine by following the procedures
of Cone et al. (2005). Samples (10 g DM) will be incubated in 250 mL 0.1 M HCl with 5 g/L pepsin.
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After 1.5 h, pH will be neutralised with 50 mL of 0.5 M NaHCO3, followed by 1.5 h incubation
with 250 mL 0.165 M phosphate buffer (pH=6.8) containing 2 g/L pancreatin and 2 mL/L
amylase. After incubation, fluid will be filtered through nylon gauze with pores of 40 µm. Prior
to incubation for fermentation study, the residue on the filter will be dried at 70 0 C and analysed
for the proximate principles according to the procedures of AOAC (1990).
Gas production incubations: The residues obtained after enzymatic treatment will be incubated
in the gas production tests (GPTs) with a modified method of Cone et al. (2005). All the
experimental diets will be tested in one run to get a good comparison of the materials. The fecal
samples used as inoculum will be collected from pigs after an adaptation period on standard
diets for a minimum period of 15 days. Fresh feces within an hour after defecation or the feces
obtained by rectal stimulation from all the pigs will be brought to the lab storing in aluminium
foils in an air tight cover. The fecal samples will be mixed with a buffer to obtain a 2 per cent
fecal solution. An amount corresponding to about 0.5 g DM of the residue (in triplicate) will be
incubated anaerobically in 60 mL buffered fecal solution. The gas productions will be compared
with a blank incubation with no added sample. All incubations will be in triplicate and all
handling will be under continuous flushing with CO2. Fermentation of samples will be
continuously measured by registering gas production in the GPT during 24 hours.
SUMMARY
In vitro digestion using artificial stomach and intestine as well as hindgut fermentation and gas
production studies offer a new concept in the nutritional evaluation of commonly used food
ingredients. While these parameters are important not only to evaluate food foodstuffs but also
influence the good health condition of an individual as well as through light on flatulence
problems. This technique not only offer advantages of being relatively simple, time saving,
economical, producing repeatable estimates but they are less laborious compared to animal
experiments besides being ethically superior.
COST

:

Rs. 50,000/- (Rupees fifty thousand only)
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13. DEGRADATION OF HEXAVALENT CHROMIUM FROM WASTE WATER
USING BIOFILM FORMING MICRO-ORGANISMS
COLLEGE
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ABSTRACT
Water is one of the most important natural resources of our planet, in which clean water or
domestically usable water availability is getting reduced due to the increased waste disposal.
Recycling is the best way to salvage this diminishing natural resource, hence regulations
concerning wastewater treatment has become more rigorous in the last decade. Remedy for this
can be found by the biofilms which are being used more frequently to aid in the treatment of
wastewater.
Hexavalent chromium [Cr(VI)] is a mutagen and carcinogen that is a significant concern in water
and wastewater. A simple and non-hazardous means to remove Cr(VI) is bio-reduction to Cr(III),
which is to be precipitated as Cr(OH)3. The bio-reduction required is achieved by Cr(VI) reducing
bacterial biofilm that uses hydrogen(H2) as an electron donor, which was tested by the potential
of the H2 based membrane biofilm reactor(MBfR).
HYPOTHESIS
Effective and economic reduction of hexavalent chromium in effluent by biofilms, and attempt
to make industrial effluent to reutilise and reducing total cost of production
METHOD AND EXPERIMENTATION:










The culture of Pseudomonas species is sub-cultured onto the nutrient agar plates.
Richly grown species are streaked on the agar slants and inoculated.
These species are refrigerated at 4⁰C, ceasing the metabolism of bacterial strains.
The sterilized nylon fabric of 0.45 micron in inserted into the fresh sterilized nutrient broth
which is inoculated with Pseudomonas species and incubated at 35⁰ C.
The formation of biofilms should be examined frequently
The known concentration of chromium water is prepared by dissolving K2Cr2O7 in sterile
distilled water.
The biofilms formed by Pseudomonas species on a nylon mesh are then aseptically
transferred into the flasks containing chromium water and nutrient broth.
The hexavalent chromium in the media is assayed continuously at a specific period of time
by Diphenylcarbazide assay.
Based upon the results obtained the reduction of hexavalent chromium is studied by
optimizing the process which efficiently favors the further reduction process.
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SUMMARY
Micro-organisms such as bacteria attached to various surfaces such as metals, plastics, soil, etc.
get embedded themselves via an extracellular polymeric substances called as EPS(Extra-cellular
polysaccharide) by which they form spatially heterogeneous structure collectively called as
Biofilms.
Many numbers of bacterial biofilms can reduce chromium from hexavalent to trivalent state.
The capability of Cr (VI) reduction has been found in variety of micro-organisms including strains
of Pseudomonas, Bacillus, Escherichia, Enterobacter, Shewanella, Vogococcus and etc. Enzymes
present in the cells of these biofilms are responsible for reduction of Cr (VI) to Cr (III). In our
study we have utilized different Pseudomonas species.
The development of biofilms has important impacts and has an advantage of enhanced
scavenging of nutrient from bulk liquid and surface; Physiological alterations, physical protection
and stabilization.
COST

: Rs. 5000/-
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14. SPONTANEOUS PURIFICATION OF INDUSTRIAL EFFLUENTS BY
DRIED BANANA PEEL: HIGH VOLTAGE METHOD
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ABSTRACT
High standards of drinking water quality and growing man-caused pollution of the environment
require new technologies of water treatment. That increases the efficiency of water purification
and not to contribute any impurities by adding chemical reagents during treatment. Due to
industrial pollution, the need for techniques used for water purification for portable use is
extreme all over the world. Water purification programs for HVAC systems can play a major role
in the objectives. HVAC system is integral to the operation of energy, water, and resource
efficient facilities. An optimum result from a water treatment program has huge economic
payoffs and helps meet green building objectives.
HYPOTHESIS
Initially water filtration is through slow sand filters, slow sand filters can produce very high
quality water free from pathogens, taste and odour without the need for chemical aids. Sand
filters are occasionally used in the treatment of sewage as a final polishing sta Sand filters
become clogged with floc after a period in use and they are then backwashed or pressure
washed to remove the floc. In these filters the sand traps residual suspended material and
bacteria and provides a physical matrix for bacterial decomposition of nitrogenous material,
including ammonia and nitrogen gas.
Among various water purification and recycling technologies, adsorption is a fast, inexpensive
and universal method. The development of low-cost adsorbents has led to the rapid growth of
research interests in this field. The present protocol describes salient features of adsorption and
details experimental methodologies for the development and characterization of low-cost
adsorbents, water treatment and recycling using adsorption technology including batch
processes and column operations. The protocol describes the development of inexpensive
adsorbents from waste materials
Originally developed as a means to recycle water in space, this technology has applications in
industrial water treatment, water recycling, and water purification for military bases, disaster
sites, and regions without easy access to clean water. Relying on only electrical energy, this
technology uses reactive species to decompose organic contaminants, ranging from submicron
particles to water soluble organics like glycol, ethanol, and industrial dyes.
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METHOD

EXPERIMENT
Sand filters become clogged with floc after a period in use and they are then backwashed or
pressure washed to remove the floc. This backwash water is run into settling tanks so that the
floc can settle out and it is then disposed.
The applications of batch and column processes are discussed, along with suggestions to make
this technology more popular and applicable
Water is pumped in a column which contains banana peel, this water leaves the column through
a draining system. The activity of a column depends on the temperature and the nature of the
substances. Water goes through the column constantly, which gives an accumulation of
substances in the filter. For that reason the filter needs to be replaced periodically. A used filter
can be regenerated in different ways; granular banana peel can be regenerated easily by
oxidizing the organic matter.
Relying on only electrical energy, this technology uses reactive species to decompose organic
contaminants, ranging from submicron particles to water soluble organics like glycol, ethanol,
and industrial dyes. The shock waves produced by electric spark discharges can be exploited can
be for range of applications. Standard Features and Benefit Delivers up to 21 lpm which
increases spontaneity in the field of water purification
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SUMMARY
In this project, we exhibit the proficiency way of water purification in a systematic procedural
way of thought.
Industries use water that obtained from the water treatment system for variety of purpose, such
as manufacturing purpose, agriculture.
COST
:
High voltage lab materials: Rs 1000/Lab equipment’s
: Rs 1200/Chemicals cost
: Rs 350/Travel expenses
: Rs 750/Total
: Rs 3400/-
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15. DESIGN AND TECHNOLOGY OF INTEGRATED SOLAR POWER AND
EVAPORATIVE SHIELDING OF WATER RESERVOIR
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THE STATUS
The major source of electricity for our state is from thermal and from hydel. Other minor power
sources include wind, solar and diesel. Alternative power sources help to alleviate the load on
the on the major sources assisting in better maintenance of the major power plants and
frequent preventive actions that will enhance and boost the life and service of the power plants
in general.
THE PROBLEM
The problem with alternate power sources is that these sources have a poor efficiency index in
terms of investment vs. rate of return, megawatt vs. square feet & consistency of power
generation.
We shifted our focus towards solar. Solar power generation has the most potential and is by far
the most consistent power source known to mankind.
We also realized that, globally; there is a positive movement towards solar energy and reinventing the wheel is not on our agenda.
While studying hydel power we found that the monthly loss of water due to evaporation was
close to 15% according to a study in Karnataka. With an annual total of close to 84% loss in
water due to evaporation from storage facilities. This is a staggering number.
Hydel power will never go out of use as it is a renewable resource and the associated benefits of
drinking water supply throughout the year and irrigative benefits are significant and critical to
human activities.
THE SOLUTION
The larger the exposed area of the water body, to elements such as sunlight and wind, the
higher is the rate of evaporation. Hence, we think that covering the water bodies with buoys
that will stay afloat will reduce the impact of evaporation significantly.
This same concept is being used for another purpose in California, USA to reduce the exposure
of the water body to UV rays from the sun. The immediate benefits of these plastic balls are:


Reduced exposure to UV rays.
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When chlorine treated water is exposed to sunlight, bromate gets formed. This is
avoided.
Algae formation is reduced

We can use the same philosophy to our benefit. And since the average solar panel produces 190
W (table given below)
Except that, this massive surface area available can be simultaneously used for power
generation via solar panels.
The buoys top surface will be solar panels and all of the buoys will be interconnected, hence
creating a vast grid of solar cells that generate electricity. Totally The KRS dam has a surface area
of approx. 29,500 acres of submerged land we can get 5.6 MW of power. This makes for a
fantastic opportunity for solar power generation.
Spin off: the same concept can be extended to the close to shore seas where we can have
several thousands of these buoys that can be put into a shepherded grid from which power can
be generated.
THE RESEARCH
Consolidated output statements for commercially available solar panels:
PANEL NAME

WIDTH (mm.) LENGTH (mm.) WATTS WATTS/SQ. FT.

BP Solar BP175B
Evergreen ES-B-180
GE GEPV200
Kyocera KD-180GX-LP
Kyocera KD-205GX-LP
Sanyo HIP-195BA3
Sanyo HIP-200BA19
Sanyo HIT Power 205
Sharp ND-208U1F
Sharp NT-175UC1
Solarworld SW175
Suntech STP180S

787.4
939.8
965.2
990.6
787.4
863.6
863.6
878.84
990.6
812.8
787.4
787.4

1574.8
1574.8
1473.2
1320.8
1498.6
1320.8
1320.8
1318.26
1651
1574.8
1574.8
1574.8

175
180
200
180
205
195
200
205
208
175
175
180

13.1
11.3
13.1
12.8
16.1
15.9
16.3
16.4
11.8
12.7
13.1
13.5

AVERAGE:

863.6

1473.2

190

13.8

General results of planned experiments:
 Determination of efficiency under floating conditions:
The current model design kept the solar panels well above the water while testing in real world.
Efficiency of the solar panel was thus not reduced.
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 Performance study of panels with salt and silt deposit
We have been testing the power output of the solar panels over a period of time with multiple
dips and sprays of salty water, The change in voltage output has been minimal and has not
caused much change, since occasional flooding of water washes away salt and silt deposits.
 Study of evaporation losses.
By use of small floating thermocol balls which are mostly consistent in diameter, we are
currently studying the evaporation losses to various percentages of exposure:
VISIT TO THE MARKONAHALLI DAM, REPORT
Often, site visits help us better understand the scale and size of the project. Visiting a location
better helps understand the many variables we had never considered. Under the guidance and
supervision of our guide, we and he young learners visited the Markonahalli dam.
The water covers a surface area of 3600 acres and has a catchment area of approximately 4000
sq. km.
Although numbers speak a lot, we wanted to get a visual feel for the statistics. We had a good
learning experience of how the siphon system designed by Ganesh Iyer works and were all left
quiet breathless.
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=Ah9NQdI3n_4
We also wanted to demonstrate to the young learners as to how waves work.
They were under the common understanding that anything in the reservoir will always float to
the banks and cannot stay put. We wanted to explain to them how water currents and viscosity
of water influences the behaviour of the floating solar panels
Once we spent so this much time at the dam, there were several questions that came up and
continue to come up.
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16. ADVANCED SOLAR WATER HEATER
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ABSTRACT:
This project is about saving water in solar water heater. When solar water is set to use, it
delivers cold water for first few minutes and then gives hot water. This cold water is nothing but
the hot water remained in pipe when used for last time. Most of the time, this cold water is
spilled.
This problem of cold water is eliminated by pumping back the cold water to solar water heater.
The eye catching point is, pumping back activity is done with just initial investment and no
further funding on it.
HYPOTHESIS:
The drawback of existing solar water heaters is that, there will be waste of precious water and
valuable time of the user. The ease of using the system is not satisfactory.
The existing drawback of wastage of water and time can be eliminated by implementing this
advancement. The cold water which will be collected in the system will be pumped back to main
system for reuse, which saves water and also lets the user to get hot water directly which saves
their time and also improves performance of the system.

METHOD



Initially, when valve at user end is set open, the valve at solar water heater also opens as per
modifications done, and hot water flows down.
After the use is complete, the valve is set closed; in turn the valve at solar water heater also
closes.
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The temperature sensor placed will sense hot water. So, no signal will be sent to
microprocessor. Hence, motor will be in off state.



Now there will be hot water left behind in hot water pipe which will dissipate heat and turn
cold if left behind, which will be a waste for next use.
The solar panels placed will absorb light and charge the battery.
So, we use the electricity stored in battery, to pump the water left in pipe to solar water
heater again.
Now, the temperature sensor placed will sense the cold water and sends signals to
microprocessor.
Microprocessor makes the motor to pump the cold water back to main system, through a
separate pipe.






EXPERIMENT
Clock
Amount of
Cold water
Delivered in
litres

6 am
6.4

11 am
6

4 pm
5.6

9 pm
6.2

Duration for
which cold
water is
delivered in
minutes

1:05

1:02

0.58

1:03

The above mentioned observations are made for a solar water heater which is placed 30 feet
above ground level. As the height of solar water heater placed increases, the amount of cold
water delivered initially and duration for which it is delivered increases proportionally.
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The point to be noted is that, cold water delivered is more in the morning time when solar water
heater is of great use.
The amount of cold water delivered also depends upon the season. That is, during winter season
it will be around 6.5-6.7 liters and during rainy season it delivers around 7-7.2 liters of cold
water.
SUMMARY:
The whole and soul aim of this project is to save water and time of the user. With initial
investment made, we can save considerable amount of water which adds up for economic
benefits along with environmental friendliness. The existing solar water heaters deliver cold
water initially, which is a waste and also snatches time of the user, which can be overcome by
implementing modifications mentioned in the project.
From the experimental evidence we can say that, each person can save up to 6 liters of water a
day. If we consider a small family of 4 people then we can save up to “20-25” liters of water each
and every day per house. With advancement and improved efficiency, it’s the smart way to save
water and time.
COST (in rupees)
Advancement Cost:
Micro controller (MSP 430) – 1,000
Temp sensor-200
Motor-4,000
Installation charges-1,000
Total cost: 6,200
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ABSTRACT
Water is a transparent fluid which forms the world's streams, lakes, oceans and rain, and is the
major constituent of the fluids of organisms. Water covers 71% of the Earth's surface. It is vital
for all known forms of life. Only 2.5% of this water is fresh water, and 98.8% of that water is in
ice (excepting ice in clouds) and groundwater. Safe drinking water is essential to humans and
other lifeforms even though it provides no calories or organic nutrients. Access to safe drinking
water has improved over the last decades in almost every part of the world, but approximately
one billion people still lack access to safe water and over 2.5 billion lack access to
adequate sanitation.
In the present era one of the most critical problem is pollution of resources. And water pollution
is one of the threat to all lifeforms. This threatening activity leads to conduction of many
experiments and research work. Hence comes the concept filtration of water. There are many
methods of water purification. Present electronic water filters cause many pollution issues, this
lead to encourage the natural purification methods.
Bio sand water filter is the one of the water filter which uses natural method of purification.
A Bio sand filter (BSF) is a point-of-use water treatment system adapted from traditional slow
sand filters. Bio sand filters remove pathogens and suspended solids from water using biological
and physical processes that take place in a sand column covered with a biofilm. BSFs have been
shown to remove heavy metals, turbidity, bacteria, viruses and protozoa. BSFs also reduce
discoloration, odour and unpleasant taste.
Therefore, Bio sand water filter is the one of the most used and recommended type of natural
water filter. This project aims at improving present purification level of the BSF by using all
naturally available resources.
HYPOTHESIS
Bio sand water filter is the one of the water filter which uses natural method of purification.
A Bio sand filter (BSF) is a point-of-use water treatment system adapted from traditional slow
sand filters. Bio sand filters remove pathogens and suspended solids from water using biological
and physical processes.
Bio sand filters are typically constructed from concrete or plastic. At the top of the filter, a
tightly fitted lid prevents contamination and unwanted pests from entering the filter. Below this,
the diffuser plate prevents disturbance of the biofilm when water is poured into the filter. Water
then travels through the sand column, which removes pathogens and suspended solids. Below
the sand column, a layer of gravel prevents sand from entering the drainage layer and clogging
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the outlet tube. Below the separating layer is the drainage layer consisting of coarser gravel that
prevents clogging near the base of the outlet tube.

METHOD
In Bio-sand filters it doesn’t completely purify the dissolved components present in the water.
The harmful chemicals present destroy the Biofilm layer of the filter. Hence we learners has
come up with the modification of protecting a Biofilm layer.
Our project aims at purifying chemicals present in water before entering to the stage of Biofilm
layer. Thus the major disadvantage of Bio-sand filter is overcome.
 Mechanical trapping: Suspended solids and pathogens are trapped in the spaces
between the sand grains.
 Predation: Pathogens are consumed by microorganisms in the bio layer.
 Absorption: Pathogens are absorbed into each other and to suspended solids in the
water and sand grains.
 Natural death: Pathogens finish their life cycles or die because there is not enough food
or oxygen.
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EXPERIMENTS
Experiments were conducted with control, normal bio sand water filter and improved model of
bio sand water filter.
Modification implemented in improved BSF
 Zeolite is used before biofilm layer to filter the toxic chemicals; it also protects the microbes
present in biofilm layer.
 Improved BSF is portable.
Results were compared and they are as follows
Normal Bio sand water filter
 Pathogen elimination capacity – 92%
 Toxic chemical elimination – 66%
 Safer to drink – 85%
Improved Bio sand water filter
 Pathogen elimination capacity – 97%
 Toxic chemical elimination – 76%
 Safer to drink – 97%
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SUMMARY
Advantages of improved BSF over normal BSF
 Dissolved components present in water can be easily purified
 Bio film is protected for longer period
 Doesn’t require any electricity for purification just by earth gravity.

COST
Improved model of BSF costs around ₹ 8000 - ₹10000.
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ABSTRACT
Flouride compounds or salts that form when the element fluorine combines with minerals in soil
or rocks and water. Studies have shown that fluoride toxicity in water leads to tooth decay, brain
damage, genetic damage and cell death, increased tumour and cancer rate, with wide variety of
other health problems. In the present study deflouridation of water will be conducted using
silver and magnesium nanoparticles synthesized by plant extract. Previously many studies have
been done on the chemical synthesis of nanoparticles. Since chemicals are being hazardous to
the health, we are concentrated on alternative source for the synthesis of nanoparticles. This
work involves the biosynthesis of nanoparticles for deflouridation from Simarouba glauca plant
extract. This study involves the collection of plant material, preparation of plant extract,
synthesis of silver and magnesium nanoparticles, characterization of nanoparticles using UVspectroscopy, TEM, SEM, X-ray diffraction analysis. Further nanoparticles will be used for the
deflouridation of water. The end result is expected to be the complete removal of fluoride from
water with the treatment of biologically synthesized silver and magnesium nanoparticles. It is
demonstrate that the silver and magnesium nanoparticles trap the fluoride present in water.
Key words: Flourides, nanoparticles, deflouridation, Simarouba glauca.
HYPOTHESIS
When the nanoparticles which were extracted from the extract of Simarouba glauca plant
treated to water , these nanoparticles trap the fluoride content in water. Thus remove the
fluoride from water to the remarkable extent.
METHOD
1)
2)
3)
4)
5)

Collection of Simarouba glauca.
Preparation of aqueous extract of Simarouba glauca.
Synthesis of silver nanoparticles and its characterization.
Collection of water samples and estimation of fluorides.
Removal of fluorides from the samples.

EXPERIMENT
Defluoridation of water using biological method.
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SUMMARY
Many works have been done on the deflouridation of water using the chemically synthesized
nanoparticles, but the chemical synthesis method will be costlier, cause allergic problem to
human health and will be not eco –friendly. Simaruba glauca is a plant which will be easily
available in environment and also have many medical benefits. Use of this plant extract for the
synthesis of nanoparticle will be cheaper, eco-friendly and biological method.
COST
Approximate cost of the project is Rs.20000/-
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19. DETECTION OF INTERFACING POLLUTANTS
COLLEGE
GUIDE
COLLEGE STUDENTS
SCHOOL STUDENTS

SRIDEVI INSTITUTE OF ENGINEERING AND TECHNOLOGY, TUMKUR
Mr. PRAVEEN OLEKAR
HEMA NANDINI, VARUN, CLASS 9, DON BOSCO SCHOOL, TUMKUR
PREETHI.A.PRAKASH, PRUTHVI V JAIN, SUHRUTH G UJJNI,
PHILEM FEROZ LAMYANBA

ABSTRACT
Hydrogen sulphide is one of the most common types of chemical found in almost all kinds of
waste these days. The level of hydrogen sulphide in the waste is also on the rise. As all of us
know Hydrogen sulphide is a harmful chemical with its bad rotten egg’s smell. Our project aims
at developing a new machine or a detector that can sense the presence of hydrogen sulphide in
the waste water. By detecting the presence of Hydrogen sulphide at the source itself we can
take necessary measures to reduce the production of the same by further processing.
HYPOTHESIS
As we are all aware that these days the main cause of water pollution is due to the factory let
outs, dumping of waste into the water bodies and so on. And after a rigorous study it was
evident that that H2S was one of the most toxic pollutants which were let out into the water
bodies as an industrial effluent without being treated. H2S is a colourless gas which has foul
odour. H2S is poisonous, corrosive and as well as explosive. H2S is also a byproduct of anaerobic
bacteria during photosynthesis.
Hydrogen Sulphide, i.e. H2S, blocks the oxygen carrying capacity in blood, which causes asthma,
wheezing, cessation of respiration as well as neurological disorders.
As per the American Conference of Governmental Industrial Hygienists (ACGIH), 2010, it was
recommended that the STEL (short term exposure limit) of H2S be reduced from 15ppm to
5ppm and TWA (Time weighted average) be reduced to 1ppm from 10ppm, thus justifying the
toxicity of H2S.
According to the U.S. Bureau of Labour Statistics, H2S ranks 2 nd as the leading cause of death.
Hence the urge to detect H2S was taken up by the team considering all the causes due to
Hydrogen Sulphide.
METHOD:
 Hydrogen sulphide can be detected using Lead (II) Acetate.
 Lead (II) Acetate is also same as Lead Acetate.
 Lead (II) Acetate is white crystalline in form, which is sweetish in taste.
 Chemical Formula: Pb(C2H3O2)2
 It is also known as Plumbous Acetate, Sugar of Lead, Lead Sugar, Salt of Saturn, Goulard’s
powder.
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EXPERIMENT






A sample of industrial effluent which contains H2S along with other pollutants is taken.
Since the boiling point of Hydrogen Sulphide is least compared to most of the pollutants,
which is -60oC, the sample is heated up.
The H2S vapours will be the first to be evaporated. This is made to react with the lead
acetate paper which will initially be white in colour.
On reacting with the H2S vapours, the lead acetate paper turns to black indicating the
presence of Hydrogen Sulphide.
Thus Hydrogen Sulphide in the industrial effluent is thus detected.

SUMMARY
Even though the project sounds simple, it’s not as easy as it sounds theoretically when
compared to the practical effort. Efforts are put by the team in the first step of detection of H2S.
The students get the awareness of the toxic effluents from the industries as well as awareness to
environment protection.
They get exposed to the trending technology and other electronic equipment’s.
And learn about the methods of detecting pollutants even though the process looks simple.
COST - INR 5000/Since most of the equipment’s are available in a general science laboratory, the amount might
sum up to approximately 5k on the basis of chemical requirements
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20. PEnt WATER PURIFIER
COLLEGE
GUIDE
COLLEGE STUDENTS
SCHOOL STUDENTS

SAPTHAGIRI COLLEGE OF ENGINEERING
SARANYA D,PRASHANTH KUMAR H P,ROHIT K C
LAVANYA M N ,RUCHITHA N KUMAR, ABHISHEK B, Md. ATHIQ
SAHANA, VISHAL, BNR SCHOOL

ABSTRACT
Water purification can be done in different methods. This process is based on naturally available
product. By using these peels reliable absorbents of toxic heavy metals, dyes etc. various Nano
particles can be purified.
Preparation of adsorbent:
Peels was obtained from local fruits and vegetables markets, washed under water for several
times followed by double distilled water to remove the colour pigment present in the peels.
After thorough washing peels was cut in the small pieces and dried under sunlight for 8-10 days
to remove all the moisture content present.
The dried peels were powdered and mix with the activated carbon then binded with the natural
binder to form globules which are arranged in the form of candles. From these adsorbent heavy
metals, chemical, dyes and pesticides where removed from impure water
HYPOTHESIS
Water is one of the fundamental needs for our daily life. Purification of water through
conventional methods is carried out till date…but through this model we can get purified water
which is portable water by using natural available substance for the purification process. The
model involves the use of fruits and vegetables peels that are natural sources which eliminate
the unwanted toxic materials and heavy metals from water and makes it useful for domestic
purpose and for mainly drinking
METHOD
Materials used in preparing the various components are as follows.
3 FILTERS:




First filter contains different types of fruits peels.
Second filter contains different types of vegetable peels.
Third filter contain mixture of vegetables and fruits peels. This helps to remove the toxic
materials of impure water.

IMPURE WATER SAMPLE
In this unit the water to be purified is given as the input.
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MEMBRANE FILTER
The water is sent to the membrane filter which is made up of thin sheets that contains minute
pores which removes impurities from water.
SETTLING TANK
All the heavy impurities such as sand and salt settle down leaving behind pure water.
COLLECTING TANK
The water that as passed through all the components of the purifier gets collected in this unit
which is utilized for drinking
EXPERIMENT SETUP
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SUMMARY:
The water sample is collected from different sources .This sample is checked for various types of
impurities by using natural process water must be purified. This is done by Pent purifier.

COST:
Production cost approximately Rs.5000/-
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21. HUMANURE – WEALTH OUT OF PROCESSED SCRUBBER
COLLEGE
GUIDE
COLLEGE STUDENTS
SCHOOL STUDENTS

BLDEA’S V.P DR. P.G.HALAKATTI COLLEGE OF ENGINEERING AND
TECHNOLOGY, VIJAYAPUR
Prof. ANURADHA S TANKSALI
B AMAR CHAVAN, VAIBHAV ANNASAHEB BIRADAR, VINEET RAVINDRA
PATIL, BASAVARAJ BIRADAR
NEERAJ M PATIL, ANAGHA SUDHER TANKSALI , CLASS 10, SHRI B M
PATIL SCHOOL, VIJAYAPURA

ABSTRACT
As much as 60–70% of nutrients discharged from fields end up in toilet waste. Following the
principles of sustainable development, nutrients in faeces should be used in plant production,
instead of ending up in waste water treatment plants. Composting toilets and toilets with urine
separation make it possible to reclaim and utilize human excreta in the home. Water
consumption decreases significantly. Since little or no black water is produced, nutrient releases
and intestinal bacteria fail to spread in the environment. Composted toilet waste is suitable for
soil conditioner and urine for liquid manure in the yard and garden. Owing to public prejudice,
and lack of information, composting and separating toilets and the recycling of faecal nutrients
have not gained popularity.
Human faeces are considered a valuable nutrient source in a number of countries. For example
in China, in Japan, in Korea, but also in some countries of Africa and South-America nutrients of
faeces utilize in agriculture. Following the principles of the sustainable development
recirculation of nutrients of human beings from urban areas to agricultural land is one of the big
challenges of our time. The annual amount of toilet waste is about 520 kg/person. This amount
includes altogether 7.5 kg of nitrogen, phosphorus, and potassium, and some micro-nutrients in
a form useful for plants. If the nutrients in the faeces of one person were used for grain
cultivation, it would enable the production of the annual amount of grain consumed by one
person (250 kg).
Composting and separating toilets have enabled the reclamation of human excreta and the use
of the nutrients contained in it as fertilizer and soil conditioner. In Sweden, organic farmers have
expressed interest in using human urine as liquid manure because of the content of
macronutrients and the low heavy metal content.
HYPOTHESIS
The need to conserve resources and to find alternative sources of energy are becoming major
concerns of most governments. As well, international assistance programs are increasingly
emphasizing the need to employ technology in rural areas that is within the technical, social,
and economic capacities of the people for whom it is intended. One way of bringing together
both of these needs is through a renewed look at the use of “wastes” - both human and animal.
In most so-called developed countries, human wastes are regarded as unwanted by-products
and discharged as pollutants into the surrounding environment.
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1.1 HUMANURE: Systems have been in place for many years to handle, store, treat, dispose of,
or use excrement from humans and from farm animals. In towns and cities we see sewage
treatment facilities to process human wastes and purify the water portion to the level where it
can be discharged to surface water. A solid portion is often treated and spread onto farm fields
as a source of plant nutrients or it is land-filled. In much of rural Ontario, individual homes use
septic systems, where wastes are treated typically in a treatment bed on the owner’s property.
These systems are able to handle the large volumes of very dilute wastes generated by humans.
On livestock farms, we see a different approach. In most cases, the livestock manure (which
contains feces and urine and may also contain dilution water, bedding, or spilled feed) is stored
for up to a year and spread onto crop land where the nutrients can be used for crop growth and
the organic matter used to maintain soil health.
In the past few years, there has been an increased interest in manure “treatment” technologies
on farms. Research has been carried out around the world to find the best methods to treat
manure - for odour control, to kill pathogens, for volume reduction, for concentration of
nutrients, for creation of saleable organic products, to reduce labour costs, etc. There have been
suggestions that some of the systems used for human waste treatment may be appropriate on
farms.
The purpose of this report is to briefly describe the main systems that can be used in India (and
in many other regions) and to put into perspective some of the features of the various systems
that can be used for human wastes.
1.2 URINE AS A RICH SOURCE
Separately collected and hygienised urine is a concentrated source of nutrients which can be
applied as a liquid fertilizer in agriculture to replace or complement commercial chemical
fertilizer. Large‐scale urine use refers to the application of urine that is collected from a
substantial number of households and transported for the application of larger agricultural
areas. Therefore it requires a higher level of transport, storage and application infrastructure.
The amount of urine produced per person and day depends on the amount of liquid a person
drinks, but usually lies within a range of 0.8 to 1.5 L per day for an adult person and about half as
much for children, respectively (WHO 2006). On average, an adult person produces around 500 L
(550 kg) of urine per year, thus approximately 4 kg of N, 0.5 kg of P and 1 kg of K per person per
year. Urine can therefore be considered as a nitrogen rich liquid fertilizer. Due to its comparably
high N and low organic matter content it is often recommended to complement urine
application with other nutrient and organic matter sources.
COMPOSTING OF HUMAN EXCRETA
There are various methods to decompose the night soil human excreta) into manure such as
Bengaluru method, Indore method etc. But the most appropriate and convenient method is the
one proposed by C. N. Acharya.
In this method a trench of size 6 to 7.5m in length, 1.5 to 2m wide and 1m deep is dug. A layer of
waste organic materials such as leaves, twigs etc. are laid up to a thickness of 1 inch, then
uniform layer of human excreta is placed over it (30kgs). This process is repeated in the same
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manner for few more layers, up to a height of 0.3m above the ground level. The top the heap is
made into a dome and plastered with cow dung and earth slurry.
The plastered heap is left for five to six months during which the human excreta along with the
organic waste gets decomposed in anaerobic condition. The organic layer between the human
excretal layer facilitates as the culture medium for decomposition into humus (manure). The
organic manure obtained contains on an average 1 to 1.6% of Nitrogen,0.8 to 1.2% of
phosphorous and 0.2 to 0.8 % of potassium.

Figure: DECOMPOSITION OF NIGHT SOIL
FERTILIZATION OF URINE
Urine is a liquid product of the human body that is secreted by the kidneys. A big share of the
soluble substances in urine consists of essential plant nutrients like Nitrogen (N), Phosphorus (P)
and Potassium (K) that can be easily reused in agriculture. As the design of the W/C facilitate the
urine diversion, the diverted urine will be collected separately into detachable containers at
some accessible areas through separate connections. The collected urine is stored for about 5 to
6 months so as to kill the pathogenic microorganisms. Then the stored urine can be applied
directly to the fields or by diluting with water to the ratio 1:5 or 1:8.

Figure: URINE DIVERSION PROCESS IN LARGE SCALE
In case of difficulty in transportation, the collected urine can be converted to solid form by
adding magnesium to form Struvite.
EXPERIMENT
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We have designed the W/C in such a way that the urine and excreta will be separated and will
be let out with two different outlets as shown in figure.
This is achieved by providing two slopes on either side which approaches the holes, 1/3 rd of the
total length will be provided for draining out urine and remaining 2/3 rd will be for removing
excreta.
SUMMARY
The need for converting waste into wealth is the need of the hour. Till now the conventional
method of disposal was used with or without valuable byproducts being utilised. The
development of bifurcated waste composting leads to generation of valuable byproducts like
compost, biogas and urine nutrient which forms the complete intact movement of nutrients
from source and back to source (soil), along with completion of the human nutrient cycle.
COST
It differs from place to place (From new layouts in the city to the rural areas).The cost is yet to
be estimated. Most probably it will be economical.

Reality

Reduce, Recycle, Recover & Reuse
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22. USE OF COCONUT SHEEL OIL AS AN ECOFRIENDLY AND
ECONOMICAL WOUND HEALING MEDICINE IN ANIMALS
COLLEGE
GUIDE
COLLEGE STUDENTS
SCHOOL STUDENTS

VETERINARY COLLEGE, HASSAN, KARNATAKA
Dr. HEMANTH GOWDA K
SADATH PASHA, RAKSHITH K, ARUN SUBHASH P
SAATHVIK SHARA, DHANYA J, CLASS 7, NETHAJI PUBLIC SCHOOL,
HASSAN

ABSTRACT
Wounds are very common in domestic animals and often neglected by the owners leading to
serious complications. The expensive conventional wound treatment involves the use of local
anti-inflammatory, antibacterial agents along with parenteral antibiotics. Delayed wound
healing and antibiotic residues in animal products have been the problem associated with the
routine therapy. Hence, Coconut shell oil extracted from the Coconut shells by the steam
distillation was examined for its wound healing properties besides anti-inflammatory,
antibacterial, tickicidal and larvicidal properties. The oil was mixed with liquid paraffin at the
ratio of 1:4 and applied as topical application over different kinds of wounds in domestic
animals. The topical application was done twice daily for five days. The wounds showed prompt
healing without any consequences by five days. The swelling and pain at the wound site was
reduced gradually by five days indicating the anti-inflammatory property of oil. The antibiotic
property of shell oil was assured by routine antibiotic sensitivity test which revealed profound
broad spectrum antibacterial activity higher than standard antibiotics. Further, mixture of shell
oil and paraffin wax was allowed to act upon different species of ticks collected from domestic
animals. The ticks were succumbed to death within 2-5 minutes. The eggs and larvae isolated
form faecal samples of domestic animals were also treated with mixture and were found dead
within two minutes. It was concluded that the Coconut shell oil possessed excellent invivo
wound healing & anti-inflammatory properties and invitro antibacterial, tickicidal and larvicidal
properties.
HYPOTHESIS
Cocos nucifera L., (Fam. Arecaceae) commonly known as Kalpavruksha or the tree of life
(Coconut). For thousands of years coconut products have held a respected and valuable place in
local folk medicine. In traditional medicine around the world coconut is used to treat a wide
variety of health problems including the following: abscesses, asthma, baldness, bronchitis,
bruises, burns, colds, constipation, cough, dropsy, dysentery, earache, fever, flu, gingivitis,
gonorrhea, irregular or painful menstruation, jaundice, kidney stones, lice, malnutrition, nausea,
rash, scabies, scurvy, skin infections and wounds. Modern medical science is now confirming the
use of coconut in treating many of the above conditions. Published studies in medical journals
show that coconut, in one form or other, may provide a wide range of health benefits.
Coconut shell liquid smoke (Zuraida et. al. 2011) has been reported to contain phenolic
compounds. Safety test indicated that coconut shell liquid smoke is not toxic and safe (LD50
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value more than 15.000 mg/kg body weight of mice) (Budijanto, et al., 2008). The studies
revealed that the dry coconut shells are the source of certain organic materials like polyphenols
and organic acids (Akhter et.al., 2010). This material also has great potential and may be a good
source for future antibiotic (Verma, et.al. 2012). It would be beneficial in preventing
contamination of animal products with antibiotic, fungicide, larvicidal agents thereby
contributing to the upkeep of public health. This oil can be can be used by any people at their
door step. The innovativeness of the project is the use of shell oil by any person at any place
without difficulty. Thus the present study was carried out to develop shell oil as an indigenous
medicine with wound healing, anti-inflammatory, antibacterial, tickicidal and larvicidal
properties.
METHOD
The matured coconuts were purchased from the local market. The fruits were broken to isolate
the shells. The shells were sundried for a week. They were ground by iron morter-pestle to
produce approximately 5-10 cm sized pieces, called shell sample (Fig 1). The shell sample is
again dried at 40 C in hot air oven for 2 hours. This dried shell sample is used for extraction of
shell oil by steam distillation (Fig 2 & 3).
The physical parameters of shell oil (Fig 4) such as viscosity, solubility, boiling point and
extractive values are determined as per standard procedures and ash value is determined by
standard method described by Sluiter (2005). GC-MS analysis of sample oil is also carried out to
determine its chemical components.
The invivo wond healing and inflammatory studies were carried over different kinds of wound in
domestic animals (Fig 5 to 12).
The antibacterial activity of Coconut shell oil was determined by Modified Kirbys method. The
invitro antibacterial studies for the samples collected from same wounds were done. The
samples collected from wounds were grown by in Brain-Heart infusion broth. Brain-Heart
infusion agar plates were prepared and swabbed with cultures from BHI broath. Wells were
made in the agar plates with 8 mm in diameter using sterile cork borers. 10 µl of Coconut shell
oil in 1:4 ratio with liquid paraffin was filled into wells (Fig 13). Parallel to these plates, also
swabbed the samples over BHI agar plates and different antibiotic discs were placed to check
antibiotic sensitivity of the cultures (Fig 14). All the plates were incubated at 37 c for 24 – 48
hours for microbial growth. The plates were observed for Zone of Clearance around wells.
The invitro tickicidal activity of Coconut shell oil was determined by T-bag method. The young
and adult ticks were collected from domestic animals. The ticks were stapled within T-bag, then
mixture of shell oil and liquid paraffin was added over bag to act upon for 2 to 5 minutes (Fig
15). The live and dead percentage of ticks were calculated to know the anti-tick effect of shell
oil.
The larvicidal property was determined by Egg hatch assay method. The eggs and larvae were
collected from fecal samples by floatation technique, were mixed with shell oil and liquid
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paraffin mixture and left for 2 minutes. Then observed under microscope for live ad dead
percentages of eggs and larvae
EXPERIMENT
The shell oil is brown in colour and boils at 89 oC temperature. Its viscosity is 0.152 gm/cm3. It is
soluble in acetone and isopropyl alcohol.
The physical evaluation of shell sample revealed that the total ash content of the shell is 0.60%
and acid insoluble ash content is 0.13%.
GC-MS analysis of shell oil was carried out. The GC-MS plot generated after injecting the sample
showed 18 peaks (GC-MS Plot No. 1 & Table No. 1). This clears that the oil is a complex mixture
of almost 18 different organic compounds. Most of them are organic acids and polyphenol
compounds. The plot also indicated that the phenol is the major component present in the
extracted oil.
The wound healing studies in animals, showed excellent recovery without any consequences.
The application of mixture of Coconut shell oil and liquid paraffin in 1:4 ratio showed reduction
in swelling and pain at the wound site. The process of wound healing was faster. The shell oil
mixture was effective against infected wounds over different skin surfaces of domestic animals.
The shell oil could be used as topical agent for various kinds of wound treatment without any
delayed effects. Thus shell oil is a good wound healing, anti-inflammatory agent and
antibacterial agent.
The invitro antimicrobial assay and ABST, further supported the antibacterial activity of shell oil.
The zone of inhibitions were compared with standard antibiotic discs (Fig 16, 17 and 18,) at 24
and 48 hours. The shell oil was found to be effective as that of Gentamicin, Ampicillin,
Amoxycillin, Chloremphenical, Cephalosporins and Amikacin antibiotics in inhibiting microbial
growth. The complete inhibition of growths was evident even after 48 hours of incubation (Fig
19, 20, 21 and 22).
The T-bag method revealed tickicidal activity of shell oil. The ticks were found dead within 2 to 5
minutes after treating with shell oil. Thus shell oil could be used to spray ovet the crevices in the
animal sheds to control tick population. Further, can be developed to use as a spray agent over
animals to control ticks (Fig 23 and 24).
The Egg hatch assay showed death of eggs and larvae within 2 minutes. Thus Coconut shell oil
could be used to control endoparasites in domestic animals. The shell oil can be use as a
larvicidal agent in dung pits.
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Fig – 1 & 2

Fig 3 & 5

Fig 6, 7 & 8
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Fig – 9 & 10

Fig 11 & 12

Fig 13 & 14
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Fig 15 & 16

Fig 17

fig 20
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Fig – 22 & 23
SUMMARY
The Coconut shell oil possess wound healing, anti-inflammatory, antibacterial, tickicidal and
larvicidal properties. This oil has to be used as topical applicant along with liquid paraffin over
infected wounds in animals. This helps in wound healing without any infections. Further, study
proved the effect of various components of oil as antibacterial, tickicidal and larvicidal agent.
COST
The production cost is very less. The raw materials are easily available and the method of
production is simple. The production of 500 ml of coconut shell oil costs around rupees fifty
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23. TRASH ENERGY
COLLEGE
GUIDE
COLLEGE STUDENTS
SCHOOL STUDENTS

SRI BAHGAVAN MAHAVEER JAIN COLLEGE OF ENGINEERING
VINAY KUMAR S.B
SUPRIYA ANAND,ARPITHA K.V,RAMYA B.N
CHANDAN CLASS 9, GOVT HIGH SCHOOL,HAROHALLI, SAHANA CLASS 8,
KASTURBA HIGH SCHOOL

ABSTRACT:
The aim of the project is to REDUCE, REUSE and RECYCLE of garbage. Reduce the amount of
earth’s resources that we use. Reuse: Don’t just bin it, could someone else make use of it?
Recycle: can the materials be made into something new? Instead of dumping the garbage of a
city we can produce energy through it.
HYPOTHESIS
Generally, we dump the garbage to an open space or in the municipal masonry bins and
sometimes major chunk of the garbage ends up in empty lots, parks, along railway lines, roads,
etc.. It is also dumped into rain and wastewater ditches, resulting into large scale clogging and
overflowing of these ditches. Therefore there is need to develop an integrated approach, based
on recycling. But this problem cannot be solved by opening one or two sectors, there is a need
to open a recycling sector in each and every city, so that the amount of recycling garbage will be
more. Once the recycling is done the other waste which cannot be recycled can be burnt in a
specific temperature and the heat produced during burning can be converted as electricity with
the help of a turbine connecting it to a pipe and that pipe absorbs the steam formed by burning
the garbage.
METHOD
How to turn trash into energy and offset emissions?
After recyclable content has been removed, the garbage is placed into a warehouse-sized pit,
where it consists of combustion and boiler unit. Then a giant claw (much like one that picks up
loot in an arcade game) grabs nearby a truck load of garbage and dumps it into combustor. The
garbage is mixed at a temperature of up to 2,000 degrees Fahrenheit. Once the boiler process is
completed, it produces heat and energy. The heat then makes the steam, which runs a turbine
and produces electricity. From the ashes, small pieces of metal, which do not burn are separated
and recycled again while those of porcelain and tile are shifted to extract gravel, which is used in
road construction. The remaining one percentage goes to landfills. Though garbage infused
smoke sounds highly poisonous, by using electric filters which gives the particles a negative
charge, the smoke which comes will be almost nontoxic carbon dioxide and water, which are
cleaned before release.
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EXPERIMENT:
A simple technique to create steam and that creates pressure which will be able to turn a fan of
DC motor. Materials used are
1. Empty deodorant bottle
2. Steel pipe
3. A closed tin to lit up fire.
SUMMARY
Recycling saves a lot of energy as it can convert waste into new materials without much energy
consumption and it prevents the emission of harmful gases into the atmosphere. Burning
garbage it reduces the volume of trash within landfills, concentrates harmful compounds into
ash, is less expensive and produces electricity or power.

COST: Cost of the project depends on the overall plant size, boilers and the steam turbine which
we use for the plant.
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24. AUTOBIN
COLLEGE
GUIDE
COLLEGE STUDENTS
SCHOOL STUDENTS

NITTE MEENAKSHI INSTITUTE OF TECHNOLOGY, YELAHANKA,
BANGALORE
Mr. ARUNKUMAR G.L
AMIT SUNDARAM, DESHANT SANGHVI, FAIZAN JAMEEL,
KUMAR BARGHAV
GAURI GURUMURTHY, CLASS 9, SOPHIA HIGH SCHOOL, VASISHTA
GANAPATHI K, CLASS 6, POORNA PRAJNA EDUCATION CENTER

ABSTRACT
It is a simple automated device designed in a manner by which it picks up the waste fallen
around the bin and puts it back into it.
The waste fallen around the bin is collected on the circular plate fixed at the bottom of the bin
consisting of infra-red [IR] sensors which sense the trash. This in turn leads to an upward
movement of the circular plate. As it moves upwards, it starts funneling and produces a conical
shape at the openings of the dustbin, thereby preventing the waste falling out of the circular
plate and making sure all the trash falls into the bin. Once all the trash falls into the bin, the
circular plate funnels outwards and gets back to its initial position below.
METHOD
Conversion of light and electrical energy into mechanical work
EXPERIMENT
Construction:
An autobin consists of a cylindrical dustbin with four openings and a circular base [plate] around
the dustbin, which does the required work. The cylindrical dustbin and the skeletal portion of
the circular plate is made using sheet metal. The length of the dustbin windows and the radius
of the circular plate can be varied as per one’s requirement.
Working:
The waste fallen around the bin is collected on the circular plate consisting of infra-red[IR]
sensors which senses the trash. This leads to the movement of the circular plate upwards by
means of two motors. As it moves upwards, it starts funneling and produces a conical shape at
the openings of the dustbin, thereby preventing the waste falling out of the circular plate and
making sure all the trash falls into the bin. Once all the trash falls into the bin, the circular plate
funnels outwards and gets back to its initial position below. The movement of the circular plate
upwards and downwards and the funneling of the plate into a conical structure to release all the
waste is carried out by two motors programmed through an ‘Arduino Board’.
Design:
The circular plate is designed in such a way that the gaps in the bin and the gaps provided in the
circular plate falls in line when the conical structure of the plate is obtained. The design
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parameters followed in our prototype are as follows:  Length of the bin - 14 inches
 Diameter of the bin - 10 inches
 Diameter of the circular plate[Outer] - 28 inches
 Gap rendered between the ground and the surface of the bin to accommodate a
battery and an Arduino board - 2 inches

Cylindrical Bin

Circular Plate

Materials required
1. Arduino Board
2. H-Bridge Shield
3. Geared Motor
4. IR Sensor
ADVANTAGES
 Stepping on the circular plate knowingly or unknowingly does not cause any damage to it
as it is in line with the floor.
 If waste is fallen on the ground and a person is hesitant/unable to pick it up using his/her
hands, one can just push the waste onto the circular plate and the waste is thereby
disposed.
 Simple in construction.
 Materials used are easily available and economical.
 The plate below can also be semi-circular and thereby can be placed at the corners.
 Very little maintenance cost.
SUMMARY
We often see waste littered around a dustbin knowingly or unknowingly. Few prominent places
where this can be observed are in railway stations, bus stands, schools, colleges and few other
public places. Hence, we the students of Mechanical Engineering have come up with a simple
and a sophisticated idea, which prominently reduces this setback. Therefore, the autobin
provides a simple solution and contributes to a cleaner living.
COST OF THE ENTIRE PROJECT: Rs.1500
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ABSTRACT
Smart Litter Bin is an initiative by our team to encourage people to use litter bins for a cleaner
and greener INDIA.
A brief of its smartness is, it requests its passerby to use the litter bin by playing a voice track as
soon as the passerby comes near the litter bin. As the passerby uses the bin, it thanks them for
using. There is a green and red light indicator to know whether the bin is usable or full
respectively and also as soon as the bin is full an email is sent to the concerned person so that it
can be cleared as early as possible.
HYPOTHESIS:
As a future scope for this project we would like to implement the following features:
1. The IOT (Internet of things) model to write the status of the bin on the cloud for remote
access.
2. Segregation of the litter dropped.
3. The person should be guided to the nearest bin when it is full.
4. Automatic operation of lid.
METHOD:
We use a plastic bin with a flap and a detachable head.
The components used are:1. ARDUINO: Arduino is an open-source electronics platform based on easy-to-use
hardware and software. It is intended for anyone making interactive projects.
2. Audio playback module (APR33A3): The APR33A series are powerful audio processor
along with high performance audio analog-to-digital converters (ADCs) and digital-toanalog converters (DACs).
3. PIR sensor: A passive infrared sensor (PIR sensor) is an electronic sensor that measures
infrared (IR) light radiating from objects in its field of view. They are most often used in
PIR-based motion detectors.
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4. Wireless transmission module: An RF module (radio frequency module) is a (usually)
small electronic device used to transmit and/or receive radio signals between two
devices.
5. LED: A light-emitting diode (LED) is a two-lead semiconductor light source. It is a p–n
junction diode, which emits light when activated.
6. Battery: An electric battery is a device consisting of two or more electrochemical cells
that convert stored chemical energy into electrical energy.
7. Laser: A laser is a device that emits light through a process of optical amplification based
on the stimulated emission of electromagnetic radiation.
8. LDR: A photoresistor or light-dependent resistor (LDR) or photocell is a light-controlled
variable resistor.

All the above components are housed in the head of the bin.
EXPERIMENT:
As stated above our project “Smart Litter Bin” is used to keep our surroundings clean.
The working of our project is as given below:
Whenever a person approaches the bin, the Passive Infrared Sensor (PIR sensor) gets activated.
The PIR sensor is used to detect the motion of any object by detecting the infrared radiation
emitted or reflected from an object. The signal from PIR sensor is sent to the ARDUINO board
which activates the voice module and plays the REQUEST channel.
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As the person pushes the flap of the bin to drop the waste, the LDR sensor gets obstructed. An
LDR sensor is a light dependent resistor whose resistance changes inversely with respect to the
intensity of light falling on it. As the laser will be continuously falls on the LDR it convey that the
flap is not opened As soon as a person pushes the flap laser gets obstructed and the resistance
of the LDR sensor increases. This signal is sent to the ARDUINO which understands that the bin
is being used. Later when the bin is closed the laser falls on the LDR and now the THANK YOU
channel is played by the voice module.
This is the main functioning of the bin. It also includes some other extra features like, to indicate
whether the bin is full or not, by using LEDs. A green LED is used to signify that the bin is still
empty and can be used. A red LED tells the user that the bin is full. It also includes two sections
to drop wet and dry waste separately. Hence, waste is segregated by the user. Once the litter
bin is full an email will be sent to the concerned person so that it can be cleared. Here the litter
bin itself acts as a server which sends the status of the bin to be emptied, through the bin
network, to finally reach the main server to send the mail.
This way we are trying to motivate people to keep our surroundings clean and also reduce
human intervention.
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SUMMARY:
Our project is an initial step to promote Swachh Bharat Mission. It is basically a bin with enough
intelligence to request the passerby to use it so as to keep our surroundings clean.
It includes a voice module which is activated whenever it detects a person and encourages him
to use the litter bin and once he uses it thanks him for being a responsible citizen and
performing his duty. By this we are trying to reduce extra human effort which is required to
clean our surroundings and also ensuring an healthy environment. One of its main feature is
that it sends mail to the concerned person as soon as the bin is full reducing human supervision
on the bin.
Estimated Cost: Rs. 1500/-
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ABSTRACT: Many of the environmental problems the world faces today – including climate
change, air pollution, oil spills, and acid rain – result from our dependence on fossil fuels. The
most obvious environmental impact from the oil and gas industry is the burning of oil, which
releases several smog-causing pollutants and greenhouse gases that contribute to global
warming. However, the act of exploration and drilling for oil and gas also poses a major threat to
fragile ecosystems throughout the world. The most recent environmental impact being the huge
smog shroud covering Beijing, which has jeopardized the lives of millions. The need for fuel is
ever increasing, therefore the need arises for a cleaner, more efficient and cost effective fuel,
such as biogas and biofuel. Lot of research has been going on towards developing easy ways to
produce biofuel, but many of them have turned out to require a considerable investment. The
goal is to find a cheap and cost effective method of producing biogas or biofuel, to enable
people in rural areas to use it for their daily energy needs, like running a small generator for
electricity. A pyrolytic unit was built using easy to obtain materials that would run on readily
available fuels, and would produce enough gas to at least run a small generator. Wood is one of
the oldest fuel sources known to man. In the present scenario, waste wood is an attractive
contender compared to other alternative sources to combat the impending energy crisis and
global warming. The major sources of wood wastes are forest residues, municipal waste stream,
construction and demolition waste and mill site generated wood waste. This study aims to
eliminate this problem with the added benefit of fighting the energy crisis by converting wood
waste to second generation biofuels by using the thermo-chemical route which yields a
combustible gas that can be fermented or chemically synthesised into a range of fuels, including
ethanol, synthetic diesel or jet fuel. Pyrolysis is the means involved. It involves indirect heating
of waste wood in the absence of oxygen which is a hard condition to obtain. Therefore, with
partial oxygen supply, this can be considered as a gasification unit. Synthesis gas, pyrolysis liquid
and solid biochar are produced. It has been found that 1kg of these fuels would have a calorific
value equal to around 2-3kg of conventional fossil fuels. Wood fired or hybrid boilers could be
used for the conversion process with the temperature of range 150-374 °C. Further research was
carried out to determine the viability of its use in cogeneration plants and direct carbon solid
oxide fuel cells. It was concluded that energy recovery and recycling are the main alternatives to
sending waste wood to landfill apart from the other benefits of reduced air pollution and a
competitive non-conventional energy source.
HYPOTHESIS
It was decided that waste wood be used as material to generate fuel because it yields fuel of
appreciable calorific value and it is available in abundance. Also, very few uses of waste wood
are known and the implementation of the same is very scarce. It is not possible to have an
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environment of complete absence of oxygen, partial oxygen supply is supplied. Therefore, it can
be considered as a gasification unit itself, to an extent though efforts are made to bring the
process as near to pyrolysis as possible. The benefits of this would be better quality fuel and
biochar which can be used as a fertilizer. Photovoltaics are used to enable cogeneration to
minimize heat losses.
METHOD
The method employed to convert waste wood to fuel is via pyrolysis. It involves indirect heating
of waste in the absence of oxygen. Synthesis gas, pyrolysis liquid and solid biochar are
produced. The synthesis gas can be used to generate electricity. Pyrolysis liquid can be used as a
fuel or can be reformed to syngas. Biochar has limited uses. It is mostly used as a soil additive.
The chemical reactions involved in this process reduce wood to simpler molecules which do not
harm the environment and can be used to generate energy and fuel. They have a closed Carbon
cycle. However, it was not possible to induce pyrolytic conditions as performing the reactions in
the complete absence of oxygen were hard. Therefore this is approximated to a gasification unit.

EXPERIMENT: The pyrolysis unit was constructed in the manner illustrated below:
1. First, a steel drum which collects the generated gas is made. An access door is built into it to
clean out the ash and char. A stainless steel tube which serves as a fuel hopper as well as a
reaction tube is used. It consists of a steel grate at the bottom to allow the gases to pass into the
drum and also for the ash to fall out and allow for more fuel.
2. It consists of J tubes which allow for the entry of air. It has a restrictor plate which forces all
the gases existing in the chamber to pass through the hottest part of reaction zone.
3. The shaker grate hangs a little below the bottom of the reaction tube. It prevents material
from just falling out of the bottom of the tube. It also holds hot char exiting the bottom of the
reaction tube. Gases exiting the bottom of the reaction tube have to pass through this layer of
hot charcoal and get reduced. Shaking the grate periodically allows fine char and ash to sift out
through the holes in the grate. The grate is hung a little below the bottom edge of the reaction
tube so that larger pieces can fall off easily.
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4. Photovoltaic cells are attached to enable capturing of heat energy to enable cogeneration.
This part however is very inefficient and needs more work.
5. Biochar is used as fertilizer and the effect of it on plant growth was studied.
SUMMARY
The following are the conclusions obtained from the project:
1. Waste wood is a viable source of alternate energy source.
2. Building a small gasification unit using a simple design for rural needs need not be as
expensive as the commercial unit.
3. Cogeneration in these units is harder because the overall efficiency of the pyrolysis unit
itself is less. With cogeneration, the efficiency can be increased by maximum 2%.
4. Commercialization of small scale gasification and pyrolysis unit would enable us to
combat the energy crisis at small costs especially in the rural areas. Here, even rice husk
can be used and there are plenty of sources of waste wood

COST: INR 4000
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ABSTRACT
Due to the problems that to be faced in safe disposal of waste tyres and the challenge of
Environmental pollution that has to be overcome, Pyrolysis is carried out as an alternative,
efficient and environmental friendly process, rather than burning tyres which results in Air
pollution.
It can be considered as Pyrolysis is a non-conventional method for efficient tyre recycling. This
technology not only does the disposal of tyres, but also produces a fuel that can reduce energy
crisis. Thermogravimetry analysis reveals that the pyrolysis of tyre rubber at atmospheric
pressure starts at a temperature around 100oC and finishes at a temperature of about 400 oC. In
general, pyrolysing waste tyres, three fractions are obtained: Solid residue (around 40 wt %),
Liquid fraction (around 50 wt %) and Gas fraction (around 10 wt %). On investigation on the
liquid fuel that we obtained from pyrolysis, it is known that the liquid fuels are a complex
mixture of organic compounds containing lot of aromatics. These liquids can be used in different
blends with Diesel and can be used in practical diesel engines. Further study on the subject in
the future may result in using tyre oil as primary fuel in diesel engines.
Only in Europe, USA and Japan around 6 million tons per year of scrap tyres are produced. The
huge quantity of waste tyres presently produced in the world will certainly increase in the future
as the associated automotive industries grow. In India alone 1 billion tyres are produced per
year in which 65 million of tyres will become scrap each year. Since tyres do not degrade easily
in landfills, they are bulky, taking valuable landfill space and preventing waste compaction. Open
dumping may result in accidental fires with high pollutant emission. Some countries like Slovak
Republic have already banned the use of discarded tyres for land filling.

HYPOTHESIS
It is assumed that recycling of waste tyres is nearly impossible. Reusing waste tyres in
production of new tyres are not possible due to cross linking process during production of tyres.
Disposal of waste tyres in open places pose many problems related to Environmental pollution.
This process is the best suited method of recycling waste tyres, since there is no other process
which is cost and eco-friendly.
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METHOD:
Pyrolysis is a thermo chemical decomposition of organic material at elevated temperatures in
the absence of oxygen.

 Pyrolysis typically occurs under suitable pressure and at operating temperatures about 250
°C.
 It is a process where scrape rubber is converted to useful alternate fuel
 In general, in pyrolysis process the organic volatile matter of tires (around 60 wt. %) is
decomposed to low molecular weight products, liquids and gases which can be used as fuel
or chemical source.
 Extreme pyrolysis, which leaves mostly carbon as the residue, is called carbonization.
EXPERIMENT
The scrap tires are fed in to the cylinder, by shredding tires into small pieces.

The tires are heated by using suitable heating medium .Here we use charcoal as a heat
transferring source and blower to maintain the uniform heat supply. The temperature is
measured using thermocouple.
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When the temperature reach 100⁰C to 300⁰C vapor is produced, this vapor passes through
copper pipe.
The vapors are of two type’s condensable and non-condensable vapors. When the condensable
vapor passes through condenser, the vapor condenses in to liquid state than this liquid is
collected in the collecting bowl. The non-condensable vapors are recycled.

The obtained liquid will be in viscous form and this liquid will be filtered .Further the property of
the obtained solution is checked, the properties like flash point, fire point and calorific value etc.
Finally the proportionality test is made between obtained solution and diesel for the effective
utilization
SUMMARY:










100% wastage tire recycling is achieved (No churn left after the process).
No chemical ingredients are used in process (environment friendly).
During and after the process; no soil, water or air pollution is observed.
Creates economically valuable products from wastage tires (These are industrial product
that have a good market value and demand).
The most cost-effective wastage tire recycling technology in the world.
Raw material (wastage tire) is cheap and easy to provide. These are the by-products of
tire production.
It is a 100 % pollution free process, thus making eco-friendly environment.
The process can be applied to all rubber based materials.
The system creates an alternate source of energy to replace petroleum products and
natural gas.
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System gives the opportunity to governments and local administrations to deal with the wastage
tire problem to a great extent.

COST

- Gross budget: Rs. 6,500/

S.L No

Particulates

Quantity And Cost in Rs.

Total Cost in Rs.

01

Reactor

1*2,500

3500

02

Condenser (made by copper tubes)

1*1000

1000

03

Electric Heater/ Gas Stove

1*1,500

1500

04

Thermocouple

1*250

250

05

Pressure Gauge

1*250

250
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INTRODUCTION
Home theatre is an entertainment system now a days they are best entertainment system in
home, vehicles, party hall etc. In market n number different products are available but the initial
cost is high to reduce Project cost and pollution.
We are planning to design it using E-waste products
PROJECT DESCRIPTION
The USB port reads the data and converts it into audio signals and these audio signals are given
to magnetic tape receiver through potentiometer to control the signal flow and equalizer filters
these signals.
The magnetic tape receiver works using a step down transformer or 12volts battery and the
output signal from the tape set is given to the loud speaker hence the system works as a home
theatre
COMPONENTS REQUIRED








USB port and Panel
Potentiometer
Magnetic tape receiver
Equalizer
IR sensor
Transformer
Capacitor, Diode

SMART HYBRID 2.1 HOMETHEATRE INTRODUCTION
Smart Hybrid 2.1 home theatre is an entertainment system for the home that usually consists of
large audio system offering surround sound .They are economic devices mainly used for
entertainment purpose .Now a days in market we are going to see different brands of home
theatres. For these home theatres the initial cost is very high .After certain period of it gets
damaged .This leads to increase of E-waste environmental pollution. In order reduce this
problem we are planned to use E-waste for designing home theatre also known as E-waste
magnetic tape receiver incorporated with USB serial bus coupled home theatre which works on
the principle of audio amplification process. Our main aim is to reduce the initial investment for
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designing new home theatres and also avoiding environmental pollution by recycle and reuse of
E-waste.
Audio amplification is done by audio IC or transistors these audio IC or transistors are collected
from E-waste or mainly from old magnetic tape receiver as these components are connected in
parallel to a potentiometer through which the input from the universal serial bus is fed to the
amplifier circuit .In home theatres it requires 4 to 5 number of amplifier circuit for each amplifier
circuit it requires equalizers consisting of resistive circuit, capacitive circuit, coupling of both
resistive and capacitive for surrounding effect . An IR sensor is used to control using remote.
home theatre has 4 modes of operation USB mode, SD card mode , FM mode , Auxiliary input
port for external audio input is can be fed. The supply for home theatre is given by 12-0-12 step
down transformer ratting 40watts with bridge rectifier and capacitor for power factor lead. The
output of the home theatre is fed to speaker and subwoofers are connected using connecting
wires.
1) Amplifier Loud Speaker Equalizers IR sensor Advantages 2) Can be designed using low cost
and waste materials, hence it is economical. 3) More modes of specification namely, USB
connection, SD card, FM Receiver & Auxiliary inputs. 4) Reuse of waste products (waste IC
Boards, transistors & speakers) Eco-friendly.
COST ESTIMATION
Regular Home theatre for 2.1 system starts from Rs.3500 to Rs.6000. Our E-waste Home theatre
cost will be less because using waste products.
Only for USB port and panel it is 250Rs
Capacitors 50Rs, Equalizer circuit 50Rs, Diode 10Rs, Remote 60Rs, connecting wires 50Rs. So
the total cost for our E-waste Home theatre is within 500Rs only.
ADVANTAGES
 Design cost is less
 About ninety percent of E-waste is used
 More modes of operation namely, USB Connection, SD card , FM Receiver, Auxiliary inputs
 Using magnetic tape receiver (waste IC Boards ,Transistors, & speakers) eco friendly
 Hence it is economic and reliable
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ABSTRACT
As in many disasters, contaminated water is the main and serious issue. We know that water in
sufficient quantity and good quality is essential for life. However, though availability of safe
drinking water for everyone throughout the year is an urgent need. People rely on streams,
rivers, ponds, rainwater from roofs, public cisterns, unreliable wells or fountain water in the
rural areas. Water borne diseases have significant contribution in total number of diseases
around the world. Most of the developing countries are still struggling to provide clean water to
their people. Even though purification is possible by other means the cost for it is not affordable
by normal and village peoples. Therefore, low-cost water purification techniques are required to
provide safe drinking water. Such techniques are preferably applied at household level, such as
boiling, chlorination, filtration which seems to be more feasible, effective and sustainable.
Among the home based water treatment methods, Low-cost Portable Solar Water Disinfection
System - developed and constructed under the principles which are already used in Solar Water
Disinfection (SODIS), recognised by WHO.
HYPOTHESIS
Initially even if boil the water for 100degree Celsius some bacteria’s would survive till 118degree
Celsius. Thus we would try to filter as much as we can use sun energy to make it less harmful.
SODIS: Solar water disinfection is one of the easiest methods of water filtration. First need to fill
the clean plastic bottles with water that is filtered by any traditional methods and expose these
bottles to direct sunlight from 6 hours to 2days depending upon the climatic condition . Water
will get mostly disinfected.
It uses the concept of natural filtration of evaporation and condensation. When water gets
heated up with sun light, it starts converting into water vapour which later condensed to get
pure drinking water.
Using membranes, this system is designed as an effective water treatment system in rural or
disaster areas where electricity is not available. With the wheel fixed on the ground, kinetic
energy from the cyclist is converted to mechanical energy to activate pumps. The water source
is filtered with low pressure through the membranes. This process remove most particles more
than 0.01 micron including bacteria
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METHOD

1. UV-A interferes directly with the metabolism and destroys cell structures of bacteria.
2. UV-A (wavelength 320-400 nm) reacts with oxygen dissolved in the water and produces highly
reactive forms of oxygen (oxygen free radicals and hydrogen peroxides) that are believed to
damage pathogens also.
3. Cumulative solar energy (including the infrared radiation component) heats the water. If the
water temperature rises above 500 C (1220 F), the disinfection process is three times faster.
Water at temperature of about 300 C (860 F), a threshold solar irradiance of at least 500 W/m2
(all spectral light) is required for about 5 hours for SODIS to be efficient. Water at temperatures
higher than 450 C (1130 F), synergistic effects of UV radiation and temperature further enhance
the disinfection efficiency.
These scientific principles are already studied by youngsters which make them easy to
understand. I take 2-3 sessions to them and make them understand that this project is lot
beneficial to them and it can be used in their houses which make them curious and interesting
towards the projects.
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EXPERIMENT
The innovative Low-cost portable Solar Water Disinfection System is constructed with a Wooden
frame of length 22 inches, width 8 inches and height 14 inches and five sided by ply and wooden
plank. Aluminium sheet (or stainless steel) of dimension 22 x 18inches and 12 x 8 inches are
fixed on backside (inside) and other two sides in curvature shape. On the front, a glass sheet
(pyrex or corex or vycor or quartz) of dimension 21 x 12 inches having horizontal sliding
arrangement with a knob is fitted (this glass enclosure will protect the glass bottles from cooling
down due to outside wind). There are two small wooden columns in the middle so that PET
bottles should not fall. On the backside a stand is fixed which will help the unit to be placed
according to the latitude of the place for maximum exposer to solar radiations. Construction of
the Exhibit In this solar water disinfection system, plastic PET (Polyethylene Terephthalate)
bottles is used. Bottles are washed well before used. The bottles are filled 3/4 with clean water
and shaken for 20 seconds. After which they are fully filled and lids are closed. Such bottles are
kept inside and the front glass is closed. Finally these are exposed to sunlight at least for 6 hours.
Such water is ready for consumption.
SUMMARY
This is an attempt to provide portable safe drinking water with one time low cost investment in
the rural areas where there is no electricity. This requires sufficient solar radiations. Therefore, it
depends on the weather and climatic conditions. It requires clear water.

COST

- Total: Rs 3700/-

Polythene water bottles: Rs 50/Wooden box: Rs 200/Aluminium sheet: Rs 200/Membrane with pipes and valves: Rs 1500/Travelling cost: Rs 1800/-
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ABSTRACT
The aim of the project is the construction of a zero emission electric propulsion boat used by
public transport. Our idea is to define a completely zero impact project. The ferry boat is
powered by lithium-ion batteries that can be charged at any harbor ship visits. Furthermore, in
order to obtain a definitely eco-friendly propulsion system, the energy consumption will be
recovered by a photovoltaic plant.
The project is designed for the Lake Trasimeno, where the public transport is necessary for
inhabitants on the island Maggiore. Starting from the observation of the route, that is fixed and
well defined, it is possible to know the boat's energy demand and proceed with the design of a
suitable electric boat and his energy storage/management system the construction of a zero
emission electric propulsion boat used by public transport. Our idea is to define a completely
zero impact project.
The ferry boat is powered by lithium-ion batteries that can be charged at any harbor ship visits.
Furthermore, in order to obtain a definitely eco-friendly propulsion system, the energy
consumption will be recovered by a photovoltaic plant. The project is designed for the Lake
Trasimeno, where the public transport is necessary for inhabitants on the island Maggiore.
Starting from the observation of the route, that is fixed and well defined, it is possible to know
the boat's energy demand and proceed with the design of a suitable electric boat and his energy
storage and management system.
Environment awareness has been developed worldwide so progressively and turns into the
crying needs over the last few decades. Researchers in all disciplines have a particular obligation
of development which is environmentally friendly and lead towards sustainable future
development.
Solar energy is a prodigious renewable energy source which has enormous energy existing as
heat and light and can convert it into electricity. Besides the domestic uses, solar power can be
utilized as the alternative of the oil in boat’s fuel and capable of minimizing the water pollution
and fuel cost as well. The purpose of this research is to design and fabricate a boat based on
solar power. The boat will be conducted by the energy processed from solar by minimizing
environmental pollution and fuel cost. Besides, for any cloudy or emergency condition, a backup
power system integrated with the photovoltaic cell will drive the boat to make the system more
secured. Both mechanical and electrical part of the boat has been designed which is found more
reliable, efficient and economic.
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HYPOTHESIS
According to the recent studies there is no doubt that rechargeable batteries derive their energy
from power stations ,noisier internal combustion boat , obtain der fuel from even further away
and that once installed a power cable is less environmentally disruptive than a petrol station. It
is noted that electric boats tend to recharge overnight, using base load. Due to the energy crisis,
interest in this quiet and potentially renewable marine energy has been increasing steadily
again, especially as solar and wind energy became available. For the first time making possible
motorboats with an infinite range of sailboats.
With the increasing population of the world, researchers should think about alternate sources of
energy because primary sources of fuel are limited in stock. So the scientists are looking for
sustainable energy sources like sun, wind, water and tidal flow. Of them solar energy is the
prime source of renewable energy as it can get easily from nature. The country which has
enormous solar energy potentiality can think to use it in diversified sectors. Specially, the
developing and least developed country can think solar energy as a cardinal source of energy to
meet energy scarcity. Alike the household solar cell and solar car, solar energy also can be a
smart choice to drive the boat.
The project is organised into three phases. The scope of each phase reflects that this is a piloting
project were the final result cannot and should not be predefined. The three phases are outlined
below:
Phase 1:
Study of feasibility, scope, estimated performance, identification of relevant suppliers and
partners for phase 2.
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Phase 2:
Closing technology gaps, costing, engineering, building, testing, and optimisation of control
software based on vessel operation.
Phase 3:
Data compilation, results, and lessons learnt. Evaluation of the findings and identification of
potential further work. Issue of guideline document
Phase 1 of the project is nearing completion, where the deliverable is this report and the results
and learnings that are summarized here.
This report is broken into a description of a regenerative hybrid-electric drivetrain as applied on
the case study vessels, a description with calculation of results for the three case studies:
A market potential outline and a heat capture and use description and calculation.

METHOD:
Boat Sheet Specification
(1).Main dimensions
Different parts and overall dimension have been depicted below
According to the dimension, a general view to visualize the solar boat has been illustrated in the
Figure 1.
Different parts sizes of the solar boat.
Variable Description Dimension (m)
Loa Length over all 4.50
Lhull Length hull 4.00
Lwl Length water line 3.50
Boa Breadth overall 1.92
Bhull Breadth hull 1.50
(Bwl)Breadth waterline 1.30
Depth 0.45
Drought at design 0.23
Height 1.65.
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2. Propulsion data of the solar boat
Notation Description Appearance
Vmax Maximum speed 4 [kn]
Pmax Max. Engine power output 2.7 [kw]
A Area solar panels 7 [mU/C Voltage and capacity of the 2 batteries 24 [V] / 84 [Ah]
3. Boat Material
In order to maintain the light weight for the light ship weight (LSW) it is necessary
to use light composite materials. Though the light composite material is quit expensive,
but it reduces the boat weight and increase passenger carrying capacity.
Table 4. Propulsion data of the solar boat
Resin Reinforcement
Density
[kg/m3]
Tensile Strength
[Mpa]
Tensile Modulus
[Gpa]
Comp.
Strength
Epoxy Aramid WR 1330 517 31 172
Polyester E-Glass uni 1800 410-1180 1241 210- 480
Hull, bulkheads, pillars, deck, seats and roof are out of the very light Aramid WR. This has
relative good material characteristics compared to the weight. The keel which has to contain the
main forces and moments is out of the very strong E-Glass uni material [2].
4. Different element weight
For the determination of the weights was the hull shape approximated with geometrical
surfaces like ellipses and parabolas and also with geometrical bodies like ellipsoids and
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Parabola. For the preliminary design the precision of this method should be enough. For the
Following design steps however more accurate calculation methods are necessary like, e.g.
SIMPSON [2].
Weight of the different parts of the boat

The difference of 2kg between the denoted 200kg LSW in the data sheet and the 198kg LSW in
this table is used as a reserve. This paper contains a preliminary design. For this reason the
weights were calculated with simple approximations. That means it will probably be variations in
the weight during the following design stages. The reserve of 2kg acts as a security factor to
make sure that the total weight of the boat is less than the required 200kg.
5. Boat Propulsion
To approximate the needful power for the propulsion system, similar boats were compared to
each other. The effort to use the Admiralty coefficient was not effective:
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The Admiralty coefficient which is a crude but useful method of estimating power doesn’t give
any helpful values in this case. The main reason for that are probably the strong distinctions in
the used values. As this method is confined to cases where the change in speed (V in kn) and
displacement (Δ in kg) is relatively small. Besides the big distribution from the admiralty
coefficients the table shows that the Boat is with a length L of 4.50m, a
Solar energy can be calculated according to the geographical position, solar panel area and solar
panel efficiency [3]. For the practical implementation, solar energy data has been calculated
according to the solar intensity of Bangladesh. The quantity of average solar energy in all
seasons in Bangladesh is 1kw per 1m2 terrestrial surfaces. Mono crystalline solar cells are able
to convert 20 % of the incoming solar energy into electrical energy:
The solar panels on the boat can provide 1.41kw, as illustrate in the above equation.

6. Batteries
The boat contains the batteries of the following type as show in the Table 9.

The batteries are installed in the fore part of the boat. One stands on the portside and the other
one on starboard. To ensure a good maintenance for each battery is a hatch in the deck installed
[4]. With the two batteries the boat can store the solar energy. So it has propulsion even under
non-perfect weather conditions.
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7. Solar Panels

An optional energy source onboard is solar panels. However, large amounts of energy cannot be
expected due to the limited space and area available, and the infeasibility of being directed
towards the sun at all times. Realistically, only up to a few hundred watts can be generated on
board the vessels pro-posed for this project. A challenge with solar panels onboard a boat is that
it is virtually impossible to avoid shadowing parts of a panel. This has a strong detrimental effect
on the power output. A solar panel comprises a number of solar cells connected in series, and if
only one cell is shadowed this may cause the total output to fall much more than that of the
single cell. There are mainly two types of solar panels: the (mono-and poly-) crystalline type
(most widespread), and the amorphous silicon type. What characterises the amorphous type is
that it can be made to be flexible and resistant to impacts (stepping on), and that it is less
susceptible to the shadow effect. The drawback is that it is almost half as efficient as the
crystalline type - in strong sun conditions. On the other hand, in overcast weather the efficiency
may be better. Onboard a sail ship it is not advisable to mount panels in the rig, but instead on
the deck, where stepping on must be expected. Consequently the amorphous and much more
robust type is selected for the project. For any type of solar panel in this kind of application a
converter is required to bring the voltage level up to the voltage required for charging the
battery
8. Electric motor
When selecting the best type of motor for hybrid-electric propulsion running the ship at a range
of speeds, the priorities are different than for general application of electric motors. Efficiency is
the most important factor, both for the motor itself, and for the system as a whole. For the
system efficiency, performance at low rpm is the major factor, referring to the propeller
characteristics. This translates into a requirement for running at high efficiency from low- to full
speed rpm, with no significant dips in the torque curve. For these requirements an AC
Permanent Magnet Motor (PMM) is sovereign over the more widespread AC Induction motor.
PMM motors are inherently more efficient (10-20%) due to elimination of rotor conductor
losses, lower resistance winding and flatter efficiency curve. However, thermal losses are still of
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a magnitude which requires efficient cooling in order to avoid overheating and consequently
demagnetization. Water cooling is therefore chosen.
EXPERIMENT
The proposed solar boat has two batteries which can provide power in short cloudy periods as if
it can be a reliable source of transportation. This tries to find a noble approach to design and
fabricate a solar powered boat that can satisfy the requirements of short transportation. The
boat has a navigation capacity of 25km/Day with maximum total weight of the unit of 200kg.

According to Solar Splash rules, sunlight is the only power source for charging energy storage
devices used for propulsion of boat. The sunlight is converted to electric energy by photovoltaic
array (PV) made from semiconductor materials. The energy delivered by PV arrays is stored in
lead acid batteries or directly used by propulsion devices. The output power (OUT P) of PV arrays
may not have a one sun output greater than 480 watts and open circuit voltage (OC V) cannot be
greater than 52V [8]. Following the characteristic tests, it was concluded that the maximum
power point (MPP) of PV array is at the knee of I - V curve and it is unique point. Moreover, since
solar cells are semiconductor devices, the power delivered by the PV array depends on the
irradiance, temperature, and load voltage (battery voltage) [8]. As these parameters always
change during daytime, the current – voltage (I - V) characteristic of PV varies too. Due to this
fact, if the PV is directly connected to load even at its MPP, it may not operate at its MPP.
Therefore, the required power will not be obtained from PV array. By using bigger solar panel
this limitation can be mitigate, but for bigger solar panel the expenditure will be higher. So to
use maximum power point tracking circuit can be a smart solution of this problem. MPPT is a
microcontroller based, high switching frequency, DC – DC converter that forces PV array to
operate at its MPP under both changeable.
Life cycle analysis and environmental impact, it has been shown that the environmental impact
from batteries using Lithium Iron Phosphate (LiFePO4) and Lithium Nickel Manganese Cobalt
Oxide (LiNiMnCoO2) can be considered similar. This is, however assuming that the production
yield is similar. Because cells containing LiFePO4 cathode materials are sensitive to unreacted
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iron in the cathode material it is assumed that the environmental impact from cells containing
LiFePO4 cathode materials are similar or slightly higher than for cells containing Lithium Nickel
Manganese Cobalt Oxide (LiNiMnCoO2) assuming all other factors being similar Safety. Each
battery, independent from its chemistry or type, is an energy storage, just like a gas tank is.
Specific safety issues around Li-Ion batteries are discussed in public and there are many videos
e.g. on YouTube, featuring thermal events in Li-Ion cells. Though modern and well developed
quality control mechanisms have decreased the probability of a thermal event considerably, in a
cell due to internal faults, also external factors can lead to cell overheating and thermal
decomposition. It is therefore recommended to take into account countermeasures against cellto-cell propagation, which should prevent a thermal event from spreading over the complete
battery pack and thus reduce the fire threat to other equipment and eventually the vessel.
KEY BENEFITS













Utilizes fuel more efficient when motoring
Captures energy when sailing
Reduces fossil fuel dependency
Can run on renewable energy, charged when in harbor
Allows voyages without engine noise or vibration
Provides down to zero emission means of transport
Gives increased safety, with multiple choice of power
Triggers technology development and new business
Leverages the massive development efforts in electric car industries
Demonstrates a propulsion system which can also be applied in larger ships
Increase the possibilities for use in larger ships
Gives industry chance to reveal further benefits of technology
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SUMMARY
The project is motivated by the large potential in maritime applications of regenerative hybridelectric propulsion, a technology which has now become available as the result of the massive
research and development in the automotive industry.
Such a system will combine the strengths of an electric drive system, an ideally designed
propeller, a modern battery system, and the optimised use of diesel as a source of energy. For a
ship with sails, regeneration adds the benefit of capturing energy generated by the sails during
good wind conditions, to recharge the batteries. Resulting from this, large savings are made, and
the reduced use of fossil fuels means a much reduced carbon footprint, or for some use
patterns, entirely eliminated.
A ship of this kind can move silent, and stay silent for long durations while stationary at location,
thus making the ship ideal for nature- and eco-tourism, leisure boating, cruising, and a range of
other applications – possibly also creating new business, including tourism related jobs. These
features also make hybrid-electric propulsion an attractive solution to a wider market in the
medium/short range segment, e.g. fish farming support vessels, ferries, SAR-vessels, harbour
supervision boats, and more.
The drivetrain of a hybrid-electric propulsion system consists a number of technologies and
components that are all commercially available, but where each component to a high degree
influences the efficiency and functionality of other components, and the total system. An indepth study and iterative testing is required to develop the optimal system.
Phase 2 of this project sets out to do this by engineering and retrofitting two vessels that are
representative for nature tourism and medium range operation. The candidates that have been
evaluated are the sailing vessels “Hildur” (58’) and Opal”(76’), and the motor sailing vessel
“Kallinika” (76’). This was done as part of phase 1 of this project, where the results indicate large
potentials, both in economic terms as well as in an environmental perspective
Scientist always insists that this is the high time to minimize the dependency of fuel of
conventional energy sources gradually and side by side to encourage the renewable energy
sources. For this reason the use of solar energy in boat for inland navigation of developing
counties can help a lot to reduce fossil fuel dependency and minimize cost. The boat is designed
both electrically and mechanically for a particular weight carrier and particular distance.
So if the number of passenger and distance changes then photovoltaic cell, emergency battery
and engine specification should change according to the condition. Based on simple design, cost
minimization, efficiency and reliability, this proposed boat can be a best option for pollution free
green inland navigation system
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COST
To build a small hybrid boat it costs just 3000. But this is only as trial and error method. But if it
is a big model project then we need more materials having more power and voltage ratings
which must be efficient to use .Therefore we opt for a ECO Friendly Electric Propulsion Boat
which saves money and also most important thing it saves environment.
So by this we come to know that even though the cost is more its safe, environment friendly,
moreover it provides best usage and more efficiency.
It reduces pollution. Renewable resources are made use to their utmost stretch.
Therefore to construct a hybrid boat we require following materials.
Building Materials like plywood, epoxy, bronze screws, FG cloth, etc.
$1,206 – Hardware – nuts, bolts, seats, cleats, lucite, steering cable, etc.
$703 – Electrical – wire, battery, fuses, etc. (includes instruments – got carried away here!)
$40– Paint – Including thinners, primers
$14 – Disposable – paint brushes, gloves, coveralls, etc.
$34 – Other – carpet, swim platform, etc. (items many builders might not use)
$5800 – Engine ($5,0, Trailer $800)
$1063 – TOTAL
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31. SOLAR OPERATED ENERGY EFFICIENT FLOATING AREATOR
COLLEGE
GUIDE
COLLEGE STUDENTS
SCHOOL STUDENTS

H M S INSTITUTE OF TECHNOLOGY
Dr. C.B. VIJAYA VITTALA
KAIFFI AZMI, AMZAD ANSARI, Md. KALAM ALAM, NAWAZ HASAN
RAKESH.R, VIVEK.G.P, CLASS 9, SUHAS, CLASS 7 , MARUTI VIDYA
KENDRA, TUMKUR

ABSTRACT
Water aeration is often required in water bodies that suffer from anoxic conditions, usually
caused by adjacent human activities such as sewage discharges, agricultural run-off, or overbaiting a fishing lake. Aeration can be achieved through the infusion of air into the bottom of
the lake, lagoon or pond or by surface agitation from a fountain or spray-like device to allow for
oxygen exchange at the surface and the release of noxious gasses such as carbon
dioxide, methane or hydrogen sulphide.
Dissolved oxygen (DO) is a major contributor to water quality. Not only do fish and other aquatic
animals need it, but oxygen breathing aerobic bacteria decompose organic matter. When
oxygen concentrations become low, anoxic conditions may develop which can decrease the
ability of the water body to support life.
HYPOTHESIS
Thus the water quality changes by injecting air
METHOD
By using floating pump
SUMMARY






To change the quality of water with help of this equipment
To safe the fishes life
Reducing the algae
To grow the aquatic plant
To reduce the ultraviolet radiation

COST – Rs.3000- Rs.4000
EXPERIMENT
Aeration treatment consists of passing large amounts of air through pipe in water and then
venting the air outside.
The air causes the dissolved gases or volatile compounds to release from the water.
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In the case of iron and manganese, the air causes these minerals to move from their dissolved
state to a solid state and precipitate out of solution.
Aeration devices range from a simple, open holding tank that allows dissolved gases to diffuse
into the atmosphere to a more complex aeration system that has a column or tower filled with
packing material.
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32. SMART FARMING
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ABSTRACT
As the world‘s population is growing, so is the demand for food. Increasing demand for food is
resulting in excessive farming on the same land, reducing soil fertility. The concept of a vertical
farming is developed to resolve this crisis. A vertical farming is the set of farms stacked on top of
one another, instead of branching out horizontally. Smart Farming uses the concept of vertical
farming and includes additional features like, automatic irrigation system by sensing soil
moisture content (an automated irrigation mechanism which feeds water on demand by the
plants) and automated soil fertility sensor (an electronic device, which can be used to measure
the fertility of soil that enables suitable crop selection and also the type of fertilizer to be used).
HYPOTHESIS:
Vertical farming consumes less area and supports variety of crop cultivation in different layers.
Automated drip irrigation to different layers enables saving of an each drop of water. Soil
fertility testing is important for crop selection to obtain better yield. Fertile soil has pH value of
7.0 and said to have high electrical conductivity.
PRINCIPLE INVOLVED
Automated plant irrigation is based on the availability of moisture content in the soil. When
moisture decreases resistance between the two electrode increases and triggering the circuit to
start irrigation. When there is sufficient moisture content in soil stop the irrigation.
Automated Soil Testing Device, which measures soil nutrients using pH values to ensure the
fertility of soil. It involves the principle of sensing ions present in the soil solution, prepared
using soil sample and distilled water, which develops potential across pH electrode. Further
processing of this signal results in soil pH value.
Healthy soil normally contains salt and minerals required for plants to grow. As plants absorb
nutrients from soil, nutrient level in soil will deplete unless replenished through the nutrient
cycle or the addition of fertilizers.
Electrical Conductivity is a very quick, simple and inexpensive method that farmers and home
gardeners can use to check the health of their soil. The Electrical Conductivity (EC) reading
shows the level of ability the soil water has to carry an electrical current. The EC level of the soil
water is a good indication of the amount of nutrients available for crops to absorb.
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METHOD
Architecture of smart farming is as shown in Fig. 1.1 which is basically classified into two
modules, one is moisture based irrigation which is achieved using moisture sensor, driving
solenoid valve with the help of microcontroller and second module is soil fertility sensor which
determines the soil nutrients with the help of pH value and soil health using EC sensor value.

Fig. 1.1 Architecture of smart farming

Power supply:
The input to the circuit is applied from the regulated power supply. The ac input i.e., 230V from
the mains supply is step down by the transformer to 18V and is fed to a rectifier. The output
obtained from the rectifier is a pulsating dc voltage. So in order to get a pure dc voltage, the
output voltage from the rectifier is fed to a filter to remove any ac components present even
after rectification. Now, this voltage is given to a voltage regulator to obtain a pure constant dc
voltage.

Moisture sensor:
Soil moisture sensor set up is as shown in Fig.1.2. The moisture sensor consists of three copper
electrodes placed inside the soil and is part of potentiometer. It continuously monitors the
moisture content in the soil in terms of change in conductivity. The potentiometer output is sent
to microcontroller. Depending on the moisture content, microcontroller switches ON or switches
OFF the electromechanical valve with the help of driver circuit. A solenoid valve has two main
parts, the solenoid and the valve. The solenoid converts electrical energy into mechanical energy
which in turn, opens or doses the valve mechanically.
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PH sensor:
The optimum uptake of most nutrients occurs at a soil pH near neutral. The availability of most
micronutrients (nitrogen, phosphorus, potassium, sulphur, calcium, and magnesium) decreases
as soil acidity increases. Fig. 1.3 shows the nutrient availability for a corresponding pH range.

Fig. 1.3 Nutrient availability and soil pH
Soil pH is measured from soil solution using pH electrode. pH electrode has an output in millivolts depending upon the pH value. pH electrode basically measures the hydrogen ion [H+]
activity. Measurement of pH with pH electrode is based on the principle that potential is
developed when two solutions of different pH comes in contact through a thin glass membrane.
pH electrode consists of glass electrode and a reference electrode.

EC sensor:
Adding water to soil will dissolve the nutrients present and create an electrolyte solution in the
soil. By placing 2 electrodes in the soil and applying the voltage across the terminals, the
conductivity of the soil can be measured. This can be used as an indicator of soil fertility and the
nutrient level of the soil. Fertile soil with high amounts of mineral compounds will have high
conductivity while depleted soil with fewer minerals will have lower conductivity.
Using this measured pH value and EC sensor value the soil fertility will be displayed in LCD and
further the type of fertilizer to be added to soil will be displayed.
SUMMARY:
 Using the concept of vertical farming large amount of yield can be obtained in a small area.
Moisture based irrigation helps to irrigate plants automatically without any manual help.
 Soil fertility sensor is used to do analysis of various soil nutrients parameters with the help of
the pH value and the soil Electrical Conductivity (EC). Depending on the pH value, the
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availability of various nutrients of soil is determined. Based on the nutrient availability,
recommendation for cultivating particular crop is also done.
COST OF THE PROJECT:
 Vertical farming arrangement

: Rs 900

 Automatic moisture based irrigation module

: Rs 1500

 Soil fertility sensor

: Rs 2500

---------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------SMART FARMING (Total cost)

Fig 1.4 Front View of the model

: Rs 4900

Fig 1.5 side View of the model
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33. CARBON DIOXIDE DECOMPOSITION AND THE DECOMPOSED
CARBON IN NANOTECHNOLOGY
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ABSTRACT:
The increase of CO2 in the atmosphere can cause climatic and geographic changes which will
destroy nature, such as global warming and green house effects.

CO2 will cause various diseases for all animals including human beings.
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In order to combat this destruction many researchers have attempted either decomposition of
carbon dioxide or carbon dioxide sequestration so as to bring the carbon dioxide content down
to 260 ppm in the atmosphere. In most of the earlier attempts to decompose the carbon
dioxide, it decomposed into carbon monoxide which is highly poisonous and it is a drawback of
these attempts.

HYPOTHESIS
The new scheme proposed is an approach to completely decompose carbon dioxide to its
constituent carbon(C) and oxygen (O2) by applying a very high potential to the 3d array of
electrodes both horizontally all connected and vertically with alternating positive and negative
terminals of high tension. The electrostatic shielding for each pair of vertical electrode is
maintained. A large electric field will dissociate carbon dioxide into carbon and oxygen which
subsequently ionize into carbon and oxygen ions.
METHOD AND EXPERIMENT
1. By chemical reactions
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This proposal involves using LiCl-Li2O molten salt as the solvent prevent the occurrence of
the boudouard region, in which CO2 gas preferentially reacts with carbon to form CO gas at
high temperature, CO2 (g) + C(s) = 2CO (g)
This reaction is undesirable since carbon monoxide is highly poisonous. When LiCl-Li2O
molten salt is used as the solvent, the operating electrolysis temperature can be decreased
by about 250k. LiCl can dissolve up to 4.2mol% li2o at 923k, and thus metallic Li has enough
ability to decompose CO2 gas to carbon and oxygen gas thermodynamically.
CO2 = C+O2

SUMMARY:
By the simple reaction we can reduce the amount of carbon.
Nowadays in big cities like Delhi, Beijing and all, they can’t recognize the difference between day
and night due to the pollutions, so this experiment will be helpful.

The pollution due to carbon dioxide will be reduced; the carbon particles used in the nano
technology and oxygen is directly liberated to the atmosphere.
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METER
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ABSTRACT:
ENERGY CRISIS is the biggest challenge facing by India today. Our objective is to find solution for
this problem. Using non-traditional or reliable energy source such as solar, wind etc., to
generate consumable energy and supplying extra power to power grid using existing lines.
The Project is based on conversion of SOLAR energy into electrical power .this power given to
controller. The controller is designed in such that it manages the load from generated power if
any extra power required, then it draws from the main lines, and excess power is transmitted to
power grid through the same existing line and the energy meter is designed in such a way that it
should bill only to drayed power from lines by dedicating the transmitted power .from this it
minimizes the use of traditional or existing sources.
EXPERIMENT (DEMO)






The High efficient solar plates is installed near the consumer roof
The generated energy is connected to controller where the load and main power supply
line are connected
The controller is designed to manage the load from generated energy and excess energy
is transmitted to power grid using existing lines if it fail to manage the load from
generated energy it draws power from main lines.
The energy meter is designed such that capable of bi-directional metering to measure
both power imported from the grid, as well as power exported from the solar panels.
The traffic bill is calculated by the dedicating the transmitted energy by the drayed
energy

BLOCK DIAGRAM
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ADVANTAGES
 Electricity generation at the consumption center and hence Savings in transmission and
distribution losses
 Low gestation time
 No requirement of additional land
 Improvement of tail-end grid voltages and reduction in system congestion with higher
self-consumption of solar electricity
 Local employment generation
SUMMARY
Our aim is to find solution for the energy crises, by implementing this project apart from
reducing the energy crises to some extent also provides an alternative for already overused
traditional sources and saving money over long term too.
COST

: Rs. 10,600
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ABSTRACT
A Fresnel lens is much more efficient at collecting and directing the light rays and it produced a
beam five times more powerful than the reflector system used earlier. A solar water heater and
solar desalination were one of the devices used to utilize the abundant solar energy by many
researchers. There are many different designs used but most of them were at the experimental
level. This project presents a new design of Fresnel lens based solar water heater cum
desalination system .The main objective of this project is to efficient production of hot water
and fresh drinking water and identification of different absorber performances on the
production of hot and fresh water. In this project the use of a point Fresnel lens to concentrate
the solar energy on a special designed absorber and solar still will be introduced along with
successful tracking mechanism. In this project experiment have to be carried out by different
absorbers with different material using different raw water sample. From this experiment
identification of perfect material for absorber can be done perfectly based on its fresh water
yield and performance of the system efficiently.
HYPOTHESIS
The Fresnel lens is a flat optical solar concentrator; the surface is made up of many small
concentric grooves. Each groove is approximated by a flat surface that reflects the curvature at
that position of the conventional lens, so each groove behaves like an individual prism. The
advantages of the Fresnel installation make it a serious alternative to some conventional
techniques used in this field.

SCHEMATIC REPRESENTATION OF FRESNEL LENS
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A simple basin type solar still consists of a shallow blackened basin filled with saline or brackish
water to be distilled. The depth of water is kept about 5-10cm.It is covered with sloppy
transparent roof with the angle of 28-30degree. Solar radiation after passing through the roof is
absorbed by the blackened surface of the basin and thus increases the temperature of the water
resulting in vaporization. The water vapour collected at the bottom of the roof gets condensed
and used as drinking water.

SCHEMATIC REPRESENTATION OF SOLAR STILL
METHOD
The Fresnel lens is to be mounted at an angle of 20-30 degree and tracking of sun from east
to west can be done by using single axis tracking mechanism. The concentrated beam
obtained from the point focus Fresnel lens is focus on the absorber material. Cold water which
passes through absorber coil receives the heat from the absorber material. The water will be
heated around temperature of 60-80deg centigrade. The hot water is passed to insulated
storage tank, from the storage tank the hot water is passed to solar still unit where the water
gets distilled leaving behind the impurities and purified water is obtained and stored.
EXPERIMENT
Main concept of our project is to obtain distilled water by using solar energy. In the experiment
we are using sea water, which is to be distilled and making them to be useful for drinking
purpose. Sea water is introduced to the Fresnel system, Fresnel system is designed to heat the
water. Time taken for heating water in Fresnel system is compared with present solar water
heater system. Then hot water from Fresnel system is sent to the still system for distillation,
here vaporization and condensation to get distilled water. After getting the fresh water, for
finding the quality of water purity test is conducted. Based on the yield obtained analysis will be
carried on.
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SUMMARY
The specially designed combination of Fresnel solar water heater system and solar desalination
system is assumed to give required quantity & quality of fresh water. Here water is heated at
higher temperature using Fresnel lens and yield of fresh water is done using solar energy from
hot water. To achieve this result water is heated rapidly by concentrated beam of light using
Fresnel lens. Therefore maximum amount of hot water can be obtained; the temperature can
also be maintained during night time by providing thermal insulation. The system could provide
sufficient distilled water as well as hot water for a small family and also be helpful if installed in
remote civilization areas.

COST: Rs.30,000/-
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36. DEMONSTRATION OF HYBRID WIND TURBINE FOR POWER
GENERATION AT HIGHWAY MEDIANS AND ON ROOF TOPS
COLLEGE
GUIDE
COLLEGE STUDENTS
SCHOOL STUDENTS

BAPUJI INSTITUTE OF ENGINEERING & TECHNOLOGY, DAVANAGERE
Dr. S. KUMARAPPA & Dr. B.M KULKARNI
SACHIN,DARSHAN.K.B
VEMAVAMSHI, LOKESH S.C, CLASS 10, TARALBALU HIGH SCHOOL,
DAVANAGERE

ABSTRACT
Climate change has rewarded generation of hot air currents of low velocities at most of our
store houses and work places. At present these hot air currents are made to escape through air
vents installed at roof tops to surroundings which go as waste. Tapping of energy from these
sources is attractive as it reduces our energy security concerns resources at present. Present day
most of wind mills are designed for high capacity winds which are few and restricted, low
capacity winds are unlimited and wide spread. Tapping of energy from these low capacity winds
has become an engineering challenge across the world. In the present work, efforts are made to
demonstrate how energy can be tapped from low wind velocity and demonstration of power
generation from low capacity winds along medians, which go as waste at present, produced by
fast moving vehicles on the highways. Simulations studies have been conducted to optimize the
parameter for power production activity.
Wind turbine incorporates blades in a configuration that utilizes the mass momentum of the
wind to spin the blades around a central shaft. Force is applied to the blades by the wind both
entering and leaving the turbine, allowing maximum extraction of energy from the wind. The
unique nature of the blades are that the wind velocity further increases with the help of nozzle
at inlet and diffuser at outlet section. Other advantages to this particular design is to remove
the hot air from houses, industries and to generate electrical power from available low wind
velocity on roof tops and domestic applications and also power generation from low capacity
winds along highway medians.
HYPOTHESIS
Any moving current has got kinetic energy from which energy can be tapped to provide electric
power. Wind velocity influences power generation in a cubical fashion. Friction has to be
reduced drastically to make it viable. Conventional system are to replace with new generation of
hybrid wind turbine.
METHOD
Fabrication of wind turbine consists of different parts which are needed to be fabricated as parts
of main assembly. The first step is to select a suitable shape and size that would be mounted on
roof top and also on highway medians. The desired direction of wind is obtained by a means for
channeling wind, in the direction of the wind turbine by using nozzle. Diffuser section at outlet is
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designed for further increase in velocity to generate more power by using hybrid wind turbine
which is new concept designed by us.
EXPERIMENT
The turbine blades are made up of durable light weight material like aluminum, which will be
chosen according to the load condition. The stator and rotor are fabricated by us. A blade guards
surrounding the rotating turbine can be provided for the safety measures of the system. The
turbine will be placed on roofs and tested at highways so that it can produce more power.
Experiments are conducted at nearby highway medians, results are compared with simulation
studies. The project is aimed at demonstration of power from low speed winds, to reduce cost
of wind power, to introduce the concept of domestic wind turbine to meet the domestic power
needs.
SUMMARY
Our work and the results obtained so far are very encouraging and reinforce the convection that
vertical axis wind energy conversion systems are practical and potentially very contributive to
the production of clean renewable electricity from low wind even under less than ideal sitting
conditions The new type of wind turbine designed and wind turbine with swirl are ideal to be
located at the highways medians to generate electricity, powered by wind. The heavy vehicle
traffic gives it an advantage for more wind opportunity. With the idea of putting it on highway
medians, it will power up street lights and or commercial use. In most cities, highways are a
faster route for everyday commute with different places and in need of constant lighting makes
this an efficient way to produce electrical energy. Another advantage of hybrid wind turbine is to
remove the hot air from houses and work places by mounting on roofs top and to generate
electrical power with low wind velocity. Project Benefits are Reduces the cost of present day
power generation units, Concept of domestic power generation from low wind speed prevailing
on the roofs, Concept of green power generations at young minds, Young minds are exposed the
basics of wind power generation and how their schools and homes can be illuminated from this
free wind power, To introduce the concepts of production consumption of power at site.
Technology would expect to reduce pollution and provide economic savings.
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37. DUST PURIFICATION OF INDUSTRIAL CHIMNEY USING ELECTROSTAT
COLLEGE
GUIDE
COLLEGE STUDENTS
SCHOOL STUDENTS

VIDYA SAMVARDHAK MANDAL’S INSTITUTEOF TECHNOLOGY
IRAGAOUDA D PATIL
SANDESH S BEDKIHALE , AISHWARYA P KORISHETTAR
POOJA S PHATINGE, ANAND G PHANTE, VSM SCHOOL

HYPOTHESIS
Electrical and mechanical method to reduce smoke and cleaning of chimney
METHOD
Electrostatic precipitation and mechanical mechanism
EXPERIMENT
Accumulation of dust particles due to charging by the influence of electricity
SUMMARY
The project is about reducing air pollution, by reducing smoke which comes out from the
chimney of industries like sugar, chemical etc. The model is shown in picture we made a demo
of sugar plant. In this demo chimney is the main part of model. The chimney is made up of
highly conducting material like aluminum or copper. Here we are using aluminum chimney. In
prototype it is not necessary to make whole chimney of aluminum a thin metal sheet is can be
used to cover the inner surface of the chimney. In model the other units are made up of wood
and sheet metal. The parts which come in contact with the chimney should be made up of nonconducting materials.
Main part is chimney which is made up of aluminum and a metal rod is placed inside the
chimney and care is taken that the chimney and rod should not come in contact with each other.
The chimney is connected to negative of battery and the rod is connected to positive of battery.
Some clearance is maintained up to 8 to 15mm when smoke is made to pass through the
chimney electricity is passed to chimney and rod, as the electricity is passed a electric field is
created around the rod and chimney which charges the carbon particles and the positively
charged particles get adhered on the negative metal and the negatively charged particles get
adhered on the negative metal. So the carbon and lead particles can be reduced to go out from
the chimney. Not all the dust particles cannot be prevented escaping from chimney. The
thickness of the layer of carbon as increases it should be removed for further good functioning.
To remove the particles a rope and drag method is used .it consists of a rope and a wooden
block. A wooden block is placed inside the chimney or pipe and it is tied with a rope the wooden
block outer diameter should be bit less than the inner diameter of pipe. The rope is adjusted to
the roller which is kept outside and with the help of this roller the wooden block can be slide up
and down so the dust can be removed from the chimney and this can be disposed underground.
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38. AIR POLLUTION CONTROLLER
COLLEGE
GUIDE
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ALVAS INSTITUTE OF ENGINEERING & TECHNOLOGY
GANESH K
JEEVAN B K, CHISTOPHER LANCY KASTALINO, KRUTHI P, NISCHITHA B
KARAN B K, CHANDAN M R, CLASS 9, NAVACHETANA SCHOOL

ABSTRACT
The increasing pollution of the environment caused by the greenhouse gases will threaten the
environment and all the living beings in it.
In this project, we will be focussing on a simple but effective technique to tackle this problem
and reduce the harmful gases liberated to the environment. The project mainly focuses on the
waste gases that are exempted from the vehicles. The harmful gases that are released from
these vehicles are CO2, CO etc. Implementation of this project has a enormous advantages and
good cause on the environment.
INTRODUCTION
Today our society is facing a big problem that is Air Pollution. This has become a big problem
and a severe issue for the government over many countries. Till now it’s been very hard to
control the air pollution that is caused by the vehicles.
Here we have implemented a simple but effective solution for the Air Pollution. A simple Air
Controller System, which takes the polluted gas mainly CO2, CO gases as the pollutants as the
input and processes it under the chemical reaction to produce a harmless form chemical as the
output.
SCOPE OF THE SURVEY
The project mainly focuses on the pollutants released from the vehicles. Hence it usually works
with all types of gases and the vehicles which is fitted to the gas elimination chamber. It requires
the basic chemical NaOH for the chemical reaction to take place. The project, Air pollution
controller uses a simple concept that when some poisonous gases are subjected to the
chemicals, they get reduced to the non-toxic gases and salts as products. It consists of a
chamber that has a mechanism to hold the chemicals and allow the smoke to react through it, a
smoke exhaust pipe that finally carries away the filtered and clean exhaust gases. The exhaust
gases contain only H2 gases which is non-toxic and can be used by the company or emitted to
atmosphere. The by-products can also be used by the company. The H2 gas can be used as a fuel
in companies.
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METHODOLOGY
The project, Air pollution controller uses a simple concept that when some poisonous gases are
subjected to the chemicals, they get reduced to the non-toxic gases and salts as products.
2NaOH+CO2 -> Na2CO3+H2O
2NaOH+CO -> Na2CO3+H2 ↑
4NaOH+2SO3->2Na2SO4+2H2O
It consists of a chamber that has a mechanism to hold the chemicals and allow the smoke to
react through it, a smoke exhaust pipe that finally carries away the filtered and clean exhaust
gases.
The exhaust gases contain only H2 gases which is non-toxic and can be used by the company or
emitted to atmosphere.
The following figure shows the demonstration of the above mentioned project that is Air
Pollution Controller.

CONCLUSION





The exhaust gases contain only H2 gases which is non-toxic and can be used by the company
or emitted to atmosphere.
The proposed model is not only effective in reducing the environmental pollutants in an
efficient and cost effective way.
The by-products can also be used by the company.
The H2 gas can be used as a fuel in companies.
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39. DESIGN AND DEVELOPMENT FABRICATION OF PICK AND PLACE
ROBOTIC ARM
COLLEGE
GUIDE
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ABSTRACT
Mankind has always strived to give life like qualities to its artifacts in an attempt to find
substitutes for himself to carry out his orders and also to work in a hostile environment. The
popular concept of a mechanical arm is of a machine that looks and works like a human arm.
The industry is moving from current state of automation to Robotization, to increase
productivity and to deliver uniform quality. The industrial robots of today may not look the least
bit like a human being although all the research is directed to provide more and more
anthropomorphic and humanlike features and super-human capabilities in these.
One type of robot commonly used in industry is a robotic manipulator or simply a mechanical
arm. It is an open or closed kinematic chain of rigid links interconnected by movable joints. In
some configurations, links can be considered to correspond to human anatomy as waist, upper
arm and forearm with joint at shoulder and elbow. At end of arm a wrist joint connects an end
effector which may be a tool and its fixture or a gripper or any other device to work. Here how a
pick and place mechanical arm can be designed for a workstation where loading objects is been
presented. All the various problems and obstructions for the loading process has been deeply
analyzed and been taken into consideration while designing the pick and place mechanical arm.
The purpose of this project is to develop Pick and Place Robotic Arm using flex strips. The
function of this robot is to pick and place objects and is equipped with hardware and software.
This robot can be controlled by using the flex strips housed in a hand glove wirelessly connected
to the robotic base unit and also using computer program dumped in microcontroller. The main
objective of this project is to develop a prototype pick and place robot that can be used as a
teaching method to deliver a better understanding of basic function, operation and
programming of a robot. The application of this project also can be used in other related field
such as industry, military, medical, dangerous environment and so on. This project was
successfully developed, tested and hardware, software could be integrated and working well
without error.
List of internal parts and their description
DC MOTOR
A dc motor is a class of machines that converts direct current electrical power into mechanical
power. The most common types rely on the forces produced by magnetic fields. Nearly all types
of DC motors have some internal mechanism, either electromechanical or electronic; to
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periodically change the direction of current flow in part of the motor. Most types produce rotary
motion; a linear motor directly produces force and motion in a straight line.

DC motors were the first type widely used, since they could be powered from existing direct
current lighting power distribution systems. A DC motor’s speed can be controlled over a wide
range, using either a variable supply voltage or by changing the strength of current in its field
windings. Small DC motors are used in tools, toys, and appliances. The universal motor can
operate on direct current but is a lightweight motor used for portable power tools and
appliances. Larger DC motors are used in propulsion of electric vehicles, elevator and hoists, or
in drives for steel rolling mills. The advent of power electronics has made replacement of DC
motors with AC motors possible in many applications.
WORM GEAR ARRANGEMENT

A worm gear can be thought as a gear with a single tooth. The LEGO worm gear operates on an
axle which is perpendicular to a mating spur gear. Worm gears have some special properties
which make them differ from other gears. Firstly, they can achieve very high gear reductions in a
single stage. Because the worm gear has only one tooth, the gear ratio is simply the number of
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teeth on the mating gear. For example, a worm gear mated with a 40 tooth spur gear has a ratio
of 40:1. Secondly, worm gear have much higher friction (and lower efficiency) than the other
gear types. This is because the face of the worm gear’s tooth is constantly sliding across the
teeth of the mating gear. This friction gets higher the more load is on the gear. Finally, worm
gears cannot (generally) be back driven. In the animation below, the worm gear on the green
axle is driving the blue spur gear on the red axle. But if you turn the red axle as an input, the
worm gear will not turn. This is useful for locking things in place like using a crank to raise and
lower a lift gate. One final thing to remember about worm gears is that there is force created
which pushes the gear along the axle.
WHEEL

FLEX STRIPS
Flex strip is basically a strip of carbon material having metal pads inside it. As the button on it is
pressed, the resistance across the circuit increases. The resistance of the flex strip changes when
the metal pads are on the outside of the bend. This resistance is caliberated and converted into
signals and further used for operating the Robotic arm
WIRELESS ZIGBEE COMMUNICATION MODULE
Zigbee is a specification for a suite of high level communication protocols used to create
personal area networks built from small, low power digital radios. Zigbee is based on an IEEE
802.154 standard. Though its low power consumption limits transmission distances to 10-100
meters line of sight, depending on power output and environmental characteristics, Zigbee
devices can transmit data over long distances by passing data through a mesh network of
intermediate devices to reach more distant ones. Zigbee is typically used in low data rate
applications that require long battery life and secure by 128 bit symmetric encryption. Zigbee
has a defined rate of 250 kbit/s, best suited for intermittent data transmissions from a sensor or
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input device. The technology defined by the Zigbee specification is intended to be simpler and
less expensive than other wireless personal area networks (WPANs), such as Bluetooth or WiFi.

MICROCONTROLLER
A microcontroller is a small computer on a single integrated circuit containing a processor core,
memory and programmable input/output peripherals. Program memory in the form of
ferroelectric RAM and ROM is also often included on chip, as well as a typically small amount of
RAM. Microcontrollers are designed for embedded applications, in contrast to the
microprocessors used in personal computers or other general purpose applications.
The Intel 8051 microcontroller is one of the most popular general purpose microcontrollers. The
success of the 8051 spawned a number of clones which are collectively referred to as the MCS51 family of microcontrollers, which includes chips from vendors such as Atmel.
FIRE SENSOR
A flame detector is a sensor designed to detect and respond to the presence of a flame or fire.
Responses to a detected flame depend on the installation, but can include sounding an alarm,
deactivating a fuel line (such as a propane or a natural gas line), and activating a fire suppression
system. When used in applications such as industrial furnaces, their role is to provide
confirmation that the furnace is properly lit; in these cases they take no direct action beyond
notifying the operator or control system. A flame detector can often respond faster and more
accurately than a smoke or heat detector due to the mechanisms it uses to detect the flame.
WORKING METHODOLOGY
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The Methodology of the project is as follows


















The Base section is designed in such a way that it can lift objects.
The Base measures about 1.5x1 feet in dimension.
Design of base and field sections
Assembly of base part
Assembling of wheels on the flat base using DC motors
Assembly of suitable fastener for mounting the end effector on the base
Installing microcontroller and other sensors to the base unit.
Installing Battery for power supply.
Connecting the flex strips to the control unit.
Fixing up of the end effectors (excavator) and robotic arm(gripper) on to the base unit.
Write programs as per operation required.
Dumping Codes to the microcontroller with suitable instructions for the respective
commands of flex strips.
Control unit houses the circuitry (flex strips) which controls the robotic arm.
Each Flex strip consists of 4 resistive buttons; each of it controls respective movements,
angles and acceleration in all three directions of the hand respectively.
Flex strips will send the signals to Zigbee via RF Module where the values are combined
and are processed simultaneously.
The Flex strip sends the signals from actuated button to the microcontroller board.
The Processed signal values are transmitted from the module (trans-receiver) to the
robotic arm.
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The Module takes the feedback from the arm and sends the new processed signal to it.
The Robotic arm is the main instrument where implementation of program from the flex
strip button takes place, it consists of total 2 DC motors connected in such a way that it
provides three DOF to the system.
Microcontroller P89V51RD2 which inputs the values from the module and send the data
accordingly to the DC motors.
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ABSTRACT

Hybrid vehicle (HV) is one that uses two are more power sources to move vehicle, such as solar,
electric, wind, etc. As we all know the energy generated is not sufficient and day by day,
demand being increased though we have different types of energy generating methods such as
hydro, nuclear, tidal, wind, solar, fuels etc.. And some of them are not eco-friendly, mainly
causes
Environment pollution,
Leads to global warming
Ill effects on living beings, etc.
Just to overcome energy crisis that is been facing and to be eco-friendly now days, we have an
idea of HYBRID VEHICLE that is able to run by using different types of energy as mentioned
above and its completely free from pollution and most of them are from renewable sources.

The eco efficiency concept of clean propulsion vehicles aims at is simultaneously reducing the
fuel consumption and environment pollutants impact without decreasing the vehicle
performances (or little decreased) and other user satisfaction criteria. Based on a designing or
simulating model one can evaluate the performances, the emissions and the User Satisfactions
for different driving under different test scenarios. To establish a rationale methodology for
conducting the eco efficiency design of electric, solar and wind hybrid vehicles, it involves a
multidisciplinary optimization approach while minimizing or maximizing both Eco friendly and
User satisfaction objective functions. The proposed approach is hybrid vehicle (HV) by
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highlighting the effect of different energy storage systems (batteries, ultra-capacitors, hydraulic
system), mechanical and electric components sizes upon the optimized hybrid design. The
optimization can be done by using ultra capacitors which have almost the same performances as
those using batteries, while the HV technology can compete because of the hydraulic
components can also use and these are low cost and renewable
KEY WORDS: Hybrid Vehicles, Multidisciplinary optimization, multi objective optimization, Eco
efficiency, different energy integrated into one system.
Hybrid Vehicles (HV) are expected to be one of key technologies for future cleaner and fuel
efficiency vehicles. (Hybrid Hydraulic Vehicles (HHV)) are alternative technology that was
recently the subject of a series of works devoted to the design the simulation and the
optimization of hybrid hydraulic systems for trucks) A successful HV design requires optimal
choice of the configuration of mechanical, electrical efficiency, an optimal management of
energy flow is required, objectives aiming at increasing performances and comfort while
minimizing environmental impact. This challenge results in the so-called eco-efficiency concept.
Because of the large number of HV parameters, trial-and-error-based design approaches of a HV
will be generally practiced on this project.
Mainly this HV involves different forms of energy system into one single system.
Like converting solar energy into electricity similarly wind energy too, storing these energies in
some expedient storage devices such as batteries and ultra-capacitor, then can be drawn up for
desired purpose, And this multi energy system that benefices HV for its movement, and commit
some other actions that essential.
Designing this kind of vehicles aims may be refrained for current and future generation to
prevail the advanced, comfortable, suffocate free or stifle free life ahead.
Suppose a simple cost model is introduced to estimate the total vehicle cost which is devised
into two costs: An operating cost and an investment cost. The operating cost is related to fuel
consumption and maintenance all over the vehicle life. Here discussion assumes a vehicle life of
5 years with 500000 km which is rather small. The maintenance costs have been neglected
because assuming that the maintenance cost is more or less similar for the hybrid and
conventional vehicles, which is again a approximation. The investment cost relates or depends
on key components prices and performances.
The eco efficiency comparison is based on a multidisciplinary and multi objective optimization
approach of HV accounting for environmental impacts The design problem formulation design
scaling is based on objective functions of minimizing the environmental impact and maximizing
the performance of the vehicle. Performance criteria and emissions of vehicles may be
simulated using optimised material In order to reduce the computational cost, one major
contribution consists in developing approximations of performance and environmental criteria
methods.
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ADVANTAGES











Eco friendly
Pollution free environment
Noise free
Renewable sources use
Improved technology
Can overcome energy crisis
Can have great control over vehicles like these
Uses different forms of energy alternatively
Different energies are compressed in one system
May cost less etc.

DISADVANTAGES





Designing into one system is little difficult
Skilled minds are needed
Initial investment is high
Little Less performance as compared to fueled vehicles

APPLICATIONS




Transportation
Domestic Use sometimes
Industrial carriers might be optimised etc..

SPECIFICATIONS
S.N

TYPES OF PARTS

PURPOSE

1

Batteries or ultracapacitors
Wheels
Axles
Normal wind fans
Solar panels
Brakes

To store energy

4500

For movement
To absorb shocks
For wind energy
For solar energy
To stop vehicle

1500
1000
1000
5000
600

2
3
4
5
6

APPROX COST
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7
8
9
10
11
12
14
15

Chassis
Steering or handling
Controllers

To mount parts
For controlling
For conversion one
form to another
Small generators
For generating energy
Wind Gear box
For conversion
Motors
To run vehicle
Seating
Sitting purpose
Toggle switches and other For controlled energy
small components etc
supply
TOTAL COST~23,000/-

1500
1000
900
1800
1000
2700
400
1600
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K.VINAYAK SWAMY
MAHESH,ROHIT.Y.DOMBI,R.KARTHIK RAJU,DARSHAN NAYAK,TEJAS
GOWDA
SHIVAPRASAD S.A, DHANUSH R, CLASS 10, SHRI JAGADGURU
ANDITARADHYA HIGH SCHOOL,BANGALORE

AIM AND OBJECTIVE
Taking references from the above listed papers, we have come up with an original and
innovative device for the blind.
Our aims and objectives are:
 Optimum and favorable output due to tactile feedback system.
 Accurate and precise obstacle location and detection.
 Device designed to be simple, portable and inconspicuous.
 Cost effective and wearable.
PROBLEM DEFINITION AND SOLUTION TO APPROACH THE PROBLEM
Problem Definition
The Problem is to design and develop two visual aids, for indoor application
The indoor system will have the following functionalities:
i. Location of obstacles within the indoor system.
ii. Generation of voice commands to guide the person for his movements guiding
him/her to avoid the obstacles.
Solution to approach the problem
The Sensing and the processing are done by the Human Sensory system which enables the
interaction with the external environment. The same function in our proposed idea is done by
the sensory and mainframe processing unit. This unit consists of the Ultrasonic sensors which
are programmed and processed by the Microcontroller board used which is Arduino Uno and
Arduino Nano based on the ATmega328.
Further the interaction with the external environment is illustrated by the instantaneous
feedback output. The instantaneous feedback output is generated by the detection of the
obstacle by the sensor by processing its echo pulses. *The proposed powering unit consists of
regulators to power the various components used. *The voice commands transmitted using the
Bluetooth Transmitter and headset. The transmitter will be present in the prototype which
sends the audio messages to the user by the headset.
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The voice commands are pre-recorded and stored in a SD card module. Depending on the
position of the obstacle and the type (pit or staircase), the corresponding voice command is
played.
For the time being the obstacle is assumed to be stationary for the sensory part of the circuit to
be able to detect process and send the appropriate output to the feedback output part of the
system.
IMPLEMENTATION
The implementation of the project is divided into two parts: Hardware and Software
implementation. The First part realises how the different components
Hardware Implementation

The above diagram shows the basic block diagram of the prototype.
The main requirements for the realisation are:
 The powering unit
 The processing unit is a microcontroller Arduino mega 2560
 Ultrasonic Sensors
 SD card module
 Bluetooth module
All these components are incorporated into the shoe or presently a card board box which
represents the shoe. Hence justifying the tile Blind Assistance Smart Shoe (BASS)
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Figure 11. Placement of sensors
TEST AND RESULTS
Implementation of the prototype is carried out by constructing a design layout.
The prototype has been tested in the layout shown above. The numbers represent the different
conditions in which the prototype is placed. The tabular column shown below summarises the
tests conducted
Condition Sensor1 Sensor2 Sensor3

1

0

0

1

Sensor4 Sensor5 Obstacle
Detected
at
0
0
Behind

2

0

1

0

0

0

Side

3

1

0

0

0

0

Front

4

0

0

0

0

1

Staircase

Voice
command
output
Obstacle at
Behind
Obstacle at
side
Obstacle in
front
Staircase
Detected

CONCLUSION
The goal of the project primarily was to provide the visually impaired with a user friendly
navigational tool.
The Arduino board interfaces sensors, SD CARD module and Bluetooth module with the help of
which the output is instantaneous and also provides a simpler output mechanism for obstacle
detection, staircase detection as well as pit detection. The project’s strength lies in its cost
effectiveness, minimum number of components required, user flexibility and mainly in its
simplicity.
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As of now this idea has been implemented on a single shoe. The future scope of this project lies
in implementing this novel idea of BASS on both the shoes such that the Arduino
microcontrollers placed in each shoe communicate with each other in order to prioritize the
command the user should be informed of.
Though limited in accuracy and features they can be improved with additional modifications.
These include noise cancellation, GPS integration, voice calibration and ergonomically fitting
additions.
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DIGNITARIES IN ANVESHANA BANGALORE (2012 to 2015)

In 2012 - Mr. G. Kumar Naik I.A.S,(Education Secretary, Karnataka Government) giving the inaugural
speech to students (Mr. Ramji Raghavan, Mr. Sharat Kaul, Mrs. Erin Brennock, Dr. V S Ramamurthy,
Director NIAS, Bangalore, Padmashri Prof. R M Vasagam, Former Vice Chancellor, Anna University Prof.
Ramaswamy, Rtd. Prof IISc on the stage)

In 2013 - Anveshana abstract Book Launch - Ramji Raghavan, Chairman Agastya International Foundation, Sharat
Kaul, Sr. Executive Account Manager, Synopsys India, Dr. Pradip Dutta, Corporate Vice President & Managing
Director, Synopsys India, Dr. H. Harish Hande, Magsaysay award winner, G. Kumar Naik I.A.S. (Education

Secretary, Karnataka Government), Dr. K.G. Narayanan, Former Director Aeronautical Development
Establishment, Bangalore
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In 2014 - The program was inaugurated by Prof U.R. Rao, Former Chairman, Space Commission &
Secretary, Department of Space, and ISRO- DOS in presence of Dr. Rajkumar Khatri, IAS, .Education
Secretary, Karnataka Government, Raja Subramanian, Country Director, Synopsys India, Dr. Wooday P
Krishna, Chairman IE, Karnataka State Center, Padmashri Prof. R M Vasagam, Former Vice Chancellor
Anna University, D R Seetharaman, Group Director, R&D Solutions Synopsys India
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In 2015 - Inauguration by Sri Kimmane Ratnakar - Minister for Primary & Secondary Education, Karnataka
State Government in presence of Dr. V K Aatre, Scientist & Former Head of DRDO,
Dr. Pradip K
Dutta, Corporate Vice President & Managing Director, Synopsys India, Prof. Anurag Kumar, Director IISc,
Bangalore, Padmashri Prof. R M Vasagam, Former Vice Chancellor Anna University, Prof. Sudhindra
Haldodderi, Science Writer, Former Scientist DRDO, and Dr. A Maulishree, CEO ICT Skills Development
Society, Department of IT,BT & S&T, Government of Karnataka
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DIGNITARIES IN ANVESHANA NCR-DELHI (2015-16)

In 2016 - Prof. Ashutosh Sharma, Secretary DST, GOI, in presence of Dr. V K Aatre, Scientist & Former
Head of DRDO interacting with students before inauguration at Anveshana NCR-Delhi
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DIGNITARIES IN ANVESHANA HYDERABAD (2014 to 2015)

In 2014 -Abstract Book launch by Dr. G. Vani Mohan, I.A.S, Commissioner & Director of School Education,
Government of AP in Presence of Marty Michael, Senior Director, Technical Support and Training,
Synopsys USA, Jury Panel - Dr.Vishwanath Gogte, Director, Vignyan Vahini, Prof. K. P. N. Murthy, Director
Center for Integrated Studies, University of Hyderabad, K Thiagarajan, COO, Agastya International
Foundation, Chandrashekar DP, COO, JGI Group, Suresh Natarajan, Jiddu Krishnamurthy Center,
Hyderabad,

2015 - Dr. R.S. Praveen Kumar I.P.S, IG of Police and Secretary, TSWREIS present in Anveshana 2015Hyderabad addressing students
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28th January 2015 Inauguration by Ms. Erin Brennock, Director- Government Affairs, Synopsys
in presence of Mr. Uno V Nellore, Manager Technical Support and training, Synopsys Mr. Ajith
Basu, CPE, Agastya International Foundation along with the Jury Panel

29th January 2015 –First prize winners after receiving the Prize from Marty Michael, Senior
Director, Technical Support and Training, Synopsys USA, in presence of Ms. Erin Brennock, DirectorGovernment Affairs, Synopsys, Mr. Uno V Nellore, Mr. Thiagarajan, and the Jury Panel
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